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TO

To Let.
first House on pleasant St., Dealing,
as "The Paine property.”
THE
For particulars enquire at 13 Myrtle Street,
For Sale

St, Portland.

Elyht Pyllars

Tebms:

Year in advance

a

MAirafsikTE

THE

$2 50

Furnished
Myrtle

Street.
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one
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janSdtf

office.
Feb.

Quiet Board,

O’DONKGLL,

I

MO. 84 1-9 VllODI.K 8TKUKT,
(2nd door lielow Canal Bank,)

dry goods

tf

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

Law,

12 Pine

CAIVAL BANK BGILDIKO,

GEO.

Thursday, February 20th,

HOLMES.

F.

Dr.

tiiitciiinson,
has removed to

The

Spring Term

FEBRUARY

tf

Jan31____
SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
Attorneys and Solicitors

I.

«f. E.

B.

COFPIIV, Consulting Engineer.
cor. Exchange Sts., Portland,
m«.

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully aud promptly answered- All business iu
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by
jy2 T T & S tf

mail._
J. H. HOOPER,

----

No.

y-■--

The

D.

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

illcDouoiigh Patent Bed Loangci,

be

can

& Job Printer

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
promptly

carefully

and

FRESCO

OrdcrR mny be left at F. F. Hale’s pictnre gallery
ana O. M. & E. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
B3P"*A11 Orders promptly attended to.

jan25

tf

3^
C

ME.

the trade at Boston prices.

dc28tf

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. Ik,
SURGEON,

has removed to

307

Congress Street,

(Opposite the Paik.)
Office Hours from 8 to 10 A.
9 P. M.

Round

(3
C

M., and2 to 4 and 7 to

_de!3tf

STURDIVANT,

the sale and shipment of
Coal mined by Messrs. Ham-

Sole agents in Maine for

market

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

CLOUDMAN,

G.

148 EXCHANGE ST.

jan22tf___

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Copying and enlarging

Street.
ME.

done to older.

new

he Porcelain,

BS^Motto—Good work
Prices. Aim to Please.

Moderate

nl

may 20

(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON,)
Marine, Stationary and 3?ortable

ENGINES.

Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shaft
ing, Mill Clearing and General Machinery. Castings
of iron, brass, and composition. Rcpaiiing promptly
attended to.

sieam

215 Commercial Street,
se

M3 6m

Portland,

C

—HAVING TAKEN THE—

under the New City Building in Lewiston. for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
we intend to'keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bill of Fare shall be in keeping wi'h the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at

Merchants’

RESTAURANT,
CITY BUILDING, Bine

jan21

C.

Street,

A. JOnKSON,
dlvnowe3m

Ship Timber

and Knees.
stock ot Ship Knees
seasoned White

the largest and
in tbe State. Also best quality
I HAVE
best

Oak

Trtscnails. and

can

furnish

Hackmatack, Hardwood

White
Oak Timber and Plank
or

the lowest cash prices.
U. TAYIiOR.
tt
Portland, Deo. *0,1812.
at

Sc

and other

$»,75.

irably

x

50 feet,

trance on Fore near India St.
JOHN SPENCER, Superlntendant.
Late Steward ot St’r Jshn Brooks, Boston and Portfebldlyr
land Line

manufactured Stock; now occupied
ton Boot and Shoe Manufacturing
rented low as an inducement for
lish here. Also on hand

heretofore existing between the

re

Snow,
day
are requested to make
portions indebted to said firm McCann.
immediate payment to Jos. H.
JOS. H. McCANN,
TEMPLE H. SNOW.
Saccarappa, Jan. 15,1873.

by the Thomas-

ot

WITWindham, in the County of Cumberland, State
10th

by their deed aud mortgage, dated
in the Registry of Deeds for
said county, Book 381. Page 75, conveyed to me a cer-

tain lot of land with the buildings thereon in said
Windham, being a part of lot 140 in the second division of 100 acre lots in said town, containing fifty
acres, more or loss, being the form on which said
Oliver and Joseph now live; And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broaken; Now I, the
grantee named in said deed and mortgage, by virtue
of a power of sale contained therein, will sell at public auction upon the premises described in said mortMarch next at one o’clock in
gage, on the fourth day of
the afternoon the premises granted and conveyed to
with
all
improvements that may be
me as aforesaid,

the Stovo and Tinware business at the Store lately occupied by McCann
& Snow.
TEMPLE II. SNOW.
jan23e od3w *
continue

a

Woodbury, Latham & ©liddeii,
137 Commercial Street.
it

Portland, Jan. 27, 1872.

NO.

17 PLUM STREET.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dycis: fully confident of turning out
woi k that cannot tail of
giving satisfaction.
ladies’dres«es colored and finished in a superior
style. Gent’s garments cleansed and colored without
be;nst ripped,and warranted not to
smut,and pressed
ip. *■} superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed: blankets scoured
raised.
wool
the
JOIIN
S.
nu
MILLER &

City Clerk’s Office, Feb. 4,1873.
the petition of Burns & Bryant for permission to erect and maintain a steam engine in
their Shop, situated in rear of No. 121 Commercial
Street, notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the
17th taut., at 7i o’clock P. M., a hearing wffl bo had
of all parties interested in said petition at the Aidermen's room in the city Building.
H. I. ROBINSON,
Per order,
City Cierk.
feb5dtd

for Sale

A at

a bargain. Apuly at
PLUM STREET STAULES,

CO.,

sep26

Pronrletois.

Book

Colby’s

Store,

the young man who went down in the Portland
Boat two years ago wiili the Dry Goods Runner,
and who was going to live with his brother and work
at the Rolling Mill, will send his address to the undersigned, will hear of something to his advantage.
Address, A. PACKARD,
Chelsea, Mass.
febl0d3w

Notice.

moved to Baltimore.
^■Goods selling without regard to cost lor
da> s culy.

119

icw

EXCHANGE STREET.
49

doc5d&wtf

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In

exchange

the State,
will sell his Stable in Gorham
Village, with the
or
as m y be desired.
This is one
v
for a Llvery Stable in the
country,
and will be sold a great
bargain.

for

Locomotive Boiler., Koriz'intal Engine.,
Eced Pump, nud Other Machinery.
G. II. ANDREWS,
Addrore,
febldtf
178 Pearl St., New York.

about to leave

Gorham, Feb. 7,1873.

Sanford’s Improved

■

City ol

J

Portland.

Price of Machine,

$15.

m**nmrcin

—.

..mere by the Co./at their own Factory and under
their own Patents and Processes.
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all poin* s connected with Emery Wheels and
this
Emery-Grinding-Machinery will be furnished
feb8eod3m
Company.

by

HAMBURGS!

the Prkb

shall open this day one of the largest and best
line of Edges and Insertion*, ever opened in
Portland, and at prices that defy competition.

WE

paper tor

12 l«2c, 2©c,

sens.fe’e people, and make it w orth
$2

HAMBURGS !

1873.

•ffbJ«l2w&W2t

Refrigerators.

The three points ol excellence which I claim arc1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air'
2nd: ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, tht,
elements of Its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
jeldtf
& Co.s Ice House, Portland, Me.

___tf

jan24

Hamburgs, Hamburgs

Now is the time to subscribe.

BRIGGS-&

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Manufacturers of Tranks, Valises and

gyA

I

State.

which

Call and

Masons and Bnildcrs.

PORTLAND

N. E. BEDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

CO.,

A. S. DAVIS A

CO.,
LAMSON, 153

No. SO Middle Street.
Middle St.,cor. Cross.

THUJ

MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the beat manner.

JAMES

A lady

Jobbing promptly

tended to

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
P.

FEENY,

Cor.

Cumberland and Frank-

Portland Dailv Press

Ileal Estate Agents.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Tlater.
N. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congrcm. All kind* of Si Ircr and Plated
Ware Repaired.

is

"~C

We

Newspaper In Maine,

Best

R, F. LIBBY, For. Street, op .fairs.
G. L. HOOPER Ac CO., Successors to
LittleAeid Ac WilMi, Cor. York Ac Maple Street..

Watches, Jewelry, &e.

Middle

Cboirs, Musical Classes, Conventions, Academies.

ATTENTION!
to the

following Clioicc

List of

Grocers
By making all its departments fuller and more valu
able.
The growing Importance of Portland as a distrllmtln
centre for Maine, and its Increasing wholesale trade

Daily paper imperatively necessary.
larger Editoral corps than any paper in
Maine, with unexcelled facilities for collecting new
a

With

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST.Hewitt. 50
An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza
NEW ORATORIOS.
Paine.
PRODIGAL SON.Arthur Sullivan.
Fine eflectlve compositions,

PETER.,«L

E.

1.75
1.00

ANTHEM BOOKS.
1.60
SABBATH GUEST.Emerson At Morey.
BUCK’S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION.2.50
BAUMBACH’S SACKED QUARTETTES,[New]2.50
IN PRESS.—NEARLY BEADY.
and Plano. 1.00
STRAUSS’S DANCE MUSIC. Violin
Tbo

bjve books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston

JantS

DITS0N

&Ca’NeWYOrkS&W5tw,yrw«

A FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER.

lm

man

TbelPublishers congratulate themselves that] their
efforts to make the Press acceptable to its patrons
are appreciated from the conclusive fact that without special efforts, its list of subscribers has been increased to a greater extent during the last six
months than for any similar period the past six years.
As an advertising medium tho Daily Press stands
first among Maine journals.
Terms: $8 a year in advance; $4 for six months;
$2 for three months.
Liberal commissions will be paid those who will
secure subscribers with prepaid subscriptions.
63@*~Orders from News Dealers promptly filled.
Address

MW&Flm

BROWNE & TRICKEY’S
BEDSTEAD!

useful thing ont. It turns from a perfect bed to a handsome ornament 3 feet hisb,
holding and ventilating the clothes perfectly. Call
and see them at
THOS. P. BEALES’S.
23 Market St.
jams tleod
most

K/Ht TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER for
sale in barrels or hulk at the lowest cash

t lv/lJ

price by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
feb3dtf

Sagua molasses.
O

Portland, Dec. 2Stli, 1873.

MOLASSES in

GEO. S. HI NT,
111 COHHERCIAL STREET.

febS_
DR.

3w

FITZGERALD,
The

Portland Publishing Co.

It

wonderful

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN & SURGEON
Will visit
PORTLAND, FEB. 13th,

was

a

good thing Barnum's menagerie

The other similar institutions should go the same way. Humanity has
long enough been shocked by the wilted
specimens of animals—the store beasts—that
have so long traversed the country, with their
bald angles, decayed teeth, suuken eyes and
slinking tails. An old fashioned hair trunk
with a paint-brush tail and a brass eye would
put the whole lot to ignominious flight.
went

dtf

8 market Street.

HIIDS. PRIME SAGUA
store and for Bale by

eighteeu

boy made a very handsome
about seven feet high, Saturday,
and robed it with his mother’s sixty dollar
paisley shawl. He is saddest when he sits.

E. D. PETTINGILL

Q<>“f

It was “Leeks.”

man

An Essex street

Attention!

BUREAU

who wrote to the State Board of

snow man

Coarse

HOTEL

win-

lilted up his
aged
voice anil wept, on Mam street, Saturday,
having missed the parental form which accompanied him into town.

BY—

an20

severe

Agriculture to ascertain what was best to
plant in wet land, was tavorably impressed by
the answer.

plasterT

Grows’ Condition Powders.
an24

The

Jan31dtf

a

and more space to devote to dotails, the Publishers
will make every exertion to render the Dai ly Press
has hitherto
a fuller and more complete paper than it
been, and in every respect

uncommonly

And now Dr. Bellows has got hold of those
Credit Mobilier wretches. Well, they need

and Mixed Pickles for sale
Medium,
In lots to suit parchasscrs at factory prices,
FINE,

full

o—J

gtiost was a
sheuld be without.

accreuueu

family

riqc

m--‘

■

■--

I

to

ashes.

[From the Indianapolis Journal, 4th.]
Her Little Revolver.
At about seven o’clock Sunday evening, a
man rang the door bell of the residence of
Mr. J. W. Bradshaw, 506 North Delaware
street, in that gentleman’s absence. Mrs.
Bradshaw answered the call, and was confronted by rather a tall man with dark mustache and neatly dressed, who did not speak.
She, supposing him to be some acquaintance
of her husband, politely asked him to step
in, which he did, saying, "Yes, I will. “
ing the door behind him. She he wan tt
him what he wanted. He responded
ed to see her. Mrs. Bradshaw, witfiwonder
v
ful presence of mind, told the
He
into the sitting room and

Her sketches oi character and of

icenery are admirable;and the sad story ia
old with much power and pathos. The book
s published in a tasteful and attractive style
by Sheldon A Co., N. T.
For sale by Loring, Short A Hannon.

RIRCELLANEOVS NOTICE*.
“My Covoh Shakes me to Pieces,” gasps
the victim of that distres.-ing visitation. Shake
it off, then, with Hale’s Honey of Horehound
and Tar. Any cough can be pat to flight with
that wonderful pectoral Elixir. For sale by all

Druggists.
Pike's Toothache

against you. If you stop to dispute, you do
they desire, and open the way for more

abuse. Let the poor fellow talk—there will
be a reaction if you do but perform your duty;
and hundreds who were once alienated from
you will flock to you and acknowledge their
error.

We feel justified iu sayiug that Drpoxeo's
Golden Pill intended for females is one of the
Grandest chemical discoveries of the age.
febl2 eod3t&wlt
Advertisers naturally seek the meant for
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Paass
fills the bill in both particulars hotter than any
other daily journal ia Maine.
We arn ernnintr Father TTiw*m
rive hundred thousand strong:
We have thrown away our crutches,

In health we move along.
More than one million people, men and ani.
mals, that have been cured of BheumatiRO,
Swellings, Stiff Joints, and Lameness, by Centaur Liniment, are joining the crowd and
It effects more reshouting out its praises.
markable cures in one day than all other arti-

cles have in one year.
Children cry—for Pitcher’s Castoria. M
the stomach, cures wind colie and
It is a substitute for
causes natural sleep.
castor oil.
febl3-eodlw&wtt

regulates

So potent

Bcchb that it »and gl»*>"
mores or counteracts kidney, bladder
debi ity,
dular diseases, mental and physical

diabetes, gravel, female complaints,
and other
or incontlnanee of urine,

.he

Kendall

and fainted, with the revolver still in
her hand, her husband was in the house and
he had not met the man. There was no
one
in the house at the time save Mrs.
Bradshaw
and the female domestic, and the
courage of
the lady cannot be too highly commended. If
such a reception were accorded to
every intruder of like character, there would be far
fewer visits from them.
room

Whitney's

CATALOGUE,
FOR 1873!

SENT FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

KENDALL
,...

tebl3

&

WHITNEY,

PORTLAND,
J.

want

revolver, unlocked it and turned the villain
out. He lost no time in getting away, as by
the time the lady had reached the sitting-

&

I XjIjXJ sthated

«fed

concluded he didn’t
ana immediately
anything. The next moment be begged
to be let out, and Mrs. Bradshaw
piteously him
to the door at the point of the
marched

on

***

paircdconstimtion to perfect

a

the weapon the fellow weakAt the stebt of

reten

which have ba«ed
of the urino-genital organs
In
Europe u wet
distinction,
of
medical men
a word '‘restores the lmIn
as in this country.

as

a

toning and stimulating

the

are

properties of Smolandbr’s

£*

if®JLJt;
•?»* '“2.is”
he stepped in the
r?°J“ d e”n(j
by cocked revolver
doorahIw»had^fronted
bureau drawer.
taken from

in 1 minute.
febH-oodtw&wlt

cure

but as

Jok- SEED

ed the

Drops

Go straight on, and don’t mind enemies,
[f they get in your way, walk round them regardless of their spite. A celebrated character who was surrounded by enemies used to
remark, “They are sparks which, If you An
not blow, will go out of themselves.” “Lire
down prejudice,” was the Iron Duke's motto.
Let this be your feeling while endeavoring to
live down the scandal of those who are bitter

Diowing up.

leb7

THE

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM.Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.Eugene Thayer. 1.25
SO
GOUNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC.
Well worthy ot careful study.

babes.

This has been an
ter for murderers.

2000 Bags Cotton Seed Meal
SALE

a

[From the Danbury Kevrs.]

day.

KENDALL A WHITNEY,

New and attractive Cantatas.

ST.

teething

MEAL!

Stair Builder.

J. W. Ac H. H. MCDCFFEE,Cor.
Ac Union St».

if left at tbe

may not receive at-

—FOR

by

for that purpose. By some unforeseen chance
the pistol and nitro-Ac., were both discharged
and the sweet babe was left with no gums at
all and no head to put them in. No blame is
attached to any one, nevertheless we think
parents should be careful in selecting toys for

Street.

Street.

see

gums, at the same time that the butt end
might be used to drum upon a case of nitroglycerine that the fond father had given him

SEED

largest and fullest dally paper published In
in the future as in the past, the Publishpropose to make it beyond question, the

in

away.

Dubuque paper
region has just
lost at two fell stiokes his only child under
peculiarly sad circumstances. The boy, a
lovely babe of ten months, teething with
difficulty, was entrusted with a loaded pistol
to bite, as the cool metal soothed his hot
sorry to

are

A young

Maine, and

was

in-

that an eminent man in that

OTTON

The

ascending from the cabin of an
entering the

heaven while I

CO.,

Argus anil Advertiser copv.

ers

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

C'ongrfM

they

was

honeymoon.

dropped from the skies, my dear,” “Oh,
deed,” said she; “then you have been

day; if lelt late in

tention till next

JOHN C. PROCTER, Na. 03 Kxchauec

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 CongreM

the day,

same

an

no

wttgnizmg me geuuin \ manly and womanMrs.
y natures everywhere to be found.
idwards’ style, vivid, graceful and dramatic,
i 3 displayed to much advantage in the pres-

harbor of New York, when her husband lrom
whom she had been absent six months and
who had boarded the vessel with the Custom
Houss officers, suddenly appeared before her.
“Where on earth did you come from ?” she
exclaimed, amazed. He pointed above. “1

Office in the Morning will be at-

attended to.

i Sollnw

steamer as the latter was

ocean

GAS” NOTICE.
pipes,

an

The supernatural manifestations which play
a prominent part in the present
volume, are
at length satisfactorily explained; and the
novel terminates in the orthodox manner.
For those who care for sensational novels
“The Mysterious Guest” will prove a particularly acceptable one. Published by T. B.
Peterson A Co. For sale by Bailey A Noyes.
Philip Earescliffe ; on The Morals op
May Fair: By Mrs. Annie Edwards; author of “Ought we to Visit Her,” “Ordeal
for Wives” etc., etc.
A novel by Mrs. Edwards cannot fall to be
bright, graphic and original, with a touch of
honest—if a little

cents, remarking: “Well, that will make up
$2.60 for you,” and before the astonished
man could explain matters he was off with

dtf

ions in service

thing

ent book.

Orders for removal of obstruct-

Plumbers.

wueu

rc&uuiue,

sort of

A New Hampshire clergyman, who was
asked his price by a young maa whom he had
just married, replied that the law gave him
$2. The youth promptly handed out fifty

___

PORTLAND, ME.

as

systematic record of circumstances which
may bear directly or indirectly upon the constitution of the little patient, saving much
tedious explanation and placing before the
eyes of the physician facts that he may consider to be of grave importance.
Published by Putnam A Sons, N. Y. For
■ale by Loring, Short and Harmon.
The Mysterious Guest: By Miss Elixa A.
Dupuy.
A highly-wrought, romantic work of fiction; somewhat recalling the novels of Mrs.

entire Legislature of

the obituary here referred to.—Commercial
Advertiser.

BARGxYINS.

febO

designed

5S3SSH i

305 CONGRESS STREET.

61 Exfannge

is

That was devoted to direction* as to the care
of sick children,—this to the making easy a

not one of whom was horn

The Baltimore Gazette also notices the
death of a “character” in this cU»—«Is

Photographers.
J. H.

By Prolessor
accompanying
volume to the “Mother’s Work” by the same
anthor, which we have already noticed.

—Gascoigne.

We shall sell them very low.

them.

see

an

Mother’s Register.

Fonssagrives

Venus, of Brighton, England, is a true
descendant of the old girl. His love was of
the most intense description, and when Matilda Priggins refused him, he knocked her
down three times, and would have cut her
head off if the police had rot arrived.

shall sell at

BRIGGS~&

PUBLISHING CO.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.
LOTHROP.DE YENS A CO.,
Sreet nnd 4S Market St.

wo

GREAT

j

171 Middle and

The

Mr.

2000 Yds. of Edges and Insertions

ocal Agent wanted In every town in th

Add ret*

Carpet-Bags.

mon.

to

The Mariner amidde the swelling seas.
Who seetli his barke with many a billowe beaten,
here, now there, as winds and waues best please
When thundering Jouewlth tempest list to threaten.
And droaues in deepest gulfe for to be eaten,
Yet learnes a meane by mere necessitie
To saue liimselfs in such extremitie.

Open this day

ABNER

J. B. DURAN A CO.,
116 Federal Streets.

25c, 5©c.

COYELL & COMPARY.

to e^rh subscriber for the year

the best

ceases

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Man ufactures,^
Norton Mills anti Island Pond ,Vt.
e7tf
Island Pond, Sept. 5,1872.

THE
a

retires from our

Portland,
CHAS.
firm, and his iuterest and responsibility
trora this date.

Stable for Sale.

IN A FEW WEEKS.
and stock to be

Upholstering.

re-

prefer

in the State. The only excuse for this fearful state of things is the fact that the State is
not yet twenty-one years old.

GREAT BARGAINS AT
a

he would

Now

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face from $2.12 to $7.35. according to tbickn??8. Heavier Machines $70 and $00, rimmug \V heels up to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANITE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

t Jan 2173

IF

subscriber, being

no

We intend to make

NEW CANTATAS! ORATORIOS ! AN TEE MS

PERSONAL-

TO BE CLOSED

YEAR

Horse and Ox Shoeing

No. 10 Plnm Street.

PIERCE of

the

“carpet baggers",

his bride on his

make

FINE driving, well broke and stylish four year
old COLT, with Sleigh, Harness and Robes tor

W.

of

dtd
febl-_
Saw Guminer & Sharpener.

Schools.

City ot Portland.

Works,

XEXT

COREY,

'WINSHIP,

abovo

vear

Aldermen

H, JOSSELYN,
ouAS. McCarthy, jr.,
MARQUIS D. KING,

grcas Street.

and for sale by

fled3

up to Its

GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-9 Cou-

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS

sale

the dnv and

imniltt

W.

pictures to make the value ot
price.

W offer

Street.

DRESSED HOGS.

Sleigh

our

—_

YORK,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD,

no CHROMOS.

order.

of Maine,

Horse and

cunTi elornlmi on.l

*J. S.

obtained by applying

No.

possible manner by S.
YOUNG A CO., No. 100 Fore St.

Co.; will be sold
parties to estab-

Notice;
Oliver Pope and Joseph Pope, both

Just received

mi

liRtR.
Given under

No efforts will be spared to make the Maixe
State Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed
the Publishers will not relax their efforts to mako
the paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed to read it. We pledge that during the year
1873, the Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than ever, so that tho famil; that thoroughly
reads the paper will have all the enn-ent events
of the

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall,

Done in

IOO CASES THICK ROOTS,
of superior quality, stitched and sided by hand, and
Will be
warranted. Also men’s russet slippers.
Bold low and in lots to suit purchasers.
For further particulars address
E. A. ROBINSON. Treats.,
fob7eodlm
Thomaston, Maine.

ERE AS

Clonks

Miuuesota has

A CHEAP, simple, and durable Macbino—easily
operated and running wheels from 8x1 inches to 12
x linch.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

UPON

copartnership
of McCann
THE
undersigned under the firm
dissolved by mutual consent. All
is this

Scbago Bye

be

Published by G. W. Carleton A Co., New
York. For sale by Loring, Short and Har-

An Illinois spinster proposes to set herself
up in a raffle with 100,000 tickets at $1 apiece,
the winner to have the money and the girl.
She says she is intelligent and fascinating.

the 90lh inetant,

written.

done to order.

two stories and

or

Location, Bradbury’s Court, En-

undesigned will

Publishers.

THE

J. F.

BOOT AND SHOE FACTORY.
Also Machinery, Tools and Fixtures, and some un-

an-

tion to to his customers.

to

depot, exempt

near

10 years ag a

Velrel

India St.

Fnrnitnre and
done

<12w

35

charge of a new

ers, Hotels, Families, &c., with special attention
paid to Ladles Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shim
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry being provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced help, the
Proprietor believes he con guarantee perfect satisfac-

The

copy or the Weekly Press
five new subscribers, with

vnfp

EBEN
W. A.

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols rringnnd Repairing

GEORGE L. STOKER,
By McCobb & Kingsbury, his Att’ys.
1873.
janl feb&mar
Portland, Jan. 1st,

LAMDR1!

holstering

DE-

September 1870, recorded

name

ns

Special club rates may
the

eral Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Pest Office,
Exchange Street.
Ii. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Up-

large
BUILDING
attic, finished and well lighted, good cellar, desfrom taxation
the
located

and spaeious Laundry would respectfully
IIHE
that he is prepared to do wasbiDg for Steam-

JOSEPH

JOHNSON,

H

svuunu

LEWISTON, MAINK.
LEWIS

«t

REFERENCES:
Hon. John P. Healey.
Faneuil Hall Nat. Bank.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse.
Messrs. Tkos. Dana &Co.
Harvey Scudder& Co. Hon. J. S. Abbott.
Kemble & Hastings. Gen. J. S. Whitney.
Joseph Dix, Esq.
Utley & Boynton.
JohriP. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
F. W. Pelton, Esq.
Sam*l B. Krogmau, Esq.

assumed

sending

whe.-e.

receive £100 per year to spend as he chose
rather than £200 per year and
“found,”

THERE IS

GREATER

AND

A

FOR SALE OR RENT

—

Loans on ITIortgagcs
Securities.

undersigned having

STOCK

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS.

ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS,

Negotiate

IN

H

COMMISSION
ALSO

MORE

Q

Templejj
lf

Bena an extra

$10.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BERfJ. ADAMS, csr. Exchange nnd Fed-

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Bouton.
JHAS. II. DITSON * CO., 711 B’dway, New York.

5 Pemberton square.Boston,
Will Buy and Sell on

—

KEEP

Sold Everywhere. Price

MM. L. SOUTHARD,

BEAL

METHOD.

MAND.

at

RESTAUR vA NTT

and

6

fcM

No.

THOR-

febl2

Streets.

/v

A MORE

FOR WHICH

SURER

5
^COGIA
HASSAN,g
C
^,129

FACT

EFFECTIVE

rhe DEALG R-CANNOT

lO cents, and bet-

Middle and

THYB8DAY)

nine to twelve o’clock A. M., and from three to
ux o’clock P. M., for the
purpose of receiving evilence of the qualifications of parsons claiming the

is Free Street.
OEOROE A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kinds
done to order.

Me.

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,

Manufacturers’

OR

SYMONDS,

Furni*aVe—Wholesale and Retail.
Walter COREY A CO., Arcade,

TEM.

cents.

BABGAIK8 IN

by

CONCISE OR ATTRACTIVE SYS-

DISSOLUTION.

MACHINEWORKS

W. II. FESSENDEN.

TnE

IT P I Ij.—CANNOT STUDY FROM A

rhe E

€S

PORTLAND

STEAM

for

admitted

nounce

styles, Berlins, "Rembrants, Medallion.
or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
All the

^

TO

TEACHER—CANNOT USE
OUGH

H

\EW

PORTLAND,

TESTIFIES

rhe

so

ABUNDANTLY

COPIES

II. Hay’s.

dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Dye Moose, 34 Union Street.*

Tnequalled—Incomparable
the leading Pianoforte Teachers of the
COUNTRY, AND ITS ANNUAL SALE OF

a

IfUO

.1. II. LAiniON,

No. 152 Middle

!

25,000

inch nil boiled Hash Ribbon 1.00
per yard.
inch all boiled Mod. Ribbon 88 11
cent*.
MM.
AU other Ribbon, in ProporIion._

^

price,

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawauna, and Pitteton
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfhpr27
port of shipment
any point desired.

J.

i

II.

Dye-House.

■

JUL

RIBBONS

ett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
at lowest

ones

GREAT

179 Commercial 8t., Portland.

sale

FOR THE

over

of Portland,

’rom

”« will

Dentists.

—

PIANO!

Mice

yet for 15

ter

OFFER.

Machines.

to any person

away a few leisure hours. The print is clear,
and the binding extremely tasteiul.

1873.

•iffht tn

DR, W. R. JOHNSON,

Pittsburg bride's dowry lately consisted
barges of coal, which her father thinks
ought to secure her reception by the ton any-

February, 10,
It “The child is father of the man” is the
Aldermen of the City of Portland have pro- i
the grandfather of the man?
grandchild
pared Alphabetical lists of such inhabitants as
and what relation is the man to his
ippear to them to bo Constitutionally qualified
grand,o vote in the election of
Municipal Officers in and child ? And also
for the several Wards in said City, and that
especially what relation is
they
will be in open session at the Aldermen’s Rooms on
he to himself.

Carpenters and Builders.

P.

Combs, warranted Rubber,jj

Better

A. 1ST

City

collection of

life, written in a bright, pleasant, though at
times slightly ambitious style. It* vivacity
docs not, however, degenerate into flippancy
or silliness; and the book has a
high, refined
tone. In short, “Kenneth my King” i. quite
superior to the average novel, and will be
found a very agreeable companion to while

A

We understand that Dr. Livingstone is

sg.

a

Brock.

HE

TEBBETS.

WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

METHOD
—

!Jj

these

cents

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

We have also lor

NEW

€ 5 Cents Each. H
yard.JJ
£|pure Linen Crash 9
fj

Our friends cannot confer a more acceptable New
Gift than by each sending one or a dozen new
mbscribcrp.

Year's

W». A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. All Exchange St.
SHALL A SHACKPORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

RICHARDSON’S

H

BUY

Portland,

To the Electors of the

Book Binders.

Work

carelnily exccntcd

BOOK

will Attend to the prosecution of «laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-! f
Washington.

Celebrated

met at tlie Lowest Prices.

of

description

C 8 Cents Each. H

No. 30 Bzebnnge §tM Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of » olumbia,

♦he

Hi

Ct.jJ

—at

MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,

ROSS &

M-omptly and

Every

Reduced Rates

HENRY F. T.

•

CAN

(ban

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Having been appointed Agents for -one of the
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to

No.

H
H
ttm-

Per

ok

second edition of

of two

ported to have said that

STATE OF MAINE.

Street.

C
(1
(JCOGIA HASSAN’S.H
Linen H
1000 Ladle.’
(/More
Collars

NO. 172 AND 174 FORE STREET,

January.
City

W. C. COBB, Nos. 38 and 30Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House nnd Pont Office, near tbe Market.

It

LEWIS,

CHASE,
WHITTEN.

O. B. WHITTEN,
W. H. WILLARD,
E. BROWN.

,.

Bakers.

j

T. C.
E. H.
O. B.

10, 1873.

feblOdiw

BookseHers and Stationers.
HOYT, POCK A- BREED, No.91 Middle

—AT—

Law,

D.

Feb.

a

A somewh it sensational novel of Southern

Another sea-serpent is reported off the
coast of Georgia. It is thought that grog
has something to do with leading so
many
skippers to see serpents of late.

WHITTEN,

who will settle the .iftalrH of the old firm.
T. C. LEWIS,

Repairing.

I

From Feb. 1st to March 1st.

YOU

\VrA N TEI)!

West.

funny.”

John Graham, of Virginia city, raved behis wife Mary hadn't washed his shirt.
She Molly-tied him with a rolling-pin, and he
now has no need of shirts.

LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO.,

>V. M. DYER, Ho. 979 middle St. All
kind* of machine* for sale and to let*

■

___tf
F. & C. B. NASH,

PHYSICIAN AND

Agency for Sewing

—

—

to 25

wants to go

not

The Ship Store, Fishermen's Outfits, and Fish and
Maekere1 Inspection business will be continued at
the old stand,

collected and select

5000 New Subscribers in

a
roman as “a
seif-ornamental inHusbands will say: “True, but

stinct."

Under the firm name of

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

TT

1

DENNETT,

PORTLAND.

FROM

At

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,
j an lft

—

FAINTER®, ~2©

Counsellor at

STREET,

J. M. BATES,

OF INFORMING

/n

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.

L. B.

109 EXCHANGE

1873.

our

JOST & KELLER,

carefully

_

Portland,

pleasant extravaganza

type. Tl e words and music have been prepared expressly for the “Silver Song" and are
well adapted for Sunday school or home worship.
Published by W. W. Whitney, Toledo
Ohio. For sale by Bailey A Noyes.
Kenneth Mv Kino. By Mis* Sallie A.

London Punch defines

Jios. 14,1C and 18 Custom House Wharf,

HI.

C
THE PUBLIC
Tl.atweJ.avo
(j
C Marked Down
(] Uvory Article in Store

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

owner

Jan31SAMUEL

Wo have the

—

_

its State News is the

the

are

creature endowed with

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.

opens

Daily Press Printing House,
f\

most

CHEAP!

BE SOLD

As the

7~ /iPLE AS UREw

MARKS

work

I WILL

I

or

DB.

En-

fullet than any other

Maine;

Because

This is

Copartnership.

CHASE &

enjoy

lost
songs for the use of Sunday Schools; and enWherein the birds were wont to build their
bowrc, I
Awl now are cloathed with mosse and hoari
couragcd by previous success, the publishers
frost,
Instead of blossoms, wherewith your buds did flowre
have added to the book, a number of new
I see your teares.
—Spenser.
songs; and have printed the work from ire A

co-partnership heretofore existing under the

THEstylo of
LEWIS,

longer bound by

probability,

illustrations, by Alfred Fredericks, are exceedingly spirited.
“An Open Question" is published
by th.
Applelons in their “Library of American
Fiction;" and is lor sale by Bailey A Noym.
New Silver Song
By W. A. Ogden.

cause

Notice of

#uch •nimation and
no

but is conthat
Mr. De Mille offers.
There is not a dull
page
from titlepage to finis; the interest of
the sto
ry never flags, the plot is full of most unexpected and startling complications, and the
tent to

The Queen of Denmark wears calico
dresses in public—by way of rebuking extrava ance in dress.

in

SPRING VALE.

Principal.
self-boarding.

obtained for

Address the Principal

^

Every Description of

A.

ELLIOT,

I?I.

Rooms

63T"All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct5-*69T T&Stf

xeeuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

PRINTER,

Academy,

Spring Term

reports

arc

tebbetIT house,

--

Wednesday, Feb. 19,

MANUFACTURER OF

Book, Card

...

paper

^

vigor, that the reader is
any considerations of

“Spicer” in the Boston Commercial liulletin ^thinks that King Richard III was a prohibitionist because he stopped King Henry’s

Ynu naked tree, whose shadie leaves

Thj marvelous adventure.
U>W WUh !,Uch dream-

^
stanU

,1anl5dtf

#

paper in

FOR SALE!

I

YARMOUTH, ME.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

M.

..

Yarmouth

IJP1IO LSTEREE

WM.

Seminary.

and

Rollins 8c Adams.

larger Editorial

ly preposterous.

A prominent bond-robber is said to ha /e
re.narked that his business needs no cloak
while it has the detective pelisse.

Office No. 1 Exchange St.,

NEWS

BecauseitsMarket, Marine, Con
gres'sional, Legislative and othci

Said house is one of the best locations on
Consists of
on the street; fine neighborhood.
MJLtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
walls
finished
rooms; painted
throughout;
Uglily
»as; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
H. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.
dtt

Book, Card and Job

TERM

SPRING

a

Kjjj!

BEGINS IEB. ISth, and continues ELEVEN WEEKS.
For Circulars address
feb7dl0t
G. M. BODGE, A. M., Principal.

when

a

Maine;

lit simian Street.

25th,

Chicago,

charge.

reading

other;

force than any other

House No. 34 Emery St., head ol

CHOATE.

Gorham

74 middle

-Parlor

MARKS,

commence

For further information apply to
THOl. II. MEA0,
Secretary of Trustees,
No. Bridgton, Jan. 27,1873.
jan2fleod3w&w3t1

Foreign Patents,

Because it has

FOR SALE !

under the continued charge of

-OF-

and

eleven weeks will

of

WI. M.

more

FKB 15,

bier.

souTn.
Wc sell tickets from this city by rail or boat, with
transfer across Boston.
fi^^Tickets by the Baltimore & Ohio allow passen~
gors to visit Washington aiul return without ultra

PAPER:

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. II. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum St.
scpl3-tf

40

of cars. New York

The ONLY agency in MAINE representing all
these routes.
Through conucction male with all trains west or

Because it is thoroughly

St. Lawrence House.

A

Bridgton Academy.

51 Spring Si., cor. Spring & Park.

American

West end Spring Street,

PHEASANT room on Spring St., or vicinity,
furnished or unfurnished, without board.
Address BOX 1336.
janlOtt

For Catalogues, with full particulars, address the
Misses Symonds at their Raslddence.
feblltd

feb3d3m

matter than any

THE

Wanted.

1813.

Because It gives

centrally

For Sale.

MANASSEH SMITH,

f

The Spring Session of IhiB school will open

PORTLAND, ME.
STROUT.

Street, Portland, Me.

IN MAINE:

Real

house on State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tf

Setter Pap, 10 months old, with white
marks on forehead, tip of tail, and breast, feet
and legs speckled. A suitable reward will be paid to
any one returning him to

change

no

Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.

located House on the southerly
of Free and Cotton streets, now occuDr.
piccUby
Parsons, is offered for sale on favorable terms. It. contains ten finished rooms, with
gas throughout. Lot 45 feet on Free and 70 feet on
Cotton street, with a stable. A good location for a
Physician or Dentist. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Heal Estate Agent, Cahoou Bloek.
febld3w*

Seminary! ABED

Ladies

EWEN,

to

Michigan Southern,

Pennsylvania Central,

exchange, by sending partic-

of

1m

corner

Dog Lost.

Young

or

a

per cont.
JOHN S.

MTlie

A

__

PAPER

Brick House for Sale.

The finder will be suitait at this office.
febl2*lw

Wanted.

septlldtf

Prop- BEST WEEKLY

jau24

RESPECTABLE person wants a position as
amanuensis and reader to a gentleman of means
Sha would have no objection to travel. Address ).
WM Press Office.
feb5*2w

EDUCATIONAL.

STBOUr A HOLSIES,

A. A.

similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.

MAINE.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
feblO

other
to

or

Apply

Erie,

Estate Broker,
39 Nassau street, New York.
lltfertnceg—G. T. Bonner iVt Co., 20 Broad St., N.
Y.5 James Buclian & Co., 180 El zabetn St.. N. 1.

BETWEEN
land, Cape Elizabeth.
bly rewarded by leaving

2J

sion

Watch Lost.
foot of High street and Turner’s Is-

Alaroe
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing

Lake Shore &

$1, can have them adverand otherwise negotiated without incurring any
further expense until business is effected. Commis-

feb!2*lw_

Rackleft Block, corner
streets—basement and

brick store in the
of Middle and Cearch

has removed to

ulars

A

LET.

TO

STORE

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

DESIRINGandto sell
fee
tised

PAIR of new FpR GAUNTLETTS.
The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving them
at Wheeler & Wilson Rooms, 1G3 Middle Street.
J. L. HAYDEN.

FOX,
MATTOCKS
88 Middle street.

THE-

erty,

of

with

Lost.

A Few Good Rents
applied for at once.
&

IK

GKIYTH—Lloyd’s Shipping Map

__

novMtf

PORTLAND,

A

A

_Jan7

_d3t»

13th, 1873.

the U. S.
for 1873 is out to-day,
3,000.000 names.
Country rights given; cost $100,000; sells for $1;
40x50 large. J. T. LLOYD, Phila., Pa.
febl2
dlw&wlt

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemen can be accommodated also.

■

Owners of Farms or Country

1
18

MORXISG,

Recent Publication*.
An Open
Question:—By Janies De Mille;
authoi of “The I.ady of the Ice,” “The
American Baron” etc. etc
An open
question" is in Mr. De Mills’*
noi'rn 8tyle,
witty, genial, and eminent-

No cruel guard of diligent cares that keep
Crowned woes awake, as things too wise for sleep
But reverend discipline and religious fear,
And soft obedience, find sweet biding here.
—Cra$hatre.

the agency of the
following lines

Have

presh

Gossip and Gleanings.

AGENCY

No. 1 Exchange Street,

from

Lost.
ic and
Wednesday afternoon, between Mecliai
The finder
Emerv street!*, a Sable Fur Cape.
the
same
at
this
will be suitably rewarded by leaving

To Let.

BUSINESS CARDS.
JAMES

without board,
felCdtf

or

8.V Tl'RDAY

UNION RAILWAY

The Maine State Press

prepared to loan money in Mini,
9100 to any amount deal red, on drat
clam morlages in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties desirous of bnildingcan also bcnccommoda
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DA VIM & CO„
Real Estate and mortgage Erokers.
sep24
tf

of

are

!the

MISCELLANEOUS.

! TICKET

to Loan ! ! !

$20,000
We

KEYS
with tag attached. The fiinder will be sutiably
rewarded by leaving them attbisoffiee, or at C. A.
Weston & Co.’s Tea Store, 23 Free Street.
fcbl4*lw
E. C. GOODHUE.

PROBABLY

1-8-7-3.

BULLETIN.

0fflce-_

Lost.
in the Post Office, a BUNCH

ESTATE.

<*eo. R. Ravi* & Co’s

Lady’s Gold

Co Park Street,
of the most desirable
ON
HOUSE
rents iu the city. Enquire
the premises.

Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation iu every part
of the Stale) for $100 per square lor first insertion,
an 150 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

yUflfilllpni
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

dlw*

ftbl0*lw

fit'VO pleasant front rooms with
X at 214 Free street.

a

The finder will
be suitably rewarded by
leaving the same at this
fcbUdlw

Rooms to Let.

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, in
long h of column, constitutes a “square.” cents
per
$. 50 per square daily first week; 75 continuw *ek after: three insertions, or less, $l 00;
cents.
50
first
week,
ing every other day after
ilalf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $ 1 00; 50 cents per week after

UjJi.t’Kj

this city, yesterday morning,
INBreast
PIN, with Chain attached.

Rooms to
Let.
rooms to let with hoard at 13

a

REAL

ILOSt"

GOLD PIN

known

SATURDAY

..

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

or

fob 10

PRESS

is p lb'.ished every Thursday Morning at
a year.
year, if paid iu advance, at $2 00

,

LEI._

thi

PORTLAND PIJBLUBING CO.,
At Id!) Exchange

PORTLAND,

VOL. 12.

1862.

>

-—

_

ME.
d2w&w4wT

ENGER,

PIANO-FORTE TUNER
-ABB-

REPAIRER.
Orders in the city or country will receive pre“P*
attention. AdUrem at U. S. Hotel, or 31 Temple**-

febl3_<wd3m
Personal.

the party that took two pairs of
from Mr*. Wilder’s, 311I Cougrro*
leave, will return them or four
wUhto
be said. If not, they will be dealt
extent of the law, ae the peiwm
**“ w’
febl3d3t

IF

•**«‘jJJ“»ui
mJiSlleet
tne

Ag*i».
Wasonnian Agriculture
action ot tlie Was-

THE PBESS.

\

t1

late

deposing Mr. Goodale
tlie l est farmers of
SATURDAY MORNING, IEB. 15, 1873. u severely denounced by
the following extract from a
we
give
Maine,
farmer to tbe Massachusetts
Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
letter by a Maine
Stance)
wit li a card certificate countersigned by
Ploughman:
and
Pulfen, EOitor. Ail railway, steamboat
In your notice of the annual meeting of the
ns by
managers will confer a favor upon
Board of Agriculture of this State neld at
claiming:t»
clique in
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surprise that Mr. Goodale, its efficient Secretary lor so many years, was not re-elected.
You purposely refrained from making any
comments thereon, as you say you “are not
fully informed” of the reasons which led to
the change. The (jietUod by which it was acci mpiished is more ri
preliensible if possible
than the change itself. When you understand
this foul plot lully, well may you and every
well meaning man be surprised, nay astonished as the people ot this State were on its announcement.
Did the community or any

f Ulc
even

have

we

Y\ intliron week before last, you
express great

„|mm_

Journal, S.
j*

1 as-

frawf-__

read anonymous letters and communlof
writer arc iu
eiitlms. Tho name lid address
not necessarily for publication
all cases indispensab e,
of good faith.
but as a guaranty
If) cannot undertake to return or preserve comWj, (l0 not

munications that

arc

not usa i.

considerable part of it demand it? YY'as it
even dreamed of by any, save two or three
self interested ones? No. Baton tbe conas
trary, Mr. Goodale is universally regarded ot
more
possessing and practically combining
tlie qualifications incident to, and necessaiily
man
pertaining to that office, than any other
in tlie State. Once before, it was suggested
that there might be a change by an interested
was sufficient
party, but the mere suggestion
no.
±o accouito cull lortli an unequivocal
must he adopted.
plhh it now different tacticsthe
plot, very quiTwo or three stealthily lay
eaily at the meeting,
etly engineer it, arc refuse
to wait till the
their men counted,

And Fremont, Too?
The railroads of the United States which
have done more than all else to
develop its
and increase its wealth and
power
have proved as destructive to reputation as
they have to life. In the arraignment o
Gen. Fremont before the courts of Fran ce

resources

ft>r

swindling the people of that country by
selling them live or six million dollars’ worth
of Memphis and San Diego Railroad
bonds,
representing that these sccuiities had the

special

sanction and authorization of the
United States Government the people of this
countsy are also arraigned. The prominence
of Gon. Fremont as a public
man, exaggerated uo doubt by distance, makes him in
In his
France a representative American.
disgrace his country must share, for at one
time he was thought worthy by millions of
his countrymen to occupy the highest
place in the Republic. Since that culminating point in the career of the “Pathfinder”
much has occured to impair his ii fiuence at
home. The Fremont of 1856 and 1873 are
two very different persons on this side of the
Atlantic. But in France he is the same.
France does not know that lie was a failure

mostly together, proceed to an
election with eight members in a Board of
members are

ttcenty-two and tbe work is done. How true
the old adage that a lie will travel a mile
while truth is putting bar boots on.
A
man that wants an office now-a-days is up,
dicssed, and takes the citidel by storm, while
honest men, believing others as honest as
themselves are cheated out of their senses.

By

ence

blitter than

la

tlvnm

and each lend a helping hand.
But this matter has a broader scope of in-

plough

Tin

well

there, as we send our reciprocal greetings
Hence wc become a power
through him.
abroad, scattering as well as gathering, joinbands
with
the
rest of the world, in the
ing
So we think
ureat science of Agriculture.

without using large sums of money to bribe
its officials. They are aghast at the notion
that the best and most honored men in
America are no better than vulgar swindlers.

and so we feel down here in the Pine

And it becomes us at home to take into se-

TnE

nat-

ural reluctance to cast off in a moment a wellknown public man, who by years of patient
labor has raised himself to a high place in the
estimation of his fellow citizens. There is a
tendency to find excuses, if possible, and to
make the fall of those whom we have supposed to be great and good, as light as possible.
Bat we should beware of carrying our leniency so far as to give it an effect more dreadful
than the most unrelenting severity. We have
to consider not only the feelings and interests
of the persons who have been so unfortunate
as to fall into temptation, but those also of
the millions of people whose destiny is powerfully affected h, the condition of public
the

what means

SUt

■music. Chicago will doubtless profit much
by fcbot-.ipTTitc/ice or tne jjoston jubtiee—em-

ulating its good points, which were many,
■'and avoiding its non-suceesses. The Juki,
lee of last summer was experimental, amkitlous, and in a great part—a speculation. The
chorus, from its immense size,was thoroughly
unwieldy; the soloists were, with few exceptions, almost inaudible; and the gigantic
Coliseum was utterly unsuited for musical
performances. No doubt, much good was
done; but we think indirectly rather than immediately, by this Brobdignagian enterprise.
The orchestra at the Chicago Festival will he
of moderate size, and under the complete
control of Mr. Thomas' baton, the chorus
will be large enough to render grand compositions with power and effect, but not so large
a? to destroy beauty of tone and precision t*
accent, or to annihilate time by occupying so
til

tl,

AtAA
--i---n

A

A

f
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mote from the audience arc heard at

a

very
The

perceptible interval afier those nearer.
programme will in elude many important compositions: Handel's grand “Dettingen Te
Deum,” Mozart’s soulful and tuneful “Ave
ycrum” with its perfected brevity and beauty; Beethoven's Choral Symphony; Schubert!* lovely 23d Psalm (for chorus of soprani
and alii); Schumanns picturesque “Gipsy
Chorus; choruses from Tannhauser, etc. etc.
There will be six performances, beginning on
Tuesday, May 6th and ending on Friday, the
9th. Saturday, the lOtb, will be devoted to a
grand concert in the open air. We await
With much interest, further details of the
Chicago Festival, and meanwhile wish it all
suOcess.

Ir is said that upon a full consultation of
those opposed to the legerdemain policy in
Agriculture which deposed Mr. Goodale, it
was decided to make no movement in the
present legislature to abolish the Board of
Agriculture and substitute a Commissioner
The farmers
as has been so generally urged.
and othtrs in the Legislature interested in
the matter unite with the State at large in
vigorous denunciation of the petty schemers;
hut as to the remedy there is not so definite
an
idea; and on the whole, as the fellows
wi'etput up the job are receiving condign
punishment now from all sources, it was
h681 to leave the matter to those
wblcb though

they “grind slow,”
Bma11” We
regret tbis

d e
for wo am
decision;
ever been panted
whose

close to pulverize
lectuatly) ao small a grist.

cientjy

Concerning the
presented in the last

have been

ou'.-generaled.

In

Some time since the Press cautioned
the friends of the proposed road to Icok out
for flauk movements, and had they taken its
advice they would not now be repeating:
“Of all sad words of tongue or pen
The saddest are these: ‘It might have

The

■

good repute..

A»-» A rt A

they

ture.

ruling classes.

The Chicago Musical Festival, next May,
promises to be au effort iu the right direction, and will no doubt meet with the success
that it will so well deserve. The name of
Mr. Theodore Thomas, as director, is a strong
guarantee that this will be a Musical Festival,
not a common carnival or an anvil association
—but a sincere,earnest endeavor to accomplish
something in the way ol strengthening the
already established popular interest in good

n V.

the

result, too, may be found the cause of the
practical acquiessence of tlie Maine Central
to the granting of the charter by the Legisla-

fore that while everything like vindictiveness
is avoided, the virtue and dignity of the country may be upheld and strengthened by the
‘prompt and adequate punishment of some of
the more notorious offenders against its hon-

.u

meeting of

the

lisbed that crimes like theirs are not crimes,and
the Republic is lost. It is to be hoped there-

and

at the

waunth of the

been.’

imprecations of

the

ifrUlifrrtMl gtptpn &

BrookO?Patterson ,°£l,ises

or

sharp contest

coiporators of the Portland & Bath Railroad
Coni' any at Bath Wednesday is significant,
and the result, judged from the majority of the
board of directois, is still more significant, as
it surely indicates that the Eastern Railroad
Company has obtained the control of the organization, leaving the Boston & Maine and
other parties interested in the building o: the
proposed road out in the cold, having only
the consolation of attempting to ascertain by

likely to be established in this country by
the bad example of some of our most trusted
public men, unless immediate step3 are taken
als

morals, especially among

Tree

State.

rious consideration the low standard of mor-

a

and

won

3
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Maine managers is said to have had
vicinity of AugUs\^-'-‘be thermometer in the
111 micu
Mevrk Tapley in
“jpTfiW'.’j,**""*** men
one of the
whole, the operation seems
neatett flank movements on record.
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President Grant has vetoed another hill
which

provides for the payment tor property
dsstroyed by a military necessity. This time
the bill provided for the relief of the owners
of salt works in Kentucky, destroyed by or-

der of Gen. Buell because the rebels obtained therefrom large supplies of salt. The President is “apprehensive that the allowance of
this claim could aud would he construed into
the recognition ol a principle binding the
United St ites to pay for all property which
their military forces destroyed in the late war
for the Union.” The Senate Claims Committee has taken issue with the President on the

subject,

but the general public will fully endorse the ground taken by Gen. Grant. When
the

precedent

end of claims
them
If

necessary to make an exhibition of the absurdity of our present system of electing a President, the tedious
pro-

l'

or

case

evidence, the New York
Evening Post, always a careful and discri,
nating paper, concludes a candid review i~11
these words:

But as the case stands now, the question

Which is to be believed? Oakes Ames—who is
no saint at any rate—with his mysterious
pocket book and liis check payable to 8. C.; or Mr.
Colfax, whose assertion is sustained by his
father-in-law, his wife, his two sisters, and—
more conclusive than all, because it is documentary evidence—the fact that he sent to Indiana at that time $1,000 in a draft payable to
the order of Mr. Connor, of Indianapolis.
Clumsily as his ease has been managed from
thq beginning, weak and, in a measure, untruthful as lie has shown himself to bo, it
seems to us that the evidence thus far is in his
favor—that he never received $1,200 from Oakes
Ames. But we await Mr. Ames’s next move.
If be has, as in Mr. Patterson’s case, a receipt
to prodhee, then judgment must be* given
against Mr. Colfax, If Mr. Ames cannot do
this, the weight of evidence is iu Colfax’s favor. i

was

ceedings

of last Wednesday in Congress and
the ponderous inarches and counter-marches
of the dignified Senators from one
wing of the
capitol to the other, to settle the questi ns of

legaii

y that were raised in the

joint convention. The proceedings of that day may he a
warning of what might happen should the result of the election depend upon two or three
States that by any means failed to make the
States like

proper return, or upon contested

Louisiana.
The Boston Globe
and illustrious are

mourns

that the great

away. After menHoning the lact of the death of Napoleon III.
it says that “it is with no irreverent

passing

feelings
Ephraim

that we chronicle the demise of Mr.
O. Mitchell, who for many years exercised an
honorable calling along the shores of Long
Island Sound, and at length died, full of years

renowned

the champion clam-digger of
Bridgeport, Conn.” The fact is lamentable,
but why link the name of an honest man
with a useful calling, with that of a perjurer
who had no honorable occupation ?
as

is

The amount of their pay

about $33,000.

the proposed canal subsidies.
The House set aside Thursday for a report
flora the committee on commerce, relating
to the fourteen or fifteen canal projects,
which, hi the form of bills for government
aid, have been referred to them. The committee simply reported back the bills, and
asked to be discharged from further consideration, ou the grouud that they do not regard
the various surveys in progress as sufficiently
far advanced for Congress to be in possession
of the full information which such a policy
I lie
as these measures involve would requite.
other reason for non-action is founded in the
shortness ot the session and the pressure ot
bills in the batch
business. The

important

reported back are the Niagara ship canal
around the tails, the James river and Kanawha, the Atlantic and Great Western, projected front Savannah to the Ohio and Mississip-

pi rivers by intermediary locations, and in
Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee; the St.
Philip’s canal, designed to obviate the difficulties encountered in crossing the Balize at

the mouth of thMississippi; one to eon
nect Lake Michigan and the
Mississippi, and
another from Lake Ponchartrain
along the
gulf coast to the Rio Grande. The balance
are ot minor
The
importance.
Niagara canal
is proposed to be constructed to Schlosser’s
island above, to Lewiston below the falls, and
to be
sufficiently large to admit the passage
of the largest vessels employed on the lakes.
The cost will, it is estimated, ho between
twelve and fourteen millions of dollars.
Of the Kanawha and James River canal
over 190 miles are already completed. In the
remaining portion there is a tunnel nine
miles long to be constructed.
Iu the deep
cuts approaching this tunnel, at least forty
locks wili be needed. There is another project, by which the tunnel is to be two and a
half miles long.
The distance to be constructed is over four hundred miles.
Ten
and a half million dollars have already been
expended. The amount estimated as necessary to finish the work is put at about eight
million dollars, besides which there are private liens to the amount of two and a haP
million dollars more.
The Atlantic and
Great Western is next in importance and
favor. The company estimate the cost of the
construction as between seventeen and twenty millions. Bonds are proposed to be issued,
on which government is asked to guarantee
interest at the rate of four and a half per
cent. The work is to be taken for security,
and if interest remains unpaid for thirty days
after due at any time, the mortgage may be

foreclosed.

A Wow an who Dared.—A tramp entered
the house of Daniel Shea, about one mile from

Nashua,

N.

H.,

in the

absence of Mr.

Shea,

and while his wife was up stairs.
The felluw
had helped himself to a $10 hill and several
other articles, when Mrs. Shea came upon the
and securing an old mnsket went for the
robber and knocked him down.
The robber
gathered himself up quickly, dropped the ten
scene

dollar greenback and other property and endeavored to close with Mrs. Shea for a grand
coup de main, when,‘;to his discomfiture, the old
rlronrvml

The annual meeting of the Maine Central
Railroad Company will be held at Waterville
on Wednesday, Feb. 2Gth, at 10 a. m.
We
give this announcement gratuitously from our
tender regard for this "Child of the State,”
as Judge Rice's friends delight to call it
...

——

on

lvJa

Rarwl

trifli

DISCUSSION ABOUT TnE SHIPPING COMMISSION.

It will bo remembered that, early in the
session the shipping commissioner act was
amended so as to exclude from its operations
vessels engaged in the N >rth Ameiican and
West India trade. As this would take away
the larger part of the fees from Portlaud,
Boston, New York and Phi.ndelphia commis-

sioners, it has hem strenuously opposed.
Capt. Duncan of New York took the ground

that the amendment did not embrace West
India vessels. Mr. Lynch prepared a second
?,air‘nduient, which passed the House. In
^enate, sufficient influence was secured
weiiv,end and sen<1 back. Secretary Boutili'Ciiiedl!!!.? ‘cversed Duncan’s decision, and
ineludedbv\w‘CrWust India tladeMr.
asked and obtain!.8? aracl'dment,
Lynch
“eiice
of tllc pending
bill to the
T

The
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for a library.
The Collector of Niles, Mich., wedded a bride
and $12,000 of the city’s money the same even-

effect, and lie

—

Wednesday by

Sale

of the

Pondicherry

Mills.—The

greatest local business transaction of the past
week

the sale of the Pondicherry Mills
property in this village, comprising the woolen
mills, the grist-mill building, dam and water
The
privilege, stables, &c.
Pondicherry
mills were erected some seven years since by
Messrs. H. P. and Fred Storer of Portland
and Alvin Davis and F. J. Littlefield of
Bridgtou, who run them until recently, when they were leased by Fairgrieve, Luke
& Co. of this place. The original Company
have now sold their interest to the following
well-known parties: Deering, Milliken & Co.,
Portland; Rufus Giblis & Sons, proprietors of
the Cumberland Mills, Bridgtou; and Taylor
& Perry, proprietors of the Forest Mills, Bridgton. The new Company is a strong combination, uniting financial strength and manufacturing experience.—Bridrjton News.
was

Religious Intelligence.
Rev. H. M. Eaton closed his labors with the
Christian church at Newport last Sabbath, having accepted a call to the pastorate of the Christian church at Westerly, R. I.
Rev. Mr. Earle, the Evangelist, is now laboring at Bath, where an unusual degree of religious interests prevails.

Forty persons have thus far come forward to
ask special interest in prayer, at the Court
street Baptist church, Auburn.
Rev. Mr. Moses of the North Christian church
in Eastport, baptized six persons last Sabbath

morning.

The interest in the prayer meetings of the
First Christian Church at Lubec, is on the increase, under the lead of the Rev. Mr. Fanton;

fpfL
rpyiYa}*0
WatervSie ami Jairfiem, iro^-^iuka-Mjw.

-a,

WaterviUe Wednesday afternoon.
The third quarterly meeting' of the Maine
Eastern Christian Confeience will be held with
the church at Palmyra, commencing on
Friday
afternoon, 28th inst., at one o’clock.
The Congregational church and society of
Lyman have secured the sendees of Rev.Samuel
W. Pearson of Brunswick, who will commence
his labors 23d inst.
Rev. E. R. Osgood has given notice to his
society in East Maeliias that his health is such
that his physicians have ordered him to suspend his labors and travel for a few mouths.
The two parishes of the Methodist
church,
Park street and Main street, Lewiston, are now
the
of
a
agitating
question
reunion, and the
erection of a large free house of
worship sufficient to accommodate both societies.
Much interest is being felt in the Methodist
revival meetings at Jay, and several have already been converted.
There is quite a revival of religion in Windsor.
The labors of Rev. Mr. Brown seem to be
especially blessed.
at

^Preparations are being
or the

made for the erection
First Christian church edifice in West
Bangor, and work will be commenced on the
foundation as soon as the season will admit
will cost about 810,000, of which
5$4,CC0 have been subscribed.
The Baptist, church in Fayette is
enjoying a
revival of religion. Four bave
already expressed a hope, and many others are
deeply en-

£hee‘Wice

gaged.
Sunday afternoon services have been inaugurated at the Hallowell granite
The
quarries.

clergymen

of that city officiate
alternately.
At Rev. Mr. Emerson’s church in Biddeford
an extensive revival is iu
progress amon,r the
members of the Sabbath School,
nearly all of
whom who had not previously
started, have
risen for prayers and signified their
desire to
be numbered with God’s people.
A good revival is progress1 ng at the
Methodist (Rev. Mr. Ladd’s) church in Biddeford
A
large number have recently started on the
Christian life.
Much religious interest prevails in the Methodist church at Belfast.
--..v.e.

imcieaiuijj

interview

last Wed-

nesday in Augusta, between two of the oldest
active clergymen in the State—Rev. William
A. Drew and Rev. John Allen, who are about
the same age and nearing the eighties.
Mr.
Allen heard Mr. Drew preach his first sermon
at Farmington.
The latter was at that time
preceptor of the academy at that place, and
preached in the academy building. Bothgentlemeu are still
vigorous in mind, and ago sits
lightly upon them physically.
A quarterly meeting of the
Methodist Episcopal society was held at Naples Village, Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 1st and 2d. The services
commenced Saturday afternoon and
continued
through that ovening and Sunday forenoon afternoon and evening.
The presiding elder of
the Gardiner district, Rev. Dr. Webber
preached Saturday and Sunday afternoons, and the
Sunday morning discourse was preached bv
Rev. Mr. Hobart of Bridgton.
The Congregational society at Brunswick
have voted to raise $4,000 for the support of the
Gospel and for contingent expenses during the
current year, and to make a new valuation of
the pews.
Committees also were raised to enquire into the feasibility of procuring a parsonage, a new organ, and of changing the form of
the pulpit.

Rev. Mr. Utter, of the Unitarian church in
Belfast, has received a call to settle over the
society at Augusta. He laid the matter before
his parishioners lust Sabbath and desired an exNo action has vet been token bv the
pression.
society.
.Rev- J. T. Carr has organized a Universalist
parish o- thirty-four members in New Portland
anti is about to organize another at Salem and

Kingfield.

commerce.

Stellate

buysen's amendmeut to the^ ^r- Fre,ingtion bill, restoring
a£T10PriaCCM 1,1
she navy yards, whichtwenty
were stnfoi-

“even

House upon the
showing of M? Lvnni“.v,e
the places were all sinecures. Th.?se !l?hat
political friends held these offices, rallied a,m
secured the restoration in the Senate
and
this in spite of the fact that these offices
were

News nnd Other Items.
Ex-Mayor Kalbfleiscb, of Brooklyn, died
Wednesday morning.
Gen. Fremont, who is now in this
country,

denies that
him in

a

suit lias been commenced
against

Paris, as reported.
Captain A. J. Knight, high sheriff of Adair
county, Missouri, is seven feet and four inches
high.
Harper's Weekly ter February 13tli lias a por-

only medicines
consumption.
Are the

settlo their case. This
every charge enumerated in the
account of the government against this firm,
hut it is not satisfactory, it is said, to the Treascovers

—

that alcoholic

They declare that “abstinence from intoxicating liquors would greatly promote the health, morality and happiness
of the people.”
There is a rumor from Albany that the virtuous Senate will soon make an effort to expel
beneficial.”

DENTAL

believed that the members have been

with the

The census of Brazil is
ulation is ten millions,
million slaves and two
sand
A

completed. The popincluding nearly two
hundred and fifty thou-

aborigines.
cable despatch

says that ouo of the officers
of the United States navy who visited the Pope
informed His Holiness that “America would
feel honored with his presence if the

Popo

ac-

cepted American hospitality.”
Senator Spencer of Alabama, whoso term
will expire on the 4th of March next, filed the
certificate of his re-election some weeks since,
and now comes J. S. Sykes, bringing a certificate of his election as Senator
by tho other Leg-

islature.

owned in New York.
Brig C S Packard, from Navassa tor Wilmington,
before reported ashore near Smithville, remained in
same pos tion 8th inst, and probably will have to discharge part of cargo.
Sch Hattie Coombs, from Rockland, with lime,
took five 12th inst, at Brooklyn, NY, in the bold, but
and

it

ia

nnur

BROS.,

ruarlv

nf

hia

wait on those requiring his professional
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

NEWS.

fn

ti sto

servicer*

Liverpool, with

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

nov7PORTLAND, ME.sntf

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

The Times publishes an extract from the letter of Special Agent Hines, denying that the
Collector has been exonerated from all charges.
No decision has been made.

j

AND

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Brunswick Telegraph says that one night
last week some scoundrels broke in the door of
the school house No. 10 (Cook’s Corner)!he door
itself was smashed, every pane of glass but two
was broken out in two windows, slates wero
broken, books torn up, ami the room left iu a
terribly dilapidated state. The school-house
was put in a
very excellent condition only a
year or two since.
News says that a tempcM“nr
STTV
BridgtontoTierform' iVivstKC”
ts„
ba >0 and Bridgton three thnST^K?1’
".jj
~.k, until
June 30th, 1873.

Any Desired Shade

83
so28-co,ltf

Tke Front Office on the second floor in the Canal
National Bank Building, recently
occupied by Mattocks & Fox.
Also

!|

selling salt five ceuis
the British

F E E »

!

No. 7 Fore Street,

Yard.

WliH

The Ne Plus Ultra Collar Company’s buildings were sold Friday to|Thomas D. Locke of
Biddeford, for $11,000.
What Time has Tna&ht Ur.
It has taken two thousand years to teach the world
that to sustain the body in its conflict with
disease,
not to help diseaso by
weakening the body, is the
true end of medicine. We have the lesson by heart at
last, however. W know, for example, that tearing
doses of aloes, saltsjalap, croton
oil, calomel, colcyntn
&c., are the best allies that a debilitating malady can

have in its assaults on the human
frame; and that a
medicine Hostctter’sSt »mach Bitters, which strem. thens all the bodily
powers and rallies the sinking const itution, is the most powerful
antagonist of the morbiiic principle, whatever it may
be, that lies at the
root of the complaint. This
has been a
knowledge
long time in reaching us, but it is invaluable. We can
now control and cure
dyspesia, bilious disturbance

LEHIGH
al

DOLLARS DELIVERED.

NINE
Also
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T-A-B-L-E

S-A-U-C-E-,

Bade In any Fart ol the World
—FOR—

E-A-M-I-X-Y

tt-s-e.

...
Half Pint*

Cent*.

30 Cent*.

....

FOB SALE BY ALL

MIKE.

JUST PUBLISHED!
new

books in tbe Eaton Mathematical Series.
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AIba nnxtcr- daughter of Jas.
r Baxter, aged 3
I
years 8 months.
nt tl,e 1 nsnne Hospital. Royal
R T
I. S. ..orricr, of
ft.
Portland, aged 40 vears. Boston
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inuaiun

paiiers please tom.]
Wtudham Feb. 13. Racblel A., wife of
Elias Littlefield, n|>3d CS years 4 months.
»• Mr*- Lydta Lobdell, wife ofCbas
B. Dean, ol Boston, aged 33 years 10 months.
Mafy Davl» of Porter, aged 72
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EXCHANGE

I

re8Pectfully call the public
W9?)d
the bet
that while he propone* to do
independently*’ ho desire* to obtain rate*
neither excessively high, nor
ruinously low. Ills
motto 13 ‘Limited amounts on

IVotfce.
LADY has taken the
No. 11 Cnhoon’s
A Blook,
Congress st., for the purpose of having
if she
class in

Fire Insurance Co.,
—OK—

resents, faithfully and Justly.
He has been appointed agent of the following First
Class Companies.

WATERTOWN,

GIRARD
Fire Insurance Co’y,
—

or

A«seti—Jan.

—

(1853.)

Assets Jan. 1st, 1873,

$653,321

•

to call immediately.
flays exeept Tuesdays

invited
Hours 3 to 5 p. m., all week
irnd Friday*.

Suitable reference* given-

feb72w

1,1878—$775,000.

For nearly two years the Agricultural Ina. Co. baa
been represented here, the past year by the present
agent, and it is with justifiable pride that the statement is made that the stock of no insurance company in this country stands higher—$100 actual value—
$ 10# par value. It insure# only iarm property, private residence# and contents. It la prohibited bv lit
charter from insuring anything else. Its dividends to
stockholders are made from the interests on its loans
and the rents of its real estate. The premiums are
setaxideto pay losses an 1 to increase the surplus
and thereby add to the security of its policy holders.
It has had 20 years successful business and U managed with great care and prudence. It also pays all
damage done by lightning whether fire ensues or not.
It# assets have increased in sevon years nearly 300

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This staunch and re’iable Company again presents
itself to the citizens of Portl&ndand vicinity, and asks
it» many friends to renew their former
satisfactory
relations with it.
Says the Philadelphia Age of Feb. 6th, referring• to
the “Girard”:
“This Company makes nn exhibit in another
column of which the management may wel' bo
proud. Their total recepts amounting to $450,964.87.
against disbursements of $271,009.83. leaving a nett
addition to the treasury of
is a most
gratifying exhibit—with no losses due and unpaid,
with assets $053,321,29. The directors conclude in
this wise:

per cent.

or Small Lines Placed in
Several Other First Class

(Large

$189,975.04,

Companies at Reasonable Rates!

“Tho Directors of this Company aro happy in being
able to state that the business of this office was never
more prosperous than during the year just closed, and
while the “Boston Fire” made some inroads upon
our treasury, and a slight advance of rates seems
(trom a variety ot causes) necessary, yet our patrons
will at all times find them reasonable.”
“Notwithstanding the terrible ordeal through which
our Insurance organization have
passed within the

—nrcLCDiKG-*-

Boaton, New York, Philadelphia,
aud Other t'itie«!

f.lfrht months, if.
it RlnrnrA nl par nr a An
our part to chronicle the reanlts of judicious management, which has been so eonstantly reaching us during the last thirty days, and among the number of
which tho Girard takes a most promineut and enviannsf

B.

ble position."

—

OF

Barnes, Jr., Agent.
30 EXCHANGE STREET,

PORTLAND,

ALLEMANNIA
Fire Insurance Co’y,

February 14,1

fobl4-tf

BONDS.
(Ps

State of Maine

PA.

Portland

J. H.Chadwick &

6’s

C’s
European & N. Am. R. R-, Gold,
R.
R.
Vincennes
Chicago, Danville &
7»

Gold
Central Iowa R. R. Gold

7’s

Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Gold

7’s

omce 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

TOB

BOSTON,

Swan

OF

Lead!

BY

SALE

&

BANKERS

BOSTON

White

7’s
7-30’s

Northern Pacific R. R.

Co., Ag’ts,

MANUFACTURERS

7’s

Maine Central R. R.

1829.]

nr

7’s
•

St. Louis

BOSTON-LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated

C's

•

Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago

This Company is one of the best and most reliable
offered to the public. In insurance as in general business, it is not always the largest concerns
that are best. The strength of a Compahy depends
among other things, upon the manner of doing business and the limits to and character of risks taken.
The Allemannia is one of the soundest and best managed Companies in the country,
feblo
tf

6’s

••••<■

Rockland
that is

6’s

....

Bath

$304,749

Assets Jan. 1st, 1873,

6's

•

Bangor

(1808.)

Pure

ME,

87*.

—

PITTSBURG,

Barrett,

AM)

BROKERS,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
janll

eodtt

Dry and Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac., Ac.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Load in tho market, either foreign or
American.
SSS^In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our ti ade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

TOWN REPORTS!

we

FRI.VTED AT THE

Daily Press Printing House

W. F. Phillips & Co.,

At tho ehorteet notice and at the

AGENTS FOB THE CO.

LOWEST

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

febl6

RATES.

CinTT&S

WM.

Notice of Dissolution of Copart-

M.

MARKS,

nership.

is hereby given that the Copartnership
lately rat slating between Charles W. Gilkey and
Sargeut P. Coe, of Portland, under the firm name of
GILKEY & COE, is this day dissolved by mutual

NOTICE

109 EXCHANGE

consent.

ST.,
*

^PORTLAND, ME^

Charles W GHlcoy la authorized to settle all debts
and by tho Company.
CHARLES W. GILKEY,
I
SAKGENT P. COE.
Portland, Feb. 11,1873.

doe to
_

The business of Druggist & Apothecary will be
continued at the old stand corner Congress and
Preble street by
ftmig
C. W. GILKEY, A(ent.

Casco

St., Seminary

BONDS

!

FOR
Spring Term of this school for Young Ladies
and Misses, will commence
THE

SALE.

Portland.g»s
Bangor
6’s
Cook Connty
7>8
Chicago
7>g

MONDAY, FEB. 24th, I8T3.

«

For particulars enquire at 22 State St.

Argus Copy.

•

febl5-lw

JLiODIS

SI.

FOR
of land, No.
THE
unfinished building
lot

SALE!
2
on

Anderson Street,
the

same

a

small

for

Portland A Rochester R. R.
jta
Maine Central R. R.‘
•
7*g
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
•
7’s
Chicago, Danville A Tincennes Gold, 7’s
Northern Pa ific R. R. Gold
7-30’s

$ 3 5 0.
fcb

15dSt

THOMAS WILDS.

Cord Wood

.Iowa Roads.

Choppers Wanted.

The highest market price paid for

GOOD CHANCE—SI PER CORD.

CASH

Saturday. Good boarding places near
clianco to camp out. Fare paid on railroad.

every

and
Also Teams wanted to haul out wood.
Refers to W. H. Tumor, Snpt. P. &

>*?'dteMMtr

C-

:

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. B. De
ferred Bent Scrip.
—

K. B B., Port-

JORDAN,
Bur Milla.

Watch Found.
owner can have the same by calling at No. 98
Merrill street, proving property and paying
charges.
feblMlw*

THE

I

H. M.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
TOR

to

London-

Return Tickets
nted at Heduccd Bates.
Tbe Steamship

AMERICAN, Capt. Scott,

BONDS.

No. 3 India Street.
nov20tf

Bangor City

Cook Connty, Ifltnols,
7’,
Wayne Connty, Illinois.
7’,
Iowa Central, Gold..
Northern Pacific Gold,
7.30’g
West Wisconsin R. E., Gold,
7’s
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ire*
•

land.
FOB

SALE BY

Will. JE. WOOD, Ag’t,
Sept 7-dtfl*

67

Read.

Exchange Sf.

Read.

person wishing employment
ANY
pleasant and profitable usineb*. by
three Cent postneo stamp and addressing

can

<

THAN

CAN

be bought elsewhere.

INTELSOiSr & CO.,
297 CONGRESS ST.,
(JUS r ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE).

WFJtStf

REMOVAL

1

HULL & CO., liavo removed to their
New Shoe Factory, 220 and 222 Newbury Street.
taw3w

H.SWETT8JR & CO..

terms.
NEW,
sepggtf

sale

_M.

rccure a

inclosing

Portland, Me.

Piano for Sale.
first-class, 7 octave Piano for sale

and
OAAii YARDS!out received,
ZUi’U MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !

NORRIS,

•

•

febl.ldlm•

EDGINGS!

Jan29

6’g

•
•
•
•
•
St. Louis City
6’n
Leeds A Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
Maine Central,Consolidated. •
7’s

a

HAMBURG

LESS

6’s

■

Rockland City.6’s
Bath City.6’s

...

on

SATURDAY, Fcb. 13th,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (accoiding to accommodations).870 to $80
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and outward, and lot
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

25c.

Street,
4tl

Portland City

UNDER CONTRACT FOR THE CARRY ISO OF

PRICE

PAYSON,

JanlO

Allan_Line.

NORTH

—

PORTLAND.

Small Rent of 4 or 5 rooms, west of State street.
Address P. O. Box 2010.
feblSdSt*

Will leave this port for Liverpool

BY

39 Exchange

Wanted.

A

gig

Dayton, Ohio
g>„
Leeds A Farmington R. R., guaranteed 6’s

A GOOD BARGAIN.
For particulars enquire at No. 79 New High Street.

a
meers

are

N. Y.

(1833.1

room

DRAWING and PAINTING,
sufficient encouragement. All Interested

ST.

AGRICULTURAL

well selected and well
scattered risks at reasonable rates
He hereby solicits a share of the bu»lnc»« of the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, and will aim to
continue to merit the confidence and patronage with
which he has always been f vored anu will endeavor
to serve the public anil also the Companies he rep-

...

These works are becoming very popular as text
books, answering moro nearly than any others in
these branches the growing demand for biitf and
consLe text books suited to the grades of High
Schools and Academies.
They have already been introduced in a large number of the besd schools in New England.
Copies
»cnt for examination on
receipt of half
price. Send for descrip! iv catalogue of abovo and
otoer valuable school publit at ions.
THOMPSON, BIGELOW A KROON,
fob 14d31
Publishers, Ronton-

»

Jr.,

EXCHANGE

ST.: 30

to

Portland, Nov. 19th, 1872.

Elem ntary Geometry,
110 Pages, Price

$1.00
Bradbury*" Elementary Trigoncmety,
(with table*) 120 Pages, Price $1.00
The two in one Volume
$.150

■i»s. II, POOR & ESRO.

Advertising .Tledi-

30

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

Business the wime as an Incorporated Bank.
Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constantly on hand.

Bradbury’s

_married.

B. BARNES.

BARNES, JR.,

Canadian and United State. Malls.

Ja-29__,t

,UmbaI1 °f *****

u in.

Sons,

No. 40 Exchange St.,

Two

by

The attention of advertisers is called to the excellent and constantly improving condition of the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which has long been the largest iu Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all oublic places.
»

Liv-

Smyrna.

CiBOCEBS.

every particular and guaranteed

as aa

Jackson, Field,

RATES

I

BANKERS,

large slock of

fcblsn___eodtf

A

At
0th ult, ship Freedom,.Bwwllcy, for
Callao loth.
Ar at Liverpool 13th inst. ships
Agcnor. Knowles,
San Francisco ; 14th. Whampoa, Carter, New Orleans; barque Investigator, Ford. Charleston.
Arat Holyhead 29th nit, Zuleika,
Dyer, Liverpool
for St Michaels.
Ar at Bristol E 29th ult,
barque Signal, Whitney,

LEICESTERSHIRE

a

prime lot or Cumberland Coal al

Ike Press

Pacasmayo.
Ar at Iquiqne 12th ult, ship

HALFORD

Music Store. Also a large variety of Smiths, Woods
and Estry’s Reel organs.
sn-dlm
fcbis_

to suit

Nickerson, Boston.
At Seville ?3d ult, brig Agues Barton,
Knight, for
Nov York 10 days.
At Messina 23d nit. barques
Schamyl, Snow, lor
Boston; Neversink, Gibson, for United StateB; SE
Kingsbury, Perry, for do; Hornet, Hopkins, from
Marseilles, ar 23d, for Philadelphia; brig Nimwaukc,
Perkins, from do, ar 21st.
Ar at Palermo 20th ul, Darque Joshua
Loring,
Lamb. Llcata.
At Nanaimo 23d ult, ship
King Philip, Delay, from

The best Sauce and Belisb

A flue Church Organ, with two banks of
keys and
pedals for sale at a very reasonable price at
HAWES & CRAGINS

a

England.
Ar at Tarragona 24th ult,
barquo Young Talk.

J. B. Brown &

THE

I. O. O. F.
The monthly meeting of The Mutual Belief Asso-

Coal

Newburvport.

Ak“bfbr^n<ta»?

4

NOTICES.

Furnace

for

FOREIGN FORTH,
Ar at Manila Dec 3, barque Southern Belle, Keene,
Newcastle. NSW.
Ar at Singapore prev to 10th inst, shin Majestic.
Gibbons, Shields.
Cld at Genoa 23d nit, brig William Welsh, Gay, for
Messina.
Ar at Havre 25tli ult, 6hip Frankiiu, Brown, New
York.
sill fm Antwerp 27th ulf, ship Virginia, Barker, for

SPOKEN.
Dec lLlat 63 51 S- Ion 83 54 W, ship Fleet
wing,
* lm
New York for Sac Francisco.
32
8bip MaS"a Chart*’ from

FOB FAMILY FSE.

constipation, rheumatism, nervousness, and manv
other pamfulcomplaints once considered
incurable,
with this admirable corrective.

MUSICAL.

Elizabeliiport

Ar at Buen&e Ayres prev to 1st ult.
brig Belle Prescott, Waterhouse, Portland, (Oct 15.)
Ar at do Dec 20, sch Florence
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS, New
Shay,
Hutchinson,
Ytrk,
Rio Janeiro; 21st. barque M A Way, Russell, New
York; 25th, J M Morales, Foster, Montreal.
Agents for the United States.
oc**p
Sid Dec 14. brig L Staples. Hcrriman, Cuba; 21st.
eodsnly
Moonlight. Nichols, Batavia.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 10, ship
Delfthavcn, Freese,
A Book tor Every Man.
Cardiff.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAAr at do prey to Jan 31. barque Florence
Chipman,
TION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ol
Jones, Montreal; Ella. Oliver, Portland.
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, NerSid tm Rio Janeiro Dec 30, ship Geo Skolficld, Skolvous aud Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotcncv, ffeld, Calcutta.
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
Ar at Pernambuco nrev to 28th nit. hnrnun Kneroiiuaiug liuui cue errors oi youtu or tlie inmemo, koddius, from Richmond: sch Hattie Haskell,
discretions or excesses of mature years. This is inYoung, New York.
deed a book for every man. Thousands have been
At St Pierre 22d ult, brig John
Wesley, Ford, unc.
taught by this work the true wav to health and hapArat St John, NB, lltli. schs Lizzie K, Waters,
piness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
and E L Dowling, Bissett, Portland.
ever published, and the
Cld 11th, brig Ashler, Beaton, Cardenas; 12lh, sch
only oue on this class of ills I
worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much en- ! Lizzie Dewey, Parker, Havana; 12tb. brig Man E
larged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth. Thompson, Hooper, Havana; sch Roswell,
Hurlbut,
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Havana.
price.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL 1NST1Sid 12th, brig Navasota, Slater, Cardenas.
TUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. II. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
[Latest by European steamers.l
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
Sid fm Holyhead 30th, Anna Camp, Gardiner, for
diseases requiring skill and experience.
New Orleans; Sontag, Herriman, for
Iquique.
sn
mar25-dlv
Cld at London Ut inst, Thames,
(s) Hyde, for Portland.
If you want n nice Photograph or Tin
Sid fm Portland Roads 31st ult. John Watt, Morse,
Type, go to A, M. McKonny/s 161 Middle Street. (from Havre) for New Orleans; Victor.AVass,
v(from
*
Antwerp) for Boston.
Ho warrents them as good as can bo made in
PojrtOff Plymouth 31st, Premier,
from HamMerrithew,
land.
sn
agfi-eodtf
burg for Valparaiso.
Ar at Limerick 1st iust, Prima
Donna, Linnikcn,
New York.

have this week been dis-

prevailing prices,

Worcestershire Sauce

Buyers are cautioned to avoid the Dumeroos Counterfeits and Imitations offered for sale.

suspended from the Kittery Navy

ciation of the I. O. 0. F. will bo liolden at Odd
Fellows Hall, on TUESDAY Evening, February 18th,
at
o’clock.
Per Order
H. C. BARNES, Sec’y.
_Porthm<], Fob. 15th, 1873.md.1t

\

Guanapc

PERRINS’

B.

Now York.

NEWPORT—Ar 12tli. schs Black Warrior, Stevens
Gouldsboro for New York; W H Thorndike. Cushman, and H G Bird, Blackington, Rockland for do;
M R G, Williams, Fall River for Portland.
Sid 12th, sch Percy, Colwell, (from East port for New
Yrork; Pyrola, Newcomb. New York for Rockland;
R Florence. Rich. Boston lor Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar 13th. barque Lizzie, Walton, Cadiz;
Megtinticook, Hemingway. Buenos Ayres ; sell St
Elmo, Darts, Bristol tor Wevmouth.
Old lolh. ship Northern Light, (new, 1850 tons) W
H Nelson, tor New York, to load for Son Francisco.
Ar 14th. schs \V H West, Pike, from Eastport; It P
Chase, Sweetser. and Eastern Qnccn, Chase, NVinteiport; Ariosto, Nash, Rockland.
SALEM—Ar 12th, sch Ann Elizabeth. Getchcil,

erpool, to load for Spain.

tin

CACTION !

A!_i

SPECIAL

Opposite Port-

LEA &

themselves greatly pleased with the manner u
Judge Virgin has presided the late term
IU.»U

Brewery,

PATRICK McOLlKCBT Prop,

which

or

CATTLE

dcl3_

county bar express

-------

the

land Co’s Works.

YORK COUNTY.

hundred persons

at

dcc7snt/

FOB

Casco

Flivor Chase of.Wliiteing, killed au old bear
and two cubs, which he found in winter quarters, with an axe.
Col. A. B. Sumner, of Gov. Perham’s Str.tL
has been suffering from a severe attack of e
,-y.
sipelas, but is now better.
The store of G. M. Porter, of
Calais, was recently entered and robbed of §150.
West Pembroke has three three-masted
schooners building, with other smaller craft.
The Eastport Sentinel says that the stories
of small pox in that town are the wildest fi<tions.

four

Enquire

__

grovements
eunysville.

charged

Third story.

AT

first goes to St. John.
Four Indian ladies, with all tho modern im*
of female dress, attend church in

A._

in the

rooms

U*Bik

Washington county people are growling
about the mails.
That belonging to Calais

-At.

Portland.

__ivrs
TO be let.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

TKft

Commercial

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYR

WALDO COUNTY.

The members of York

D. M. YEOMANS,
qrt»iefar-»» »mrn Agem,

Tins splendid Hair Dye is the bett in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous;
nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints nr unpieasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Baiclielor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, PropA. F.
ootids w
N

er

COMPANIES!

CLASS

RATES! REASONABLE

REASONABLE

New York.

Dodge,

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

Hon. N. G. Hichborn has had the variobid
and was confiued to his house a week or morn
but.is now out again
He had lately been in
Boston and New York and probably caught the
disease there or by the way.

on

Color,

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The New York Herald has a part of its
pe
made at at the Topsham paper mill.

or

Immediate Application.

Prepared for

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Judge Kent will preside at the February lerm
of (he S. J. Court for Piscataquis
county, wnich
begins at Dover on Tuesday, 25th inst.'
Mr. C. O. Palmer of Dover, has sold his trotting horse to parties iu Boston for $1,350. The
horse was of the “Brown Harry” stock.

a bushel cheaper than it is sold
isle of Campobello.

!

WHITE

unc.

BALTIMORE—Ar 11th, sch Allen Mason, Rose,
New York; Vandalia, Eaton, Charleston.
Oft’ Cape Henry 10th, barque Don dusto, Bennett,
from Bordeaux, (ordered to Charleston.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 11th, brig Alice Lea, Foster, Triuidad.
Cld 12tb. barque E A Kennedy, Hoflscs, Antwerp.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, brig Caroline E Kelley,
Howes, Brunswiek,Ga, 10 days; schs Alvarado, Her
rick. Jacksonville 10 days; Addie Blaisdell,Peterson,
Weymouth «or Charleston ; Ella & Aunie. Cook,
Hyannis; T W H Whito, Smith, Orient.
Cld 13th, schs C A Farnsworth, Benson, Kingston;
C S Webb, Homan, tor Georgetown, SC; H S Rowe,
Tavenen, Norfolk.
Also cld 13th; ship Charmer, Lucas, for Valparaiso;
brigs Antelope, Rnmball, Havana; Chas L Sparks,
Braulcy, do; PM Tinker, Bernard, St Jago; Maurice, Bartlett, Cardenas.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th, schs Calvin P Harris. Phillips, lrom Baltimore for Portland; Grace
Cushing. Bailey. New York for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 13th iust, sch Ellen Morrison,

Manufacturers of

PUREST

Flftsl

I

Barbadoes.

AveriH Chemical Paint Co.,

ton.

loss of mainmast and mizzenmast.

WILMINGTON—Cld 11th inst, sch Cyrus Fossctt,
Pierce, Boston.
NORFOLK—Cld 11th, sch J P Wyrnan, Perry, for

THE

to §11; butter, 18 to 20c.;
potatoes, 45 to 50c., iu Houl-

are

reux.

To JLeti
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or of
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
ser»tl2sntf

shops
liquid form.
Hay is worth glO

done.

CHARLESTON-Ar 12th, sch H P Blaisdcll.Wrood,
Belfast.
Cld 10th, sell Wigwam, Field, Brunswick, Ga.
GEORGETOWN, SC- Cld 1st, brig Chas Wesley,
Harding, Baltimore.
Ar 8th, sch S E Woodbury, Griffin. Baltimore.
Cld 6th. brig Chas Wesley, Harding, lor Baltimoro;
sell Eri, StewarL Guadaloupe.
Cld 4th, sch Wm Penn, 'Thompson, Searsville.
BEAUFORT, SC—Sid Gtb,sch Wm Connors, Toole.
Curacoa
Ar at Moreheod City 25th ult, brig Liberty, Deve-

BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east.
Private
property as well as public reached. Debts very small
in proportion to property and therefore easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonos. L iws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will find them very safe. Tnere is
nothing better.
CHARLES M. IIAWKES,
febOsnlf
28 Exchange st., Portland.

on
the liquor
of Houlton with substantial results m a

Eastport merchants

Whitney,

BONDS!~

Sheriff Johnson has raided

i

FIRST CLASS COMPANIES !

—

5 Ciiboou Block, opposite City nail,
PRTCKF eomly

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.

oats, 40 to 45c.;

“WEBER” and other eininent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

y!7AT REDUCED

The Times say* that tho roads are badly
blocked up, and travel is very much impeded.

was

Cld 12th, sell Post Boy, Robinson, New York.
DARIEN—Cld 51b, ship Missouri, Cook, Bristol, E.
BRUNSWICK, GA —Ar 8th, sch S S Bickmore,
Barter, Barbadoes.
Cld 8th, sch L & M Knowles, Peterson. Boston.
BULL RIVER, SC
In port 8tli, ship Webster,

393 Congress Street and 95 Free Street,
The Lewiston Journal says that liquor is regularly transported from here to that city in the
baggage car of the evening train. A quantity
was seized Wednesday.
The Journal says that Edwin Darrah, the
forger of a check in this city, gets two years in
State Prison; Addie K. Pillsbury, the communist, who stole a house iu Auburu, and gave a
practical illustration of socialist principles, gets
three years in State Prison.
At the special election held by the Androscoggin Light Artillery, Thursday evening, E. D.
Wiggiu was chosen Second Lieutenant, in placo
of A. A. Miller, resigned.
The Directors of the Lewiston branch think
that by the first of October tho cars of tho
Grand Trunk Company will reach that city.

extinguished before much damage

barque Eva II Fisk, Emery. Boston.
Off Cavallo Pass 1st, schs Carrie Webb, from New
York; Maud Webster, from Pascagoula.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 1st inst, sch J P Eaton,Poole,
Galveston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 7th, ship Success, Clifford,
Genoa; sch Island Belle, Parsous, Mexico.

Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
Whittier’s Drug Store, Congress Square.
TVf Q«»ol<iaf'<»r

was

Boston,
Cld 3d,

DENTISTS,
Dr

AGENCY !

—

was

DOMESTIC PORTS.
OREGON—Ar at Portland 4th, barque Penang, fm
Kong Kong.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 4tb, ship Highlander, Wilcomb, New York.
Cld 4th, ship St Lucie, Scribner, Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Ar 3d, brig Minnie Abbio, Harding

NOTICE.

MACALAST~ER

afraid to proceed against the “Boss” for fear
of the disagreeable revelations he might make
if provoked, and allowed to “refresh his mem-

Egg and Stove. All first-class in

struggle

Pulmonary

cure

REMOVAL.

It has been

AGENCY !

attention
business

Friday, Eeb 14.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via
EaBtprot.
Scb Only Son. McKown. Boothbay.
Sch Medora, Fanmm,
Westport.
Sch Bedabedcc, Pease, Rockland for New York.

to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic diss< v tho food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the sto ach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and create, a healthy circulation ol‘the blood. When the
it els are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is c.» a billious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCIC & SON, Noi theast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and lor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sncodtf

Department.
Ninety-six of the doctors of Montreal have
signed a paper designed to “undeceive the pub-

dians since

their

that will

MEWS?

MARINE

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will ofoccasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, 6tops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
CLEARED.
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
Sch Susan, Dearborn. Sagua—Phinney & Jackson.
organs that caused the cough.
Sch Susan Wright, Mount, Washington DC—W S
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
Joselyn & Co.
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
Sch J K Howard, (Br) Howard, St John, NB—Jno
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowPorteous.
els sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
Sch M L St Pierre. (Br) Kelsey, St John, NB—Jno
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
Porteous.
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is aken lips heavily on the stomach, accompani[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
ed with acidity and belching of wind. These sympCkl at Baltimore 13th. brig Daphne, for Portland;
toms usually originate irom a disordered condition of
sch
L
M
do.
Collins,
a
or
liver.
Persons
so
if
the etomach
torpid
affected,
Ar at Boston 14tb, sch Emma F Hart, from Savanthey take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
nah.
be
the
these cases
suddenly stopped,
lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and i
MEMORANDA.
before the patient is aware of liis situation, tho lungs !
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is tbe
Ship American Congress, from New York Dec 7 lor
inevitable result.
London, had not arrived at desiinatiun at last advices
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
and is supposed to have foundered at sea. She reerfsdoes not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
tered 910 tons, was built at, Newcastle, Me, in 1849,

Treasury Departments

(hesame figure; and, a( the lowest

they began

Miniature Aluinuuc.Fcbnmiy 15.
Sun rises.6.57 I Moon rises. 8.40 PY.
Sun sets.5.33 I High water. 1.15 PM

ten

Phelps, Dodge & Co. have made a third proposition, increasing their cash $271,000 to the

trait of Oakes Ames. It is not an agreeable
face to meet.
General Crook’s forces have killed 300 In-

Apaches.

.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 25
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.Feb 26
Abyssinia... .New Y ork.. Liverpool.Feb 26
of Merida.New

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

has hitherto been supposed to be worthless,
hut it nas been found that for tanning purposes it is unequalled, and that it yields forty
per cent extract, while hemlock yields but fourteen.

STATE

jan25sntf

SCHENCK-S SEAWEED TONIC,

is not hung it might as well be said in New
York “that hanging is played out.”
Thousands of acres of land in Michigan are
covered with a growth of sweet fern, which

again prostrate at her feet.
On regaining his perpendicular the thief beat a
hasty retreat, leaving the brave woman “mas-

Free Street.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

ter

generally

.RioJaueuo ..Feb21
Moravian .Portland
Liverpool.Fib 22
bt Lauiient.New York.
.Havre.Feb22
Angha.New York.. Glasgow.Feb 22
Liverpool.Feb 22
o
•«*.XGW YorkCitv of Paris.New
York. .Liverpool.Feb 22

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,

clergymen, particularly
signing a petition for the
commutation of Foster, the car hook murderer's sentence to imprisonment fur life. If Fos-

Mr. Tweed from his vacant seat.

bouth America. New York

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED

are

error

Liverpool.Feb 19
Nevada....New York.. Liverpool.Feb 19
City or Limerick.. New York. .Livorpool_Feb 20
Columbia.New York.. Havana.Feb 20

York Hav &V Cruz Feb 27
City
Sarmatian.Portland.... Liverpool.Mch 1

4th of March.
A large number of

liquors are

“alLlc.*Now York. .Liverpool —Feb 13
Feb 18

On, and after this date, the unJersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at tho Banking
Booms now occupied by the Second National Bank;
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. (300LD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23uewlt then sn tf

that this Congress, in the progress it has made
with previous ones, will compare favorably with
its advance in business, and that there is no
doubt of all being satisfactorily ended by the

INSURANCEj insurance

”Tava*-.New

BANK OF PORTLAND.

by the opening of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad, and are already beginning to
supply the markets.
It is said that Speaker Blaine is of opiuiou

INDEPENDENT

..

Portland, Jan. 23,1873.

cessible

independent^ !

^,eIJl)0.Bo-ton.Liverpool
York.

r

has removed to

The vast forests of stalwart oaks and poplars in West Virginia have been rendered ac-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS ! NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

o’clock.]

_r

sutf

74

at 1

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN HTEAiHliHN
NAME
from
date
for
North American.. ..Portlard...
.Liverpool.Feb 15
City of Montreal... .New York.. Liverpool.Feb 15

St.

DR. CHARLES E. WEBSTER,

The Supreme Court of New Brunswick, sustains the constitutionality of the free school act
of 1871, a fact that renders the progressive and
liberal portion of its people quite jubilant.

lic mind of the mischievous

Exchange

REMOVAL

to poison their school teacher.
They
put ‘'insect powder” in his physic bottle. One
of them told and the rest confessed.
They will
be men before they go to school again.

noon

—

jan14

trying

ury

BY

W. E. WOOD, C7

Republican Congressional Convention of the
Third district in Connecticut.
A number of
hoys are ou trial in Loudon for

amount

PRICE

FOR

At. * St. Lawrence Deterred Script

and hasn’t returned from his tour yet.
The Hon. H. H. Starkweather was renominated by acclamation on
the

was

ter of the situation.”

HIGiisT

ing,

Episcopalians

In Brunswick, Feb. 0, Mr. Barstow Getchcll, aged
75 years 4 months.
In Bath, Feb. 11, Mrs. Emily A., wife ol Leonard
L. Brown, formerly of Freeport, ag*id 31 years.
In Peabody, Mass., Feb. 13, of disease of the brain,
George II., only sou of Rev. Charles V. and Sarah A.
Hanson, aged 1 year 8 mouths.
(Prayers at No. 11 Hanover street, on Sunday aftor-

notices.

IT*-AID

ufilnnlno-

—

Washington Matters.

comniii!1,
1
ou

A defiant milliner of Defiance, O., flounced
minister in his pulpit forslauder.
Louisville his great expectations of a literary
club just started with forty-five dime novels
a

Senator Butler writes to the Biddeford'
Journal from Augusta, “I have it fresh from
Washington that at the close of this session
Gov. Perham will resign to accept the position of Commissioner of Pensions, which will
be tendered him, a position he has long desired. In that case Hon. John B. Foster of
Bangor, now President of the Senate, will be
Governor. Mr. Foster makes a splendid presiding officer, and is one of the most gonial of
The
evangelical Sunday schools of Waldo
men, while in the event of his elevation to
county will hold a convention at the Methodist
tire Gubernatorial chair the State will suffer
church, Belfast, Wednesday and Thursday,
Feb. lt/th and 20th.
no detriment.”

^ ^

l
.SU®‘
(|!!'3„ra”
lute
y

is established there will be no
and no end of rings to force

through Congress.
anything

purely sinecures.

ijroouaie s

extensive influence abroad,
both throughout the States, Canadas, and
the Provinces, is worth a good deal to us

have obtained from the imperial government
the right to put them on the Paris Bourse

mous

am.

nuence man our own orate.

pure swindle.
They say that
the negotiator of these bonds could never

There is

the

When we get a good, faitbfui
can work, and is willing to work,
bold on to him. Let us try no doubtful experiments. But let us put our bands to the

a

to neutralize their influence.

trickery

stitutions.
man, that

built or under contract, and wli ch the government has never in any way recognized.
animat

and

with
than ever, as tlie natural resources and water
power of the State are being more rapidly
developed and utilized. Various manufactores are springing up all over tlie State.
Slate quarries of tlie finest qualities are being opened, railroads are being built in every
direction, and various other smaller enterprises are progressing, all of which will have
a direct tendency to create a larger home
market for all the products of the farm,
which will give a new impetus to our agricultural resources. Therefore we need our
be t men to manage our agricultural in-

against Lincoln in
1364 as the candidate of a clique of disaffected politicians. These things and many more
have in some measure prepared the people of
this country to hear unpleasant Dews of Fremont. But In France surprise overmasters
even indignation when Minister Washburue
tells tho people that the bonds of the great
“Transcontinental Railway” are the securities of a paper road, not a mile of which is

tmn«nnl.u)n

manoeuvring

department at this time. His experiand practical ability, so closely allied
its interests, are now demanded more

tural

that he consented to run

ThMshnlfl

such

Board of Agriculture is deprived of a Secretary in every way competent, faithful, and laborious, with large experience and a reputation extending far beyond tbe limits of this
State.
This State cannot afford to lose tlie services
of such a man as Mr. Goodale, in its agricul-

in the war, that he resigned his commission
iu a fit of jealousy because Gen. Pope was
p'aced in command of his department, and

..

c

O.

on

ea«

PALMER

To Physicians.
in Cumberland County, nearR. R..

Practice worth from
FORmedical
A
chance for

ctc.

$2000 to $2500 a
Physician. Reason for
telling, chango of business. Call on or add>ess
L. C. GILSON, Druggist,
a

ear.

a

rare

fi»b6wtfw6

14 Market

$1,000 "in

one

Square. Portland.

week.

luy shrewd man who can do bnninom on the
luiet, I guarantee an Immense Fortune evil,
apjjly, and in iierfect safety. Addt,,, in perfcrt
To

oniidtuce.

JAMES FROST,
tth Street New York

uov301yw_3k West

J°offlc,F"mn0

“*"» WCWNMM

the press.
SATURDAY MORNING, FEB 15, 1873
tub PKEMS
May be obtained at tile Periodical Depots of Fessenden bros
Marquis, Robinson, Brand! & Co.‘
Andiews. Went worth,
Moses, Hendertin, and Chisholm
on all
that run out of

Glendenning
trains
Bros.,

thecity.

Biddeford, ofPiUsbury.
^ ?,rC0 °* k, Hodgdon.
Waterville, of J. Carter.

At

o1 News
I Bath,
o°Flianl»
Agent.
of J. O.

a
At
At

presence, slender,

well built form, tall, narrow head, and deep-set
eyes, and wears the English style of "mutton
chop" whiskers. HisToice is strong, but has
about it a sort of muffled sound, like a funeral
drum, aud its slightly nasal twang gives the
impression that it was nourished on the traditional east winds aud codfish of New England.
Many of the audience said it was the Scotch accent.
The speaker belongs to xhe school of
theatrical theologians, and has many little
tricks of voice and gesture which are very taking to a miscellaneous audience. He has a most
remarkable manner of clothing truisms in a

Shaw.
of W. F. Stanwood,

Lewiston,

".Mind Vonr Own Bniiun.»
Hall was well filled last evening by an
audience assembled to hear the Rev. C. M. Pithlado, the Canadian pulpit orator, who has won
the title ot the Provincial Beecher.
Sir. Pitblado is a man of peculiar

City

CMY and VICINITY.
New Adrrrtisnuruh To-Day,
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
I. O. O. F.—Mutual Relief Association.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Independent Insurance Agency—B. Barnes, Jr.
Casco Street Seminary.
For Sale—Lot. of Land.
Notice of Dissolution of Copartnership.
Wanted—Rent.
Watch Found.
Boston Lead Co—W. F. Phillips & Co.

that you eagerly accept his ideas
It is not until you have
as
something new.
had time to think them over that you become
conscious of having heard them a thousand
times before.
The title of the lecture was a
string upon
which he strung well considered reflections
upon
morals aud society, and keen thrusts at
sham aud hypocrisy.
The effort abounded in

Choppers Wanted.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Broadway Hats—Maher & Co.
Blanchard*# Steam Boilers.

strongly drawn and highly colored pictures, in
really magnificent diatribes against the prevailing sins of omission and commission, and
in sound and
admirably phrased advice. It
was plentifully
besprinkled with humorous anecdotes, in the telling of which the speaker excells. A slight hesitation aud a peculiar drawl
lends an added point to them. The ludicrous,

novel garb,

Cord Wood

Persons of

Constipated Habits—Loring’s Specific.

Spring Style Hats—E. A. Burnell.

Rdi^iouM Notices.
Baptist Church, Congress st.,

First
Wilmot.Rev. Win. II. Sliailer,
3; Sabbath School at 1J; Social

corner

Pastor.—Preaching

meeting at 7

of
at

p. m,

Williston Church.—S. S. 10* a. m. Preaching
service at 3 l*. m. Sittings free. Social meeting at 7
P. M.

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H.
Wright,
Pastor.--Services will re liekl at 10* a. m., and 3 p.
m.

Bethel Church.—Sabbath 10*a. m., 3 and 7* p.
Prayer meetings on Monday and Thursday evenings

7* p.

at

All from

m.

6tsa

aiidland

are

invited.

Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 351* Congress 8t. Conference at 3 P. M.
India St. Uni versa list Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bickncll, pastor.—Services at 10* A. M., and 7 P. M.

In the Eve. the second lecture upon Intemperance.
g3P"“Eldcr J. P. Nelson, of Rhode Island, will
preach at the Y. M. C. A. hall on Sunday at 3 and
7 p. m.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Elder T. S. Churchill, will preach Sunday at tho
usual hours. Prayer meeting at i> a. m.
Spiritual Fraternity. Aiimv and Navy Union
Hall—Children’s Progressive Lyceum at 10* A. M.
Mrs. Nellie J. T. Brigham will speak at 3 and 7* p. m.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach to-morrow morning from 1st Kings viii,
9. Evening Lejuro in the Vestry at 7* o’clock.
Newbury St., Church.—Prayer meeting at 10* a.
m.; preaching in the afternoon at 3 p. m.
Casco St. Church —Rev. A. A. Smith, pastor.—

Preaching

at 10* a. in. by Rev. O. R. Bacheler, late
missionary to Iudia, and at 3 p. m. by the pastor.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Preaching in tho
morning at 10* o’clock by the pastor, Rev. A. K. P.
Small. Sabbath School at close of morning service.
Social meeting at at 7 p. ns.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m; preaching at 3 p.
m; Temperance meeting at 7 p. m. All are invited.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Concei t in the evening.

St. Paul’s Church, comer ot Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.
and 3 p. M.
unuBCU.—Kev. U. ii. Pitblado. Prayer meeting at 0 a. in. and 7 p. m. Preaching
at 10J a. m. and 3 }>. m.
UONGKESS OT. m. rj.

so

aud very often grotesque, ideas advanced, highly pleased the audieucc, which greeted them with
shouts of laughter. The stories were mingled
with much fiery invective, and with many
He has a peculiar
grahdliloquent outbursts.
aptitude for sarcasm^ and made many really
admirable hits. After the manner of his schooj
he deals much in forms of exaggeration. Taking it as a whole the lecture was a very able effort, and one which well repaid the listening to.
The speaker deserves the encomiums which
have been showered upon him by the colonial
press.
The way to mind your own business, according to his idea, is to mind your own business;
that is, to devote yourself with your whole
heart to whatever jou undertake.
This the

speaker held to he the key note of success, and
he desired

especially to impress it upon young
He illustrated his position by
many
well-known examples, and by many apt anec-

men.

dotes.

Board of Tfade.—A special meeting of the
Board of Trade was held at II a. m., yesterday,
President Hersey in the chair.
Ihe following names were proposed for membership: James H. Smith, Daniel W. Ames,
Micali Sampson, Wm. A. Winship and Edward T. Patten.
The following resolution was offered in refererence to the proposed visit, in August, of the
American Association for the Advancement of

Science.

Adopted:
rrA

__!_

Advancement of Science
annual

meeting

in this

gust, 1873, therefore

city

a_•

a*

BEFORE

JUDGE

FOX.

Friday.—United States vs. William T. Sargent.—
Given to the jury. Verdict, not guilty.
Webb.
Ridlon—Bradburys.
The case of M. P. Frank, assignee, vs. Geo. Ilcarne,
will bo taken up.

Superior
FEBRUARY

CIVIL

Court.

BEFORE
MOXD8.

Friday.—Charles F. Bryant

Trespass against

JUDGE

TERM,

the sheriff to

vs.

SY-

Wm. L. Pennell.

recover

damages alleg-

ed to have been sustained by reason of the neglect of
defendant’s keeper to properly care for a lot of hot
house plants at Cached by defendant on a writ in favor
of Warren Sparrow against the plaintiff*. Damages
claimed $500. Evidence closed.
A. A. Strout for plaintiff.
Butler & Fessenden for defendant.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
Frida a.—State vs. Jane Dixon. Intoxication

and

disturbance. Found guilty and sentenced to the city
house of correction for thirty days.
State vs. James H. Braunagan. Fast driving.—
Fined $5 and costs. Paid.
State vs. Patrick Bradley.
Search and seizure.—
Fined $50 and costs. Paid.
Brief

Jotting*.

H. M. Bryant of Lewiston, will address the
citizens of Deering upon the subject of temperance, at the church, Stevens’ Plains, on Sunday
evening, at 7 o’clock Mr. Bryant is one of the
prominent workers in the “Reform Movement”
which accomplished so much for the cause in
this State last winter.
He is an interesting
and earnest speaker, and is entitled to a large
audience.
The first of the Sabbath evening series of
lectures at City Hall will commence on the 23d
of this month, instead of the 16th, as the committee were unable to complete their arrangements until this week.
Rev. Wm. H. Feun
will deliver the first lecture of the series, to be

followed March 2nd by Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs.
The noted “Jubilee” singers appear at City
Hall

the 10th of March, Whitmore & Clark
appear on the 27th inst., and Duprez & Benedict on the 7th of April.
It appears that Rev. Dr. Hill is engaged at
the First Parish until the 1st of April only. At
that time the annual parish meeting will be
on

holdeu,

and

a

call will

undoubtedly

be

ex-

tended.
We are

requested to state that there is no
of small pox al No. 19 Free street.
The
red flag seen there was hung oat in childish

cage

gjiort.
Yesterday was St. Valentine’s Day. The usual quantify of skewered hearts done up in impossible lace, were sent to simpering fair ones.
A failure is rumored on Commercial street.
Liabilities six to eight thousand dollars.
At the Board of Trade managers* meeting

yesterday morning, great interest was manifested in the coming visit of the Association for
the Advancement of Science, and Capt. J. B.
Coyle iutimated that the Portland Steam Packet Comnnnv would do all in their nower to
make that visit

and

A.

K.

pleasant one,
Shurtlcff, Esq., of the Portland & Rochester
a

railroad,

said the railroads would not he backward.
The lighthouse and beacon appropiiations for
New England, reported in the miscellaneous

$3,000 for rebuilding the upper part of
the lighthouse tower at Nash’s Island, coast of
Maine; $3,000 for rebuilding the upper part of
the lighthouse tower oil Seguiu Island, coast of
Maine; $30,000 for rebuilding the west lightbill,

are

house at

Cape Elizabeth, Maine; $30,000

for

replacing day beacons destroyed by the ice

on

the coasts of Maine and Massachusetts.
About $400 worth of tickets for the Amateur
Theatricals have alreadsJmen sold.
A course of *taee or four lectures is soon to
he grveti either in the Allen Mission
Chapel or
the New City Aall, for the benefit of the Allen
Mission. One lecture is expected to be delivered by John B. Gough.

There

runaway and a turnover near the
corner of York and High streets yesterday af
ternoon, and a runaway on Din forth street.
The drivers of the teams were
hurrying to the
fire.
A lady while
crossing Middle street, near the
Post office, yesterday
afternoon, was run into
and knocked down by a team which was
passing at a furious rate. It is to he hoped tnat
such carelessness will not he suffered to
pass
was a

unpunished.

A collection for the benefit of the
Widows’
Wood Society will be taken up at the India
Street Universalist church to-morrow.
In the
evening, the pastor, Rev. G. W. Bicknell, will
deliver the second of his lectures on
“Temperance,

wrong.”
Sixty dollars were taken at the flower stand
a

City Hall, on the occasion of the calico ball,
Thursday evening.
There will be a temperance
meeting at Preble
at

ten

days repetition of

onous.

it will be

We would suggest, as

slightly
an

monot-

abbreviated

term, “Scientiflc Propellers.”
The last Mechanics’ Assembly, which came
off last evening, was a thoroughly enjoyable
affair.

IJe'aney, the “loney” individual who asked
to be shut up at the station house on

Thursday
night, was taken in charge by his father yestertwo
and
the
started
for
day,
Canada.
Two men riding on Washington street last
night got into an angry discussion regarding
the direction in which they should drive, aud
one of whom stubbornly insisted on
driving to
h—1 if he wanted to.

change
regarding

to

to

wheels,

We surmise he will have
if the [popular impression

the warmth of that

locality

is

a

cor-

rect one.

Ten Dollars Reward.—A seal
riDg with
bloodstone setting was lost on
in
Wednesday
thi» city. The finder
may inquire at this office.

trial of Dec. 19, was as follows:
4100 lbs. of coal evaporated 5201
gallons of
water in a trial of teu hours.
Weight of water
lbs
to a gallon.
43,341 lbs.; 8|
In this trial no deduction was made for ashes
and clinkers, which amounted to260 lbs.. Coal
used was

on

reunion last evening at the pleasant and commodious vestry of the society.
A sumptuous

was partaken of by all present, after
which a committee on drafting a form of constitution presented their report, which was accepted. A committee on nomination of officers
was raised.
Bev. Mr. Gibbs made some interesting remarks, in which he alluded to the objects to be subserved by the formation of such
a literary society, aud gave the reason for taking the name of Bev. Mr. Bisbee, who was the
talented, eloquent aud scholarly second pastor
of this society.
Ex-Gov'. Washburne also seconded the remarks of Mr. Gibbs.
The officers nominated were then elected.
After this business was finished, the celebrated Bardell-Piekwick trial scene was enacted
for the entertainment of the company, and it

to say that it created great

amusement.
CotmiTTEE Meeting.—The Committee chosen at the meeting Wednesday, for the
purpose
of choosing a local committee of 50 to make
arrangements for the reception of the American Association for the advancement of seieuce>
met at the Mayor’s office in the City Building
yesterday afternoon. The matter of choosing
a local committee was postponed until Tues-

day afternoon, at which time
have another meeting. Every
quested to bring with him fifty

the committee
member is reor

more names

Hcuce

1,146.6° is the the mechanical
equivalent of heat contained in steam, the difference between that and 1,237.2° is 140.0°—
12.2 per centum.
Therefore 43,337x12.2 per cent. J 48,G24 lbs.,
which divided by 4100 gives 11.85 lbs of water
per pound of coal.
as

am

noenn/ttfiillrr

Yours, &c.,
M. L. Blanchard,

Chas. H. Haswf.ll.
Esq., &c. &c.

Persons of constipated hahits can find relief by using Loring’s Specific, the great
remedy for costiveness and dyspepsia. Boring,

Druggist, proprietor.

Broadway, Spring style,

Silk Hat, and all
the leading styles of stiff and soft hats, now
fehlo 8t
ready at Maher & Co.’s, opp. P. O.
Spring

Style

Silk Hats now ready at
E. A. Burnell’s, 147 Middle, St.

febl5-3t
_

Periodicals—The Atlantic Monthly, and
our Young Folks
for March
have
been
received and are for sale at the bookof Messrs. Bailey & Noyes,
stores
and
Hall B. Davis, on Exchange street; and at
Boring, Short & Harmon and Augustus
Robinson's, under the Falmouth Hotel;
also at the schoolbook, music and periodical
store of E. C. Andrews, No. 36 Centre street
and at the book and periodical depot of Messrs.
Fessenden Brothers, Eancaster Hall.
Five Dollars reward for Carbuncle Ring
lost between Market Square and Hampshire
street. Call at this office.
14-2t*
Joe

Printing.—Every description of Jos
Printing executed promptly, and at the loweer
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 1 (»*)
Exchange St.

Wm. M. Marks.

Till'. EiiyurEER.—The
advertising medium in Maine. Circulation 10,000 and increasing 1000 per month. Try it.
jan7tf
_

BY TELEGRAPH.
(Special

to

Augusta, Feb. 14.
Railroad Committee
to-day agreed to amend the Maine Central consolidation bill so that it shall not affect the
suits pending in the United State* Court- relative to the mortgage of the old Kennebec &
The

trains.

the corner of High and Danform
streets. The family were absent at the time.
Smoke was first seen issuing from an ell part
of the house by one of the neighbors, who
near

thereupon gave the alarm. The flames were
confined to that portion of the house, though
considerable damage to the building and its
contents were inffieted byjlire and water before
they were extinguished.

Much of the furniand many valuable pictures were taken
from tho house undamaged. The loss is estimated at 81500; covered by insurance.

ture

INDICATIONS.

—

Portland Co.

Thr Educational Committee
voted to report a resolve appropriating $5000 to
the Industrial School for Girls; also, not to give
further aid to Pittslleld Seminary; and the
matter of framing a bill defining the duties of
the State Superintendent was referred to a
The matter of uniformity of
sub-committee.
text hooks was referred to the next legislature.
The Judiciary Committee
will hold daily sessions until the fifty cases on
The Committee will
its table are disposed of.
hear no cases after Tuesday.

FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.

( corner

[Special to Press.]

Danforth and Emery streets:)
Sun. Feb. 9, 1873—6.45 a. m., 24°; 12 m., 36°;

6.45 p. m., 20°; 11 p. m., 4°.
»
Mon,, 10—7 a. m., 3°; 12 in., 10°; 4 p. m
12°; 8 p. in., 3°; 11 p. in., 0°;12p
in., 2°
below.
Tues. 11—7 a. m., 2° above; 12 m., 12°; 2.40
p. in., 14°; 12 p. m., 8°.
Wed. 12—7 a. m., 10°; 12 m., 25°; 8 p. m.,
18°; 12 p. m., 14°; (?.)
Thurs. 13—7.15a. in., 4°; 12 in., 12°; 4 p. m.,
17°; 8 p. in., 12°; 12 p. m., 8°.
Fri. 13—6.45 a. m., 1°; 12 m. 14°.
IIaydn Association.—The Haydn Association held its annual meeting last
evening, and
chose the following officers:
President, John
B. Coyle, Jr.; Vice President, Samuel Thurs-

Secretary, Fred H. Cloyes; Treasurer,
Frank Noyes; Conductor, H. Kotzschmar; Assistant Conductor, J. L. Shaw; Librarian, Win.
P. Jordan; Pianist, Mrs. Geo. O. Gosse; Counsellors, C. G. 11 ichards, John E. Noyes, John
ton;

Morgan, Mrs. H. N. Wetherbee, Mrs. H. M
Allen.
Pleasant Bide.—Last evening twenty-one
representatives of our city lodges of Odd Fellows rode out to the thriving village of Saocarappa and paid a visit to the lodge established at
that place. They received a most hearty welcome, and after inspecting the work of the
were

invited to

partake of

a

substantial

and well-served oyster supper. This being partaken of, they returned home well pleased with
their visit.

Parry Village.
We are again blockaded by ice. The Ferry
Company have chartered the steamer Express,
to make two
trips per day. This is all that is required of them by their charter.
The Portlaud Dailies now reach this
villago
by 6 o’clock P. M.; as yet we get the news before it becomes stale.

A.

HIISCEI.I.AI'iEOCS NOTICES.
—-

ttlnnrlinrd's Patent Boiler.
Users of steam would do well to try the
Blanchard Patent Steam boiler, if it it a fact
•bat it makes the
saving over other boilers that
is claimed for
it.

Nobody

can dispute bnt that
it is constructed
the right
principle, and for safety and durait
can’t
be
bility
beat.

on

Suppose a manufacturer is using six tons of
coal per day, at that rate he would use
some
Now if, as is
1800 tons in one year.
claimed
by the proprietors of this boiler, that it well
generate 50 per cent more steam with the same
weight of coal than any boiler with the same
beating surface in the market, this would be a
large saving.
will suppose that it will only save 30
per cent, of the the coal, this would be 540
tons a year. At $6.50 per ton it wou id amount
to $3510 the first
year, and in fifteen years
which the patent has to run, would amount to
But

we

$52,650.
One of the Blanchard Patent Steam Boilers
is in operation at the Dauville

Co., Pawtucket,

Manufacturing

E.

The IV S.&P. Railroad bill came up. Amendment “F” adopted.
Mr. Burgess moved to
amend

by insertiug after “City Council” in 22d
line, the words “but this provision shall not
apply to any track now authorized bylaw.”—
Adopted. The amendment “E” proposed by
Mr.Burgess yesterday was then adopted.
Mr. Chaplin moved to amend so t,hat the
bridge at the foot of Brackett street shall bo accepted by the County Commissioners. Adopt-

ed. The bill then passed to be engrossed.
The bill relating to attachments was tabled.

navigation.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate
the Buckfield Savings Bank; ts incorporate the
Canton Manufacturing Co.: to incorporate the
Tremont Savings Bank; to incorporate the
New Sharon Cheese Manufacturing Co.; to incorporate the Island Railroad Co.; to incorporate the Topsham Granite and Manufacturing
Co.; to incorporate the Mexico and East Rum-

I., which has been running

vuccao

luduutav/biuiu^

iu

vu.

muuuu

aui

entitled “an act to incorporate the Bangor &
Calais Shore Line Railroad Co.; amendatory to
sec. 15, chap. 8, R. S., relating to marriage and
its solemnization.

Finally passed—Resolve in addition to chap.
183, resolves of 1867, relating to Indian affairs;
providing for surveying and making the line

between Maine and New Hampshire.
The school mill tax bill came up by assignment.
Mr. Keegan being entitled to the floor spoke
at length in favor of an increase.
Mr. Loring of Portland, replied at length.

The discussion was participated in by Messrs.
of Hartford, Mortland of Rockland,
Corthell of Calais, and Bandall of Island Falls.
The pending question being the substitution
of the minority for the majority report,
the
House refused so to do, yeas 56, nays 78.
This

Alley

practically defeats the increase
in the House. Adjourned.

SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 14.
House papers disposed of iu concurrence with
the following exceptions:
The Coburn Land Company bill came from
the House on its passage to be engrossed, with
one of the Senate amendments rejected.
Mr. Broolcs moved to insist on the former
vote, which was carried. Messrs. Coffin Dingconferees.
ley and O’Brion were

appointed

The bill for compulsory vaccination came
from the House on its passage to be engrossed,
the Senate having indefinitely postponed it.—
The Senate insisted on its fermer vote. Messrs.
Brooks, Farrington and Burgess were appointed conferees.
The resolve in favor of S. F. Walker was
non-concurrcd in; the Senate deciding to insist.
Messrs. Smith, Chaplin and Hadlock were appointed conferees.
Read and assigned—Bill relative to compulsory attendance at school; to change the names of
certain persons; resolve in favor of Aroostook
Co.; tn favor of N. Quin et als: in favor of Eagle Island, Hancock county; bill toamendseo.
87, ebap. 11, R. S., relative to the State Normal
School; to incorporate the Northport Grove
Camp-meeting Association;relative to indecent
exposure; to amend chap. 38, public laws of
1872, relating to insolvent estates; to incorporate the trustees of the Johnson Home School
for boys in Topsham; to incorporate the Portland Woman’s Christian Association; to make
valid the doings of the town of Minot (under
suspension of the rules passed to be engrossed);
to incorporate the Deer Isle Telegraph Co.; resolve in aid of roads in Island Falls; in favor of
A. J. Brown; in favor of J. Withers- in favor
of E. Glidden et als.; in favor of M. A. Currier;
bill to provide for the enrollment of the militia;
to provide for the proper expenditure by towns
of school money received from the Slate; to incorporate the Sebago Lake Steam Mill Co.; to
amend sec. 54, chap. 11, R. S., relating to studies in Common Schools, under the rules this
bill was tabled to bo printed.
The bill to incorporate the Greenough Church
Edifice Association was, under suspension of
the rules,passed to be
Mr. Dingley.

engrossed,

and tabled

by

The same gentleman*tabled the bill authorizthe town of Yarmouth to loan its credit in
aid of manufactures.
Tho bill incorporating the Eastport Gas

ing

Light Co. was, under suspension of the rules,
passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Dingley, the bill to supply
the cities of Lewiston and Auburn with pure
water was tabled to be printed.
A remonstrance was presented
the

consolidation of certain railroads.
Leave to withdraw was reported

against
on

petition

for the preservation of
fish in the town of Houlton.

mbtle r°P-°rrtS

'Vere

presented from

Cominittee on remperance.
The majority report by
Mr Chaplin, the
minority by M, Brooks. On
the

nfrEVlil 5BK35!rsti
the Monroe Cheese
Factory;

additionaltoPchan

9, R. S.; relating to the Penobscot Indian' to
authorize J. H. Merrow et als. to extend wharf

produced a receipt written, as lie says by him,
and signed by me, dated at Boston, May Oth,
1871. Again January 29th, ho produced anothbv him aud

signed by
receipt written also
1«S68. 1
me, dated Washington, February 14th,
I need not state that this was a great surprise
to me. I know’ I had given him receipts iu one
not the slightest imor two instances but had
pression or recollection they were of the charer

which they are. These were never alluded to by Mr. Ames in any of our interviews ami
his
they surely must have been equally beyondwiin
own recollection when in his conversation
tho cnarge
me as to senatorial election, and
in
made against me that I was a stockholder
so wrote
and
not
was
I
that company, he said
to Mr. Rollins. The receipts, as is seen, bear
letter.
J
date prior to that conversation and
I have made
cannot deny from the inspection
is
those
genuine,
papers
that my signature to
1
ami X am well aware it is to be presumed had
1 can
in them.
a knowledge of the facts stated
"
of
their
only account for my ignorance
Mr. Amos f
by the entire confidence I reposed.
friend using my means as best to
acter

regarded as a
promote my interest and

therefore readily
without that care
signed whatsoever he wroteordinanh
attends
which
and circumspection
was a friendbusinesf transaction. 1 n fact tins
and 1
ly rather than a business transaction,
its character or details.
gave little thought to
the genuIt results from the admission made of

that Mr. Ames statenn signature
to the Tuvestment of the $3000 is susI repeat
tained, and that mine is erroneous
what 1 have always said that I have no
now
in
the
stock
more objections to a proprietorship
of the Credit Mobilier than in that of the Union
Pacific Railroad Co., and in entertaining these
views I would have as reacily stated my ownership in the former on all occasions as 1 did tho
inoss of
ment as

‘■pis properwit:that I should
letter

other
addressed to Mr.
My
matter, to
This
June
1873.
4,
Ames, dated Washington,
was eighteen days after Mr. Ames had testified
before the committee that I had bought thirty
shares of the Credit Mobilier stock. During
tho holidays shortly after Mr. Ames had made
this statement, greatly to my surprise I met
him in Boston and called his attention to what
I regarded as a mistake in his evidence as to
my first investment He replied he had put
the matter as lie recollected it, hut very likely
he had forgotten the details, as it was a long
time ago. He then directed mo to sit down
and write out my understanding of the transaction. This I did not do as I was soon to leave
for Springfield.
Then, said lie, write it out
when you returu to Washington. On my return I wrote the letter, had it copied by my
wife and delivered to Mr. Ames liy my friend,
the Hon. J. H. Rice of Maine, to whom I explained its contents and the circumstances
which induced it. As it is seen, the first and
htgest part relates to the first interview with
Mr. Ames, in which ho offered to sell me Credit
Mobilier stock, which resulted in my declining
as I had no means at the time. The statement
of luy understanding of that interview anil its
result was ma 'e under the circumstances recited to euable Mr. Ames to refresh his memory
and to correct liis deposition if convinced of his
one

error.

After proceeding at length to explain the
terms of the letter, Mr. Patterson proceeds to
state the whole matter briefly as it now stands:
First, I band Mr. Ames $3000 to invest for
me.
He takes mv money and purchases thirty
shares in the Credit Mobilier, but never transfers to me the stock or even mentions it. He
does not ask for authority to hold it ill trust, but
holds it without my knowing that he even
bought it. Second, He conies to me some
months after and says, “I have held your bonds
and pays me some money for which I receipt
without giving any heed to the character of
the receipt written by him. This he repeats.
From all ibis is left on my mind the impression
thill. 1m

hurl

unrolloami

mo

^amipifinu in the

road and not an interest the Credit Mobilier.
Third, At Pittsburg, in his suit with McCorab,
Mr. Ames, as was generally understood, had
sworn that he did not hold Credit Alobil'er stock
in trust for any one. As he had delivered none
to me I had a right to he confirmed as I was in
my impression that I owned none. Fourth, in
my Senatorial contest Mr. Ames denied both in
conversation and in letters that I was a stockholder in the Credit Mobilier, that I ever received any of the stock or any profits on ray stock.
Had I not the right to believe that any one
would assent to the same? Then came on this
investigation, in which Air. Ames testified that
I had bought thirty shares of stock in the Credit Mobilier, and that it had been transferred for
me to Alorton,
Bliss & Co., of New York. 1
I wrote to Air. Aforton to learn the facts, and
afterwards on my journey through New York
saw him in person.
He said that they had never held
any of that stock for any one; thus I
was led into a false
impression of the facts ef
the case.

XLIII) CONGRESS.

NEW YORK.
No Hope for Stokes.
New York, Feb. 14.—The decision of Judge
Boardraan was received by Justice Ingraham
this morning and by him announced in the
Oyer and Terminer Court. He declines the
nioiion for a, new trial of Stokes and iu an opinion gives his reasons therefor.
Haag for Harder.
Buffalo, Feb. 14.—John Gaffney, the murderer of Patrick Fahey in May last, was hanged in this city precisely at noon to-day.

WASHINGTON.

-Credit Jffofelliei*.
The

advert to

of the mill tax

Senate Investigating Committee.

the Press.)

Eire.—About five o’clock yesterday afternoon
au alarm of fire was sounded from box 30. The
fire occurred at tiro residence of Dr. A. E,

lodge

Legislation inexpedient reported ou bill defining river and stream boundaries betwen cities
and towns, (ou motion of Mr.
Diugley tabled).

Seuator Patterson’s Statement.

Extension of time was granted
the Portland & Ogdensburg R. K. Co. to locate.
Beave to withdraw was voted on the order relative to requiring more brakemen on mixed

lhehmometrical

The bill relative to
paupers was, on motion of
Mr. Butler, tabled to bo
printed; bill to incorporate the Biddeford street railroad was tabled
to be printed.

AUGUSTA MATTERS.

choice can be made. The Mayor
requested to bring the matter of a recept’on aud official invitation before the city government, and he will do so Monday evening.
a

was

Shaw,

tol.

quite wet with rain and snow—tem-*
The bill concerning railroad tickets was
perature of feed wator 42°. Heat at the top of amended so that return tickets be valid for
flue 184°. Besult of the trial, 10.58 lbs, of
same time as regular tickets.
Adjourned.
water evaporated with 1 lb. of coal.
HOUSE.
Blanchard Boiler is working first-rate as
In the absence of the
Speaker, Hon S. JC.
when you were here.
Hatch of Bangor, was chosen
Speaker pro
Yours truly,
tern.
Alden Sibley.
Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Office of Ciias. H. Haswell, Surveyor of
Read and assigned—Bill to extend the rights
Steamers forj Underwriters, &c., Consulting
of towns and school districts in certain cases;
an?! Superintending Engineer, No. 6 Bowling to amend chap. 44, public laws of 1872, entitled
an act additional to
chap. 6, R. S., relating to
Green, (Box 2961.) New York, Dec. 23,1872
incorporated townships”; to amend sec. 3,chap.
Sir—In reply to your query of the the 21st
29, R. S., relating to bowling alleys and billiard
iust., I have to advise, That the effective evap- rooms; relating to disturbing public meetings:
to amend chap. 110. sec. 8, R. S., relating to
oration of 43,337 lbs of water at 42° by the
the service of venires; to incorporate tho Piscombustion of 4,100 lbs, of coal, at a steam
cataquis Boom Co.; to authorize I. S. B'ngs,
pressure of 80 lbs mercurial gauge is as folJr., to clear the channel and navigate the Kenlows :
nebec river between Waterville and Augusta;
authorizing the extension of the charter ot tho
Temperature of steam at 80 lbs mercurial
Androscoggin Navigation Co.; to incorporate
123°
gauge
the State Publishing Co; to amend chap, 581,
Temperature of steam at pressure of
special laws of 18(58, relating to taking trout in
212°
atmosphere,
Mooseliead Lake; to authorize the inhabitants
of the town of Oxford to raise money to estab116°
Difference,
lish and maintain a public library; to autliorizo
Tu referring to the comparative effects of fuel
A. E. Conners et als. to extend a wharf at
Frenchman's Bay; resolve in favor of Normal
as determined by evaporation
of water, the
School at Castine; in favor of Normal School
water is taken as it occurs, and tho temperaat Farmington; in favor of C. S. Blown.
ture of the evaporation at 212°,henco the effectLeave to withdraw was reported on petition
ive value of any evaporation at a higher temof S. C. Yomans et als.; of J. H. Gould et als.;
perature is to be computed by its excess of of citizens of
Brewer, for authority to estabtemperature over the standard of 212° aud for lish a
public highway in said town to tide wareasons too manifest to be detailed.
ters of Penobscot river.
The total heats of evaporation in the two
Legislation inexpedient was reported on tho
cases are as follows:
order relating to pauper laws in organized
Evaporation at 212°—1,136.6
plantations; ou order relating to the amendditto
32S°—1,287.2
ment of Sec. 8, chap. 4, R. S.
150.6
Difference,
Ought not to pass was reporled on bill to
which expresses the difference between the toamend chap. 113, R. S.; on bill to amend chaps.
tal heats of evaporation.
51 and 52, It. S, relating to railroad and steam

hold its next
the 20tli of Au-

a

Chapel, to-morrow evening.

It is to be hoped that the “American
Society
for the Advancement of Science” will shorten
its title before its meeting in this city next
August. The name is an item in itself, and

Pawtucket, Jitn’y G. 1873.
W. T. Brown, Esq.,
Dear Sir—In reply to your icttcr, will
say tho

wiil

Bisbee I.iteraky Union.—The members of
the Congress Square Univcrsalist Society held

from which

This test was
made with a poor quality of Scranton coal aud
no deduction was made for ashes and clinkers:

Bowdolnham; to incorporate the Maine State
Temperance Reform Association; to legalize
the doings of School District No. 8*, town of
Bristol; to make legal the doings of the Union
Meeting house Association in the town of Brisat

unu

That this Board recognizes the importance of the work in which it is engaged, as
well to material interests as to pure science,
aud that its members are the most distinguished names in science, in America; and further,
that the fact of the assembling in this city, of
so many eminent men from all sections of the
United States and the Dominion of Canada,
must be of advantage to it in many
ways; and
will readily and cheerfully co-operate with other
Associations, and with the City Government in
exteudmg a welcome to the members of this
Society to this city, and in making such arrangements for their meeting and accommodation as may be suitable and necessary.
Mr. W. S. Dana reported that the Board of
Manufactures would be ready to report at the
fust regular meeting in March.—Adjourned.

hardly necessary

Engineer of the U. S. Navy.

T

supper

municipal Court.

satisfied of its utility.
Below' is a test made with tlia Blanchard
Boiler at the Dunncll Manufacturing Co., at
Pawtucket, K. I., Nov. 19,1872, by Alden Sibley, Esq., and a report made of tue same test
by Chas. H. Haswell, Esq., formerly Chief

e

Resolved,

IT. S. District Court.

four or five months, aud they have made
tosts and find it
very reliable scientific
niakcsa very large saving in fuel over any of
their boileis. Parties wishing to purchase boilers will do well to go to Pawtucket and see this
They will then become
boiler in operation.
some

some

Washington, Feb. 14.
SENATE.
Air. Anthony from the Committee on Naval
Affairs, reported a bill for the relief of certain
officers of the navy, dropped, furloughed or
retired under the act of 1355.
Air. Edmunds offered a resolution congratnlating the people of Spain upon the peaceable
establishment of a Republican form of government, and directing the President to communicate to the Spanish government a copy of the
resolution. Laid over and ordered printed.
Air. Cragin introduced three bills for the relief of Secor & Co., of Prince, Secor & Co.,and
of Zane & Secor.
Air. Harlan introduced a bill to declare inauguration day a legal holiday.
Air. Wilson introduced a bill to reimburse
Massachusetts for expenditures for coast defences during the war.
Air. Anthony offered a resolution designed to
expediate the business, remarking that un•'s- »ome smell resolution was
adopted, an extra session wimld tw n^airul iu urdcr to pass
bills necessary to carry on the government.—
Laid over.
Air. Sherman, from the Committee on FiHouse bill
nance, reported adversely on the
amending the internal revenue law so as to alof
low producers
tobacco to sell $100 worth of
tobacco annually to consumers at the place of

production.

Washington, Feb. 14—Senator Patterson of
New

Hampshire was

then called and made the

following statement:
Iu the investigation by the House Committee,

of which Mr. Poland is chairman, a conflict of
statement between Mr. Ames and myself has
attracted such attention as to make it proper
that 1 should now refer to it. In 1807, influenced, perhaps, by a previous offer of Mr. Ames to
invest money for me which would certainly be
productive of profit, I gave him $3000; subsequently, in 1809,1 gave an additional $1000 for
the same purpose; the conflict of statements to
which I have referred relates solely to the investment of tiie first sum; the $4000, it is admitted by both of us was invested in the stock
and securities of the Union Paeifie liailroad
Company; during the Senatorial election iu mv
State I was informed that a gentleman who
opposed my re-election to the Senate, accused
me of owning stock in the Credit Mobilier, and
bad declared his purpose to use against me this
alleged ownership of the stock, and so drew
upon me some of the odium which had been
excited in the public mind against that company. As no written memorandum passed between Mr. Ames and myself when I deposited
the $3000 with him, I had only my memory to
determine what had been saidas to the object of its investment. Feeling very sure that
I had desired the first deposit
invested, as it is
admitted the second was, in the stock and securities of the Union Pacific road, I stated to
iuj imui in,tin n-iy empnancauy in at it
wa3
not true that I was interested in the Credit Mobilier. I immediately sought an interview with
Mr. Ames and told him of the effort beiim
made to injure me; I said to him, “As
you
know I am not a stockholder in that
company-,
I would be glad if you would write to Mr. Rollins and so state.”
He replied: “You are certainly not a stockholder, and I will so write of
course.” In detailing the conversations I
only
claim to give the substance,not the words used.
A short time after this Mr. Ames came to
my
seat and submitted to my perusal a letter addressed by him to Mr. Rollins, which was
perfectly satisfactory, and so I said to Mr. Ames
On reaching home I found Mr. Ames’ letter and
my denial, notwithstanding Mr. Rollins was
urging against me my ownership of this stock.
I sent a telegram aud a letter to Mr. Ames requesting him to give me what|he had written to
Mr. Rollins, and finally received the following
"
letters.
Washington, I). C., Jan. 9,1872.
Dear Sir:—I have your telegram asking me
to give you the substance of the letter I wrote
Rollins. You saw the letter. I added
nothing
to it after you saw it, and it is the
only letter I
have written him. The substance was that I
heard he was making charges against
you, as
representing you as a holder or owner of stock
in the Credit Mobilier, and that there were
wrong and improper influences in relation to
it. I wrote him that I did not think you ever
had any of the stock, and if you had there was
no moro impropriety in
it, than owning bank
stock.
Yours truly,
Oakes Ames.
Hon. J. W. Patterson.
North Easton, June 12, 1872.
Dear Sir:—l wrote you from Washington in
to
your telegram. I have your letters of
reply
the 8th and 12th this evening here on my arrival home from Washington. I stated in that
letter the substance of my letter to Rollins.
You saw the letter I wrote him, aud there was
nothing in that but the truth, and that Mr.
Rollins should say the Credit Mobilier of America was a fraudulent concern aud that those engaged in it perpetrated a fraud on the country,
community or its stockholders, is simply an uutruth. The stockholders of that company contained some of the best men of the country,
and Mr. Rollins knows it. Such men as John
J. Cisco, Gen. Dix, Wm. H. Macv, M. Dillon,
McCormick, Janies Brooks and many others of
New York, Glidden & Williams, Ezra Baker,
Elisha Atkin, John Duff, Samuel Hooper, J.
Gordon, Dexter Howe, jr,, B. Alley, Oliver
Ames, and myself and many others. I am
proud to say that I was a stockholder in it, and
there is and was nothing wrong in holding the
stock any more than owning bank or railroad
stock, aud Mr. Rollins should be ashamed to
make such charges, if you had been a stockholder and manager in the company, as you
If Mr. Rollins can find nothing
was
not.
against you worse than being a stockholder in
the Credit Mobilier, you must be the purest
man in New Hampshircor inthoUnited States
you will not suffer because you are acTrusting
cused of being a stockholder with mo and not
realizing the profits,
I am, truly, yours,
Oakes Ames.
(Signed,)
Hon. J. W. Patterson.
After a lenthy comment ou these letters, Mr.
Patterson quoted from his testimony before Poland Committee where he stated that he would
have taken the stock had he the money to do so
and continuing, said that with these free admissions as to my willingness to have become
When
a stockholder in the Credit Mobilier.
the subject was first mentioned to me, I answered the enquiries of the committee, the
statements of Mr. Ames being then before me,
to tho best of my recollection and belief at the
time.
Subsequent to my examination Mr.
Ames was again called to testify on January
25th, when, in the course of his testimony, he

The Vico President appointed as a committee
the part of the Senate to make the necessary preparations for the inauguration, Messrs.
Uragin, Logan and Bayard.
The House hill to revise, consolidate and
imend the laws relating to pensions was
nnended and passed.
One of the amendments limits the compensation of agents and attorneys employed by
applicants for pensions.
At one o’clock the naval appropriation bill
same up as unfinished business.
Mr. Cragin offered an amendment providing
that officers when promoted shall not draw pay
till specially designated by the President to fill
vacancies, and than where numbers of a particular grade are not fixed by law, promotions
iball not take effect till the class to which they
jelong is ordered for examination. Agreed to.
Mr. Edmunds offered an amendment authorzing the Supreme Court to allow amendments
lither in form or substance iu appeals in prize
sases, where it appeors that notice was tiled
with the Clerk of Court below, within thirty
lays after the rendering of the decision.-Agreed to.
Mr. Edmunds offered an amendment providng that no money appropriated by this act
iliall be expended on account of vessels or naral engines contracted for during the war.
Ageeed to.
Air. Sprague submitted the conference report
>n the fortification appropriation bill, which
an

was t,uiivuii«u

legislatures

lias lieeii sompwliqf inn
times somewhat

nervision
Vk °
cordimriv th«
of Utah
for tto

so""”

bill.
Mr. Potter, of New York, offered an amendment recognizing the rights of insurance com-

pauies.

Mr. Mouroe offered au amendment extending
the operations of the bill to the damages done
Shenandoah before her arrival at Mel-

by the

bourne.
Mr. Eaines offered an amendment extending
its operation to damages done by all cruisers or
vessels hearing the Confederate flag.
The previous question was seconded.
The
vote on the bill will be taken to-morrow.
Ad-

journed.

the

President

on

Affairs iu

l'rah.

Washington, Feb. 14.—Tho President sent
the following message to Congress to day:
To the Senate and House of Representatives:—
I consider it iny duty to call the attention of
Congress to the consideration of affairs in the
territory of Utah, and to the dangers likely to
arise if it continues during the coming recess
from a threatened conflict between the federal
No discussion is
and territorial authorities.
necessary in regard to the general policy of
the
territories
of the United
Congress respecting
States, and 1 only wish now to refer to so much
of that policy as concerns their judicial affairs
and the enforcement of law within their borders. No material differences are found in respect to these matters in the organic acts of the
territories, but au examination of them will
show that it has been the invariable act of
Congress to place and keep their civil and criminal jurisdiction with certain limited exceptions, in the hands of persons nominated by the
President aud confirmed by the Senate and that
the general administrat on of justice should be
as prescribed by Congressional enactment.
Sometimes the power given to the territorial

000 bush corn,
busb barley.

to these fed^a’lnm14""?1’ a““ an attorney, and
°®cers 11 confided the jurisdictiou in all
ma«™: ba‘ as
hv
Court Uie act requires
tlei 11 rors
111
in such a
t, K'3e courts to lie selected
11,9 territ',rial L
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«« to

rec?n?lv

imf

Cincinnati, Feb. U.—Provisions strong.
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KlorderotAhetereito??"8FvMe
Jf™?
intended
intrust'the Ih',d<?Utly

never

w.a3
L-i5'
,f> ,hX

to

laturc with power which
creating judicatures of its own
the jurisdictions of the
rit-rial authority,
although
gress, to take the
of tlie hands of judges apt>ointed
bv tlie lw
dent, or to interfere with their operation
Slv'
• ral years of unhappy experience
make' it an
Parent in botli these respects that tlie
of Utah requires speeial legislation by
Congress*
Public opinion in that territory, produced
by
circumstances too notorious to require further
notice, makes it necessary, in my opinion, to
prevent the miscarriage of justice and to maintain the supremacy of the laws of tlie United
States and of the federal government, to pro
vide that the selection of grand ami petit jurors
for the District Courts, if not put under tlie
control of federal officers, should he placed in
the bauds of persons entirely independent of
those who are determined not to enforce any
act of Congress obnoxious to them, and also to
pass some act which shall deprive the Probate
Courts or any court created by the Territorial
Legislature, of any power to interfere witli or
impede the action of the Courts held by tbe
United States Judges.
X am convinced that so long as Congress leaves
the selection of jurors to the local authorities it
will be futile t make any effort to enforce laws
not acceptable to a majority of the people of
the territory, or which interferes with local
prejudices or provides for the punishment of polygamy or any of its affiliated vices or crimes I
presume that Congress, in passing on this subject, will provide all reasonable and propersafe
guards to secure honest and competent jurors,
whose verdict will command confidence and be
a guarantee of
equal protection to all good and
law-abiding citizens, and at the same time make
it understood tint crime cannot be committed
with impunity. I have before said that while
tlie laws creating tho several territories have
generally contained uniform provisions in respect to tlie judiciary, yet Congress has occasionally varied these provisions in miner details
as the circumstances of the
territory effected
seemed to demand, and in creating the territory of Utah Congress evidently thought that circumstances there might require judicial remedies not nececssary in other territories, for by
section 9 of tlie act creating that territory it is
provided that a writ of error may be brought
from the decision of any Judge of tlie territory
to tlie Supreme Court ot the United States upon
any writ of habeas corpus involving the question of personal freedom, a provision never inserted in any other territorial act except that

courtsYtDmfint^aK118."15

a<lininistration"?f

shouj

extraordinary provision

shows that Congress
intended to mould the organic laws to the peculiar necessities oE the territory, and the legislation which I now recommend, and full harmony with the precedent thus established.
T am advised that the United States Courts
in Utah have been greatly embarrassed by the
action of the Territorial Legislature in centering criminal jurisdiction and the powers to issue writs of habeas
corpus on probate courts
created by Congress, but a complaint is made
that certain persons so have been discharged in
that way by the probate courts. I cannotdonbt
that Congress will agree with me that such a
state of things ought not longer to he tolerated,
and no class of persons anywhere should be allowed to treat the laws of the United States
with open defiance and contempt. Apprehensions are entertained that if
without any action upon thissubject turbulence
ami disorder will prevail, rendering military interference necessary, a result 1 should greatly
deprecate; and in view of this and other obvious
considerations 1 earnestly recommend that
Congress at the present session pass some act
which will enable the District Courts of Utah
to proceed witli independence and efficiency in
the administration of law and justice.
U. S. Grant.
(Signed)
Executive Mansion, Feb. 14, 1873.

Congres^a'ljourus

l*791

Compromise iu Eonisiann.
N ew Orleans, Feb. 14.—At a meeting of
botli Legislatures yesterday, the Republicans
agreed to accept the poposition of the Fusionists to organize a General Assembly, composed
of members returned by both boards, provided
such a course is acceptable to tlie national administration. A committee was appointed to
telegraph to the Washington authorities for information.

.UETEOROI.OGItAL.
THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

nouns.

War Df.p’t, Office Chief Signal!
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. 15. (1 A. .V.)(
Threatening and rain or snow by Saturday night south and west of New York; easterly winds and cloudy weather over New England
TEIiBGBOS.
It is stated that at a conference of the agents
of leading railroad lines, they have agreed
upon
uniform rates of freight to and from the West
until the spring schedule goes into force.
The body of ah unknown man, about 25 years
of age, was found Friday morning lying on the
railroad track, about one mile south of Plymouth, N. H. He was evidently run ever by the
train in the night. His remains were taken to
Ashland, where they now are.
itllNOK

The Erie knitting mill at Colioee, N. Y., was
limned Friday. Loss $70,000; insured for $37,400.
The wooden ware factory of Wm. ISrown, at
St. Louis, was partially destroyed by fire Friday. Loss $45,000 to $60,000.
The President has signed the act amendatory
of the bankrupt act.
Geo. A. Clark, a well known cotton thread
manufacturer, of Newark,N.J., died Thursday.
Tho exposition palace at Vienna is completed.

IIYANOIAJ, AND COJIMEKCIAL.
ttrcrinla by Railroads and Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—4 cars sundries, 5 do
bark,2 do hay, 1 do hoops,1 do shocks, 72 do lumber,10
do for Halifax, 14 do for St. John, NB, C do for Do-

line,

19 Jo for Allan Line.

Foreign Export*.
SAGUA. Scbr Susan—776 shooks and heads, 16,450
ST. JOHN, NB.

100 do

oatmeal,

Schr M L

Schr J K Howard—700 bbls flour,

20 tons brau.

St. Pierre—1000 bbls flour, 10 tons feed.
ISowton Slock fjist.

busli com, 0000 bush oats.
Charleston, Feb. 14.—Cotton

New York Stock find Money Market*
York, Feb. 14—Morning.—*Gold at 114$.—
Money at 1-32 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long,100$;
do short 110$. Stocks steady. State stocks dull.
New York. Feb. 14—Evening.—Money was active
New

at the close at 7 per cent, to 1-32,closing at 7 per cent,
bid. An easier condition of affairs is anticipated
next week. Sterling Exchange weak at 108$ @ 109$.
Gold strong and advanced from 114 @ 114$,and closed
at 114$ @ 114|; loans at 1 @7 per cent, and 1-32 for

carrying. Clearances $09,000,000. Treasury disburse-

$147,009. Governments are very dull but firm.
State bonds quiet; Tcnncssccs weak; Missouri firm;
Railroad bonds firm and
Stocks wero
in the main were
quiet throughout the day and
from
12
to
1$ per cent..
higher; fluctuations ranging
The following were tho quotations of Government
ments

advancing.
prices

securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1SS1.118$
United States 5-20*8 1SC2.115$
United States 5-20’B 18C4.115$
United StateR5-20’s 1S65, old.115$
Uuiteil States 5-20’s 1865, new.114f
United States 5-20’s 1S67.116$
United States 5-20's 1868.110$
United States 5’s. new.113$
United States 10-40’s., coupon.
J14$
The

following

wero

Hie

closing quotations

of

Stoeks:

Western Union Telegraph Co. 88|
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated.... 103}

74$

uplands 19Jc.

Savannah, Feb. 14.—Cetton quiet; Middling uplands at 194c.
Mobile. Feb 14.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling

uplands 19£c

*

fenropeau Jlnrkrla.
Feb. 14—5.00 P. M.—Cotton cloned

is

quiet

steady. Pork is quiet; new mess at 14 50.
Lard is firmer at 8$ @ 8 7-lGc. Butter firm; State 32
@ 40c. Whiskey more active and firm at 92$c. Rice
firm at 8 @ 9c. Sugar quiet and steady at 9$ @
9Jc.—
Coffee steady; sales of 4063 mats of damaged Java
by auction at 10$ (SJ 18c in Gold cash: Rio at 17$ @
20$c. Molasses quiet and unchanged; New Orleans
at 75 @ 76c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine nominal 67$ @ 68c; Rosin active at-3 65 @ 4 00 for strainand

ed. Petroleum firmer: crude 9c; 2000 bbls of refined
Tallow
at 8$ @ 9c.
at 20$c.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Grain per steam 7

steady

@

7$d.

Chicago, Feb. 14.—Flour is quiet and unchanged

W’licat in fair demand and higher but
rregular; No t
Spriug at 1 29 @ 1 30; No 2
at 1 23$ cash; 1 24$
seller March; No3 do at
110$@ 111; rejected at
9$$c. Corn quiet and a shade firmer ; No 2 Mixed at
31 @
cash; 31|c seller March; 36|c seller May;
rejected at 27c. Oats dull and declined; No 2 at 26$;
rejected 23$c. Rve steady at 62$ @ 66c for No 2. Barley 3tea<ly; No 2 Fall at G8 @ 69c; No 3 at 55 @ 56$c,
according to location. Pork active and higher at 12 85
cash; seller March 13 00; 13 25 seller April. Lard advanced and in fair demand at 7 40 seller Feb; 7 55
seller Mareli. Bulk meats in good demand at full
prices; shoulders at 4$ @ 44c tor loose; packed 4|c;
short clear middles seller April 6|e loose.
Green
Hams higher at 9 @ 9$ tor 16 @ 15 pounds averages.

Spring

ENTERTAINMENT.
aid of the

Iu

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
AMD

—

ST.

baIc9’includi"e
ulatlonauVexport0’000
6000 bale,
Of the sales

were

—

On

Monday

and

Tuesday Evenings,

presented

do

uew
5a90J. Erie Railway
51J.
Frankfort, Feb. u-n \
ir„«,
cm.
^ St
1
5-20’s opened at 96 for the issue
oftiefc

Honorable Charlea iv
one of the Jn.ticr. of
tlicial Court of the Ntate of

w„7.

lie H«p,22‘H’
J
tlilhl!*

f HUE undersigned,Nathan Webb, Attorney ot the
A United States of America for the District of
Maine, a duly authorized .agent oi said United States
f>r this purpose,
respectfully represents that the
U nited States aforesaid are desirous of
purchasing
for the erection of a fort and battery a certain tract
of land situated in the town of Cape
iu
Elizabeth,
the
County of Cumberland, witbin the limits of the
State of Maine, particularly bounded and described
as follows:—Beginning at a
copper bolt in a rock on
the southerly side of tne road
leading from the county road to he Portland Head Light House, said copabout
bolt
eleven
hundred feet distant
)>ei
being
from the county road known as the shore road, thence
at
right
with
said Light House
angles
southerly
road seven hundred and nineteen teet more or less to
a copper bolt set in the line of a stone wall, which
wall is the southerly
boundary of land now or formerly of Benjamin B. Dyer; tiience easterly by said
stone walla^iout four hundred and twenty-eight feet
to the sea shore; thence northeasterly by the sea
shore to the point where the southerly side line of
the road from county road to the Light House prolonged would strike the sea shore at low water line;
thence westerly on such prolongation of the southerly side line of the road to the Light House to the first
bounls; said described parcel of land containing
about nine acres. That the sole owner of said described tract of land is supposed to be one Benjamin
B. Dyer, of Cape Elizabeth aforesaid, and
capable of
conveying the same to said United States. That the
said Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaid of said
tract of land, from disagreement in regard to the

price of the same, or from some other cause to this
applicant and to the said United States unknown,

I

hath refused and still refuses to convey said tract of
and to said United States;
Wherefore, this applicant, in behalf ol said United
States,
prays your Honor to order notice

respectfully pnnmrinahln

nf tlik nnnlinntinn

with

thn

AJi D

—

approved

E^OAOEMENTfl.

On Thursday and Friday Evenings
Will be presented Tobin’s delightful standard am.

edy ot

THE HONEY-MOON.
A

Fall uad Kflcieat Ore heel ra hoc be—
Mecired.

Admission to the Hall 90 cts.
Orchestra chairs TS
ct».
No extra charge for Reserved Seats, which can
be obtained at Hawed Sc
Cragin'e music store on
aft°r * o’clock
Thursday morning, and at tha
ball on the evening of the
i*>rformanee,
at 7 °’clock- Commence at 7.49.

fcbl&FtS

CITY HALL
TWO SIGHTS ONLY !
MONDAY &

TUESDAY,

And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
further prays, that on the return day
in
said notice r jury may be empannelled in the manner
now provkh d by law to assess the value of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all damages sustainod by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
reason of such appropriation, and that such other
and further proceedings may be had in pursuance of
the aforesaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maine, as may be requisite to
convey to said United
States of America a good and absolute title to the
above described tract ot land against all peisons
whatsoever; and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth day of October. A. D. 1872.

AND BRASS BAND.
The most Stupendous Orgauization traveling, now
on their return from Havana. Cuba.
We travel in lands where similar bands dare not
follow us.

tk^nga^ement extraordinary of the eighth wonder of
JAPANESE
The

SIX

END MEN

8 BOSE PLAYERS; 8 TAMBOURINISTS,
All playing upon the ends oi the flnt
part at the

same time.
witness features that you have never sac*.
Admission 25 cents.
feblStd
JOE. GAYLORD. Buslneea Manager.

Don’t fail to

I.

A.

R.

NATHAN WEBB,
United States for the District of

THE
Irish American Belief AsseeUttoa
WILL

OIVK

ASSEMBLY

AN

AT

CITY HALL
On Thursday Evening, Feb. 20th.

Music by Chandler’s Quadrille Band, D.H. ChandPrompter. Doors open at 7 o’clock. Dancing t#
at 8 o’clock. Floor tickets 91; Galisry
tickets 50 cU; to be obtained from tbe members of
the Association and at the door. Members can proler

commence

cure their tickets trom Mr. Wm.
ble street.

McAleney,

20 Pr*»

febHdtd

BLUES

ss.

Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb
Attorney of the United States of America, it having
been satisfactorily made to appear to me that the

is a duly authorized agent of said
said
United States to ma!;e the same, aud that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains ail accurate description of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names of all
known or supposed owcers of said lands, it is
Ordered, That notice of said application be given
-Umto all persons interested in tUa lamia
Dyer therein
scribed, and especially to Benjamin B.them
to
come
owner,
requiring
as
named
supposed
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court in Portland
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday.the eighth
dav of April, A. I). 1873, te ng the second Tuesday
and hie
of April next, at 11 o’clock In the fore toon,
th ■proposed pnrtheir objections, ir any they have, to
Unit*! States of said icscnbed lan<U
ehase by th.
and attef-ed copy of the
by publication of a true
order thereon, once In
same application and of this
four month, in the Pottof
for
the
space
each week
land Daily Press, a newspai»er published in Portland
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
be at least one week before said eighth date of April.
Dated at Portland in the County of Cumber land
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine
A true copy of application and order of Court

applicant

SSd

thereon.
Attest:

D.

W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,

the Honorable
Charles W. Walton
one of the Justices of the Supreme JuState
of Maine,
dicial Court of the

To

undersigned, Nathan Webb Attorney of the
United States of America, for the District of Maine,
a duiy authorized agent of said United States for this
purpose, respectfully represents that the United
States aforesaid are desirous of purchasing for the
erection of a fort and battery, a certain tract of land
situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in the County ot Cumberland, within the limits of the State of
Maine, particularly bounded and described as fol-

THIRD GRAND ANNUAL

Begiuningat

the sea shore at the Northeasterly

cf a lot of land recently conveyed to the United States by Asa T. Webster, and the Southeasterly
corner of the parcel of land described in and conveyed
Dy a deed from Asa T. Webster to George C. Thompson, dated March 23d, 1849 and recorded in Cumberland Registry ot Deeds, Book 216, Pago 465, thence
by the division line between said two nieces of land
Westerly fifty-two rods and five links; thence,still following said division line, North Westerly with an Included angle of one hundred and eighteen degrees
aud thirty minutes ten rods to a copper bolt set in
the ledge; thence. North Easterly with an included
angle of one hundred and thirty-eight degrees four
hundred and forty-eight feet more or less to a copper bolt set in a rock: thence North Easterly with an
included angle of one hundred and twenty-six degrees,
three hundred and thirty feet more or less to low
water mark; thenee by low water mark following the
shore to the first bounds: said described parcel of
land containing about thirteen acres.
corner

owner

of wild

described

tract

of

supposed to be one George C. Thompson, a
resident of said Cape Elizabeth and capable of conland is

veying tho same to the said United States.
1'hat the said George C, Thompson, owner as aforesaid of said tract of land, from disagreement In regard to the price of the lame, or from some other

to this applicant and to the said United States
unknown, hath refused and still refuses to convey
of land to said United States.
tract
said
Wherefore this applicant in behalf of said United
prays your Honor to order notice
respectfully
States,
of this application conformable with the previsions of
the Act or the Legislature of the State of Maine, entitled “An Act for the relinquishment to the United
States iu certain eases of title to lands for sites ot
light stations on the coast and waters of the State,”
approved February 18,1871, a* amended by an act
entitled “An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine of the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,”
some
approved February 20,1872, to be published intract
of
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said of
four
and lies, once In each week for the space
accurate
demouths, which notice shall contain au
name
scription of said tract of land, together with the
of the supposed owner, and shallrequire all persons
interested in said lands to comc forward on a day to
if
be specified in eaid notice and file their
the proposed purchase.
any they should have, to
of
said
United
in
behalf
States,
And this applicant,
further prave, that on the return day specified in said
notice a
may be empannelled in the manner
now provided by law, to assesa the value of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all damages sustained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
and that such other
reason at such appropriation;
and further proceedings may bo had in pursuance of
of
the
acts
Legislature of the State of
the aloresald
Maim, as may bo requisite to convey to said United
a
of
State
America, good and absolute title to the
above described tract of land against all persons
whatsoever: and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth dav of October, A. D. 1872.

objections,

ju'-y

NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States for the District of
Maine.

BALL !

MASQUERADE
—

NEW

AT—

HALL,

CITY

FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 21M.
pains will be spared to make this the
grandest affair of the kind over in this State.
Arrangements have been made for a lane
lot of rieh Costumes from Lenest St Blswortn.
]and can be engared at Mr. Jme. Day’s, 100

IKo

Middle

Music

No

street.

by Chandler’s Full

costumes

from Boston.

Floor Ticket# 91.

Band.

Galiery Tickets 50 cents. Band Concert 84; Qiand
March 8}. Lsek eat for the Big Bed

Li^ht.

$i. clTY HALL $i.
PEOPLE’SjCOURSE,
Four First-Class Entertainments
FOB ORB DOLLAR,

The

solo

A.

GRAND ASSEMBLY.

STATE OF MAINE.

That tlift

TOMMY!

Smallest Comedian on the Stare, ■SIGHT
30 Inches, AGE, 3*.

Maine.

lows

18,

Skiff & Gaylord’s Minstrels,

specified

Cumberland,

EBB. 17 *

THE WORLD FAMOUS

chase.

ot the

—

nrnviainno

of the “Act of the Legislature of the State of Maine
entitled “An act for the relinquishment to the United
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites of
light stations on tlio coast and waters of the State,”
February 18,1871, as amended by an act entitled “An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine ot the private laws of oue thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,”
approved February 20,1872, to be published In some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract
of land lies, once in each week for the space of four
months, which notice shall contain an accurate description of said tract of land, together with the
name of the supposed owner, and shall require all
persons Interested in said lands to come forward on a
day to be specified in said notice and tile their objections, if any they should have, to the proposed pur-

Attorney

drama*

WIFE,

OUR
NAVAL

18 lb.

the two charming comic
entitled

American.

18CTmS{C UU’ SClo
10~U8’ 91*»

—

Febrnary 17tb mill
Will he

°I'e,,'d “

To the

AT

MUSIC HALL,

fo1'81<ec"

P4‘ISman4riid0«eomirCO"SO1’
S-1865, olvl, 92J;

—

PAUL’S CHURCH.

Lu-eupool,

1000

Brigham, of Mass.,

amateur dramatic

Orleans, Feb. 14.—Cotton in good demand;
Middling uplands 19£c.

Including a Reserved Sent In any put of tbn Hnl).
Opening entertainment Monday Evening, Fit.

24th, by

tuai

pnpular

QUARTETTE,

TEMPLE

HRS. MABEL BURNHAM, Soprano,
HR. HOWARD H. DOW, Pianist.
Second Entertainment, Thursday, Evening, Mareh
a numerous Lecture by the

6th,

Rer. W. H.

CUDW0RTH, or Boston,

Subject—“VJp Hill uni

Dew..”

Third Entertainment, Thursday Evening, Match
13tb, the

BEETHOVEN

QUINTETTE CLUB,

of Boston, the finest instrumental quintette in tlto
country, assisted by an ACCOMPLISHED LADY
VOCALIST. [Name announced in a few days.]
Fourth Entertainment, a Dramatic Reading by
•
the finest and most pleasing reader in America,

PROF. J. W. CHURCHILL#
Price of Conrse

Tickets,
inaluding a Reserved Seat
itw nnr ran

i____L.n

On sale at Stockbridge.s Music Store
Monday next,

on

and

alter

febl3_
The
Ed„

Original Whitney Family,
George, Nellie and Charlie.

soon be in Lewiston, Leeds, Livermore Falla,
Wilton, Farmington, Skowhegan, and other towns
in that viclulty, bringing with them a wonderful cabinet of New Songs, Acts, Fsrcss, Trios, Ac., making
it the most attractive, stylish and popular programs*
ever ottered to the pubUc.
febl2dlw*
A. O. THAYER, Agent.

will

AUCTION SALES.
Groceries and Store Flxtnrm nt
Auction.
17th,
MONDAY,
2} o’clock F. M.,
sell
ONshall
large and fresh stock of Uroearlas,
In
of 8 bbls.
7 ebaata
Feb.

at

wo

a

part
Flour,
Taa, raw
and borne Coffee, Rice, Sugar, Cream Tartar, Spices,
Mustard, Tapioca, Starch, 4 boxes G. C. D. Pale, 4
boxes best Family, 3 boxes J. C. D. vary beat, 4
boves C. D. Domestic. 6 boxes Ultsch’s Econominal
and 10 boxes F. E. Faml'y Soap, assortment of Toilet
Soap, Pails, Tuba, Brooms, Wash Boards, C. Pina,
Pipes, Canned Goods, Nuts, Extracts and Oils, large
lot of Fancy Goods, Stationery, Ac,; also Platform
and Couuter Scales, Show Cases, Desks, Measures,
consisting

Ac.

largely

The above stock is

and choice, fresh goods.
F. O.

feblldtd

in

original packagm

BAILEY&CO., Anctieaevr*.

Administrator's Sale of Real
Estate.
be sold at public sale on the preaiisee, is

WILL
the

town of Deeriug, on the “Onr
one mile from Allen's Corner, on SATURDAY
the fifteenth day of March next, at eleveno clock A. M.
So much of the Beal Estate. (Wood and Timber landj)
of Geo. Frost, Esq., late of Westbrook, In ■the Connty
a sum no*
of Cumberland, deceased, as will produce
sad
exceeding eighteen hundred
Hon. J. A. Waterman,
from
License
a
virtue
ol
By
«.
of
about

Erie preferred. 79

DonifMtic MnrkctM.
New York, Feb. 14—Evening—Cotton is an $c
higher and quiet; sales 1556 bales; Middling uplands
at 21c. Flour is dull and heavy; sales 4400
bbls; State
6 25 @8 25; Round hoop Ohio 7 30 @10 50; Western
6 25 @ 10 50; Southern 6 40 @ 13 00.
Wheat is held
a shade higher and quiet; no sales; No 1
Spring 175
@180; No 2 do 160 @172; Winter Red Western
1 85 @ 1 95; White Michigan 190 @ 2 25.
Corn dull
and unchanged; sales 32,000 bush; new Mixed Western 65$ @ G6c; old do 66 @ 66$c afloat; 64 @ 64$ in
store. Oats quiet and firm; sales 37,000 bush; Wnite
State 55 @ 57c; new Western Mixed 54 @55c. Beef

Mrs Nellie J. T.

Will Lecture on SUNDAY, a 3 and 74 o'clock P u
at Army anil Nary Union Hall. The public ir«
dialiy invited to attend.
Mrs. B. is well known to those of liberal thauaht u
a Lady ot culture and ability.
fcblUM

New

Erie.65

Union Pacific stock. 33$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
C mtral Pacific bonds.104
Union Pacific do. 87$
Union Pacific land grants.77
Union Pacific income bonds. 75$

~~~

firmer; Middling

cause

(.Sales at the Broker’s Board, Feb. 14.1
Boston & Maine Railroad.122$
Eastern Railroad.160

ENTERTAINMENTS.
R E C T lJ ll u
t

_

£

seller Feb; seller March 1 76; <lo April
1 83; No 2 Red 1 69. Corn is a shade
better; iii 7
ed at 39 @ 394c; seller June 4 44c; low Mb £.1 w!*
tern 39c; White 40c; no grade 37e. Oats uuiot and
unchanged; No 2 at 33c; Michigan 334c.
Receipts—15,000 bbls flour, 13,600 bush wheat 22 000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 1000 bush wheat, 6 000
bueh com, 10,000 bush oats.
Detroit, Feb. 14.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat firmer and inactive; extra 2 004: No 1 White
at 1 944; No 2 do 1 74. Com quiet and unchanged.
Oats in good demand at 364c for Mixed State.
Receipts—1,600 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 9,000
bush com. 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1400 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat, 2,000

A

minion

vVhisferia

SK&VtfSg

territory

PROBABILITIES FOR

Pork

at 13 OU at 13 25. Lard
firm; steam held 7 30 S
7 4U bid; kettle sold at 8 oo. Bulk Meats
higher at 44
tor
filers; clear rib sidosGle; clear sides 6} ® 6Jc.
Bacon firmer and higher at
for shoulders; clear
5fc
rib sides 14 at 7c; clear sides 71 a ;.V
t.lve Hogs are
4 80: reCe‘PtS

decided

?hY,H3nt
hi,!!,™

hJterv’11'ru!\U!

|

barley.

Ac-

government.

in.

received from the President,
A message
calling the attention of Congress to the danger
of a conflict between the federal authorities
and territorial authorities in Utah.
At 4.20 p. m. the Senate went into executive
session and soon after adjourned.
HOUSE.
Mr. Wood, of New York, asked leave to offer
the resolution he proposed yesterday in reference to the Spanish Republic. Objected to.
The House went into Committee of the
Whole on the sundry civil appropriation bill,
which appropriates §27.953,827.
The consideration of the bill was interrupted
at two o’clock, the bill for the distribution of
the Geucva award coming up as a special order.
Pending the discussion, Mr. Niblack made a
conference report on the fortification appropriation bill, which was agreed to.
Mr. Swan also presented the conference report on the consular and diplomatic appropriation bill, which was agreed to.
Mr. Butler, of Mass., who reported the Geneva award bill from the Judiciary Committee,
opened a discussion, explaining the object of
The first question to be determined,
the bill.
be said, was the question as to the ownership
of tho-§15,500,000. Gen. Butler urged that the
insurance companies should not be considered
the first claimants, since they had netted $2,000,000 out of war risks. The more meritorious
claimswere: first, these of the citizens whose
property bad been detsroyed by the cruiser;
second, of the officers and crews who lost their
wages, &c.; third, of the owners, &c., whose
insurance was less than their loss. After these
had been paid the underwriters might come iu
He thought that §14,for a pro rata share.
000,000 in currency would pay the losses with
interest.
Mr. Peters offered au amendment making
the interest payable, not from the date of tlie
Geneva award, as provided in the bill, but
from the date of the loss.
Mr. Poland offered a substitute for the whole

!

territory
nt?.L?rJa,1t10 law creating the provided
£I!Sl®!E*e3b« »•*.

was

Message of

u.ational

wheat. 76,Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 37,000 bash
23,000 bush oats, 0,000 bust rye, 11,000
Shipments—3,00#bbls flour, 11,000 bush wheat, 5,000
bush corn, 6,000 hush oat3, 2,090 bush rye, 12,000 bush

■»

small?? thln ‘Jf/8® a"d
territorial*!me.vfT'
a^glSl

tl,e
orally conferred \?vnt i!
Rower3 «cnheeu given to a
hav.eP°'ver9
tent with the idea
i?.co“sls‘
that
of the territory was
,?* ithenn(ler
K‘‘,"era,1
dS
the ^mature
dire t su-

STATE OF

JIAINE.

CUMBERLAND. 88.:
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney oi the United States of America, it having
been satisfactorily made to appear to me, that the
said applicant is a duly authorized ageut of the said
United States to make tho same, and that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate description of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names of all
known or supposed owners of said lands, it is
Ordered. that notice of said application be given to
all persons interested in the lands therein described
and especially to George C. Thompson, therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court, In Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday, the eighth
or
day of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday
and me
April next, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon,
their objections, if any they have, to the proposed
of
purchase by the said United States
o py
lands, by publication of a true and attested
c®
thereon»
order
this
of
the same application and
in each week for the space of four
Pnr, ianri"
“?•
land Daily Press, a newspaper
nearest to where said land
dav of Anrfi
April
be at least ono week before said eighth day

/^described
$

”

of Cumberland,
Dated at Portland, in the County
the thirtieth day of lictobcr,
Justice of the Supreme Jndicial Court of Maine.
of application and Older of Court

A true copy

thereon.
Attcst:

Jud'gc rroba^ior Command
(with Will
Portland. Feb’y 11» 1873.
F. O. Bailey dc CO,
febl4-21-28

annexed.)

Auctioneer*.

I. S. BAILEY * CO.,

Commission

Merchants,

—ASD—

AUCTIONEERS
NO.'W EXCHANGE RTBEtf.
Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PAUEER.
References—Messrs. H. J. Libby A co., and Htm
Charles P. Klmbah Port land. Me.; Meow. Leonard
A Co., and Lee A Shepard. Boston.
apllt_

Farm for Sale in Bnxton.

D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,
novo_oawWtmt ap8

A 1ST E AV CARPET.
We Great Winder.—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, hav31£c
ing expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish aud durable carpet at a low price, after
experimenting with the best artlzans, have
years of out
a
brought
carpet which they have named ami will
bo known as fHtRUAN TAPESTRY, being
exact Imitation of Solid Brussels, the first thousand
pieces of which in order to introduce them will ne
sold for 371 cents per yard. Samples sent by mall on
receipt of lo cents, or 5 dlfterent patterns 50 cenis.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET CR-.
Bacon quiet and unchanged. Dressed Hogs active 1
373Washington St., Roston, mass,
and higher at 5 00 @ 510. Whiskey steady at 71$.
eowlw—I

TEN TZl'

tL«xap,*d
VERY

“pre*,,, bjr Cb~

CHEAP

West.
As the owner U going

J. R. DEANE,
43 1-2 Kxehnngv *t.,
(Avar Tran.rript nave,) rvrtUnddlwAwlfl

uminous cloak lie
his
S
ly it shrouds

.inncd in: how entire-

's'mUirimmC(j

y,(r
January instead of
too! Wh.V, ‘r
but
that
know why,
Best.
rather uncomfortme li e!
* ot k
would
both move to
^ wis]l they
instead of sitting next us. Bali 1
window,
?he
BY BOSE TERRY.
i setting up to be a timid dove? I, who
rather pique myself on bravery—on my indifference to tramps, bulls, ghost? The clock
“Love is better than l ouse or lands;
lias been deposited with the umbrellas, paraSo, Sir Stephen I'll ride with thee!
Quick she steps where the saddle tree.
sols, spare shawls, rugs, etc., iu the netting
Light she springs to the
above Watson’s head. The dressing-case—a
very large and heavy one—is siting on her lap.
ho
Lso“;
I lean forward and say toiler,—
■*»»« «“ to*“That box must rest very heavily on your
knee, and I want a foot stool—I should be
life or.breath!
than
better
1*
Love
more comfortable if I had one—let me put
horse * knee;
The drifts are over ilio
cold death,
my feet on it.
Softly tfiev sink to the soft,
fouls
them
And the snow-shroud
silently.
I have an idea that somehow my sapphires
will be safer if I have them where I can alHouses and lands arc gone for aye.
make the
Kith and kiu like the wild wind flee;
ways loel that they are there. We
Life and breath have fluttered away,
desired change in our arrangements. Yes,
But love hath bio-somed eternally.
both my feet are on it.
—From the Atlantic for March.
The landscape outside is darkening quickly
to assert its
now; our dim lamp is beginning
I teel a
importance. Still the men read.
mean
sensation of irritation. What can they
Under the Cloak.
can
by it? It is utterly Impossible that they the
of the limes by
small
the
print
decipher
feeble shaky glimmer.
BY BHODA BROUGHTON.
who had beAs I am so thinking, the one
folds it up,
fore spoken lays down his paper,
beside him. Then,
and deposits it on the seat
If there be a thing that my soul liatetb, il
out ot bis bag, drinks
drawing bis litt.e bottle
is a long night journey by rail. In the ok
from it. Then he again
or seems to drink
coaching days I do not think that I sliouk "urns to me:
have minded it, passsng swiltly through s
“Madame will pardon me: but if madame
summer night on the top of a speedy coach,
could he induced to try a little of this; it is a
with the star arch black-blue above one's cordial of a most retreshing and
invigorating
head, the sweet smell of earth, and her num- description; and if she will have the amiabiliberless flowers and grasses, in one’s nostrils,
to allow me to say so, madame looks faint.’’
ty
and the pleasant trot, trot, trot of the four
What ran he mean by his urgency? Is it
strong horses in one's ears. But by railway. pure politeness ? I wish it were
not'growing
in a little stuffy compartment, with nothing
so dark.
These thoughts run through my
to amuse you if you keep awake; with a
head as I hesitate for an instant what answer
dim lamp banging above you, tant alizing you to make. Then an
idea occurs to me, and
with the idea that you can read by its light,
I manufacture a civil smile and
say, “Thank
and when you try, satisfactorily proving to
you very much, monsieur: I am a little
breakyou that you ca1 not, and, if you sleep,
as
observe.
I
think
faint,
1 will avail
you
ing your neck, or at least stiffening it, by the myself of your
obliging offer.” So saying, I
brutal arrangement of the bard cushions.
take the glass and touch it with my lips. I
These thoughts pass sulkily and rtbelliousgive yon my word of honor that I do not
I sit in my salon in
iy through tny head as the
afternoon of the think I did more; Tdid not mean to swallow
the Ecu, at Geneva, on
a drop, but I suppose I must have done so.
fine autumn day on which, in an evil hour, I
He smiles with a gratified air.
have settled to take the night train for Paris.
“The other lady will now, perhaps, follow
I have put it off as long as I can.
your example ?”
I like Geneva, and am leaving some pleasBy this time I am beginning to feel thorant and cougenial friends, but now, go l must.
oughly uncomfortable; why, I should be puzMy husuaud is to meet me at the station in
zled
to explain. What is this cordial that be
Paris at six o’clock to-morrow morning. Six
is so eager to urge upon us ? Though deo’clock I what a barbarous hour at which to
termined not to subject myself to its influarrive I I am putting on my bonnet and cloak:

POETRY.

Sc,pt,?i'”makesI

I look at

myself in the glass with an air ol
anticipate disgust. Yes, I look trim and
spruce euough now—a not disagreeable object, perhaps—with sleek hair, quick and
alert eyes, and pink-tiuted cheeks. Alas! at
six o’clock to-morrow morning, what a different, tale there will be

to

tell I

Dishevelled,

least there is no wisdom in
living me miseries twice over, I go down
and
into
the hired open carriage
stairs,
get
which awaits me. My maid and man follow
with the luggage. I give stricter Injunctions
than ordinary to my maid never for one moment to lose her hold of the dressing-case
which contains, as it happens, a great manymore valuable jewels than people are wont to
at

t.riur^l in

nnrt.-a with

costly and beautiful Dresden china and gold
Louis-Quatorze clock, which I am carrying
home as a present to my people, We reach
the station, and I straightway betake myself
to the first-class salle d’atlente, there to remain penned up tiil the officials undo the
gate* of purgatory and release

us—au

ar-

rangement whose

wisdom I have yet to learn
There ate ten minutes to spare, and the salle
is filling fuller and fuller every moment.
Chiefly my countrymen, countrywomen, and
country children, beginning to troop home to
their partridges. I look curiously round at
them, speculating as to which of them will
be my companion or companions through the

night.

There are no very unusual types: girls in
sailor hat* and blonde hair-fringes; strongminded old maids in painstakingly ugly wat-

erproofs; baldish fathers; fattish"mothers; a
German or two, with prominent pale eyes
and spectacles. I have just decided on the
companions I should prefer; a large young
man, who belongs to nobody, and looks as if
alas 1 he spent most of his life in
laughing—
he is not likely! he is sure to want to smoke!—
and a handsome and prosperous looking
young
couple. They are more likely, as very prob
ably, in the man’s case, the bride-love will
oyercome the cigar-love. The porter comes
up. The key turns in the lock; the doors
open. At first I am standing close to them,
flattening my nose against the glass, and
looking out on the pavement; but as the
passengers become more numerous, I with-

dran

«...

pating a rush f >r carriages.
exceedingly a crowd, and

ence, I must see its effects upon another perRather brutal of me, perhaps; rather in
the spirit of the anatomfst, who, in the
interest of science, tortuies live dogs and
cats; but I am telling you facts—not what I
ought to have done, but what I did. I make
a sign to Watson to driuk some.
She obeys,
nothing loath. She has been working hard
all day, packing and getting under way, and
she is tired. There is no feigning about her!
She has emptied the glass. Now to see what
comes of it—what happens to
my live dog!
The bottle is replaced in the bag; still we
are racing on, past the hills and "fields and
villages 1 I turn back from the contemplation
of the outside view to the inside one. Why,
the woman is asleep already! her chin buried in her chest, her mouth half open, looking exceedingly imbecile and very plain, as
most people, when out of bed. do look.
A
nice invigorating potion, indeed!
I wish to
heaven that I had gone augfumeurs, or even
with that cavalcade of nursery-maids and unson.

dusty locks, half-open, weary eyes, a disordered dress and a green-colored countenance.
I turn away with a pettish gesture, and re-

flecting that

j”gnot

wholesome-looking babies,

next

door.

At ail

aux

events, I

dames seules,

am

not at ail

not fuss one’s self.
“Plenty of roomhere'm; only two gentlemen.’’
I put my foot on the high step and climb
in. Rather uncivil of the two gentlemen!—
neither of them offers to hilp me; but they
are not loqkina
"ailnd
nay, I suppose,
tbo dressing-case!’’ I cry
nervously, as I
stretch out my hand to help the maid Watson up.
The man pushes her from behind;
m she
comes—dressing-case, clock, and ail.
Here we are for the night!
I am so busy and amused looking out of the
window, seeing the different parties bid ling
their friends good-by, and
watching with indignation the barbaric and malicious manner
in whirii the porters hurl the luckless
luggage
about, that w have steamed out of the station, and are fairly off1 for Paris, before I have
the curiosity to glance at my fellow
passenWell! when I do take a look at them,
do not make much of it. Watson and I occupy the two seats by one window, facing one
another: our fellow travellers have not taken
the other two window seats;
they occupy the
middle ones, next us. They are both reading,
behind newspapers. Well! we shall not
get
much amusement out of them. I
give them
as
a
bad
up
job. Ah! if I could have had mv
wish, and had the laughing young man, and
the pretty young couple, for
company, the
night would not perhaps have seemed so
loiuj. However, I should have been mortiflea for them to have seen how green I looked when the dawn came; and' as to these
commistoyageurs, I do not care if I look as
green as grass in their eyes. Thus, all no
aouDt is ior tne nest; ana at ail events it is a
good trite copy-book maxim to say so. So I
all about them, fix my eves on the
landscape racing by, and fall into a variety of
thoughts. “Will my husband really get up
in time to come and meet me at the station to*morrow morning?” He does so cordial* hate getting up. My only chance is his
not having gone to bed at all. How will he
be looking? I have not seen him for four
months. Will he have succeeded in
curbing
histendency to fat, during his Norway fishnot.
ing? Probably
Pishing, on the con■

fers.

forget

trary, is rather a.fat-making occupation sluggish and sedentary. Shall we have a pleas-

ant party at the house we are going to, for
shooting? To whom in Paris shall I go for
my gown ? Worth ? No, Worth is beyond
There I leave the future, and
me.
go back
into past enjoyments; excursions to Lansmere; trips down the lake to Chilton; a hundred and one pleasantnesses. The time slips
by; the afternoon is drawing towards evening; a beginning of dusk is coming over the
landscape.

Good heavens! what can
I look round.
those men find so Interesting in the papers ?
I thou ;ht them hideously dull, when I looked
over them this morning; and yet they are still
Wnat can they have
persistently reading.
got hold of? I cannot well see what the man
beside me has; his vis-a-vis is buried in an
English Times Just as I am thinking about
him be puts down his paper, and I see his
lace. Nothing very
remarkable; a long black
beard, and a hat tilted somewhat low over his
forehead. I turn
away my eyes hastily, for

wr.»ni m5

caught inquisitively scanning;

'tS'“eir corners I see that he lias
som^out of the travelling bag,
“ ^ and
fs putting U to bu linn3t0ntlinto
1
as if—
and, at th“tlme it” h
1
manner of doubt that
h?n?
"?
feel that he is
addrS';tm,"\ Then {
towards him ; he is
holding out
out1 th»kpbial
\'P ,aUl1
to
me, and Baying,—
ton
Doured

°

“May I take the liberty of ofP<Hn»
mining madame

some?”

“No, thank you, monsieur!” t
shaking my head hastily and sneaiH„ answ?rabruptly. There is nothin" that P ?tbrr
more than
ke
being offered strange
a
..

tocWh!1U
He smiles

train

eatable

W a

politely,

edtotokePamte|e0?”er

liymtHjook

and then adds.
^ be pursuad-

v™?.0’ tha,kX0U> sif,

I'm much oblig'd t»
'»

«'“«! 5

.elthoughts
fPnaihUhenewsp3aoer°'
VS’^d
broken

rebuiics Um-

feelTahn0dllea<1cnn>!.,,

is
°-f lny
; I
to the nature of
dd curiosity
as
the
Certainly it is not sherry or
bottlefor it has diffused no
any kind'
odor
the carnage. At this time
said and done
ne has
r
nothing
*
move or speak, or do
Would
somethin
cov'
ertiy at him. Well! at all events

snhVllat
tbm?,„,°f

bys,'d‘‘-.

Tb°

7,rcp

defended against the night chill.
What

a

Wc,11

BRIGGS
1

always

'ihe immense

light hardly penetrates, I

completely baf-

am

fled in my etforts.

Great heavens!

FREE TO HOOK AGENTS.

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

Young*

Hanover

St.

L.Ric

PEARL

swinishly—breathing

ly. opposite

me.
Shall 1 try to wake her?
But to what end ? She
bciug under the influence of that vile drug, my efforts will cerhe
certamly
useless, and will probably arouse
the man to employ violence
against me.
Sooner or lafor in the course of tlis
night X
suppose they aie pretty sure to murder me,
hut I had rather it should be later than soonar.

While I think these things, l am
lying back
quite still, for, as I philosophically reflect,
not ail the
screaming in the world will help
me; it Iliad twenty-lung nower I could not
sn 01 an
express train. Oh, it
'mi
ber<-—my husband I
7Cre ',mt
Imw tiiankful I should be
to sec hini. Oh, that
cloak, and those horrid waxy hands! Of
course—I see it now !—
they remained stuck out, while the man’s
red ones were
fumbling about my feet.

SLnearfJi°y

In

the

•fight

a

midst

ot
thought of

my

agony

Proprietors.

Proprietor.

POND.
IIouse-N. B. Crockett

» AM A RiaeflTTi
ITiainp nolcl,Snnb«>rii &.Fncobs, PropriftOl’S.
__

JUNCTION.
Clai'k’u Dinius Ilall, Grand Trunk RaicUK.
W.
wny Depot,
Clark, Proprietor.
DANVILLE

Dexter House.

DEXTER.

DIX FIELD,

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

EASTPORT.

Passamaqnoddy House.—E. Taft, Prop
ELLSWORTH.
American nonsr.—S. Jordan & Soil, Prop
City Hotel.—N. II. Higgins &’Sons, Props.
FOXCROFT.

CARBINES.
Evans Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

prietor.

It is not a physic which may givo temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do cs, but
which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakeningtlie invalid, nor is it adoctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies. but it is a moMt powerful Tonic anil
alterative, pronounced so by the
medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

aVi0m,ins
mistywav^RV80!1 ha,lf

gone* Iht
'ff

papeV

tb/

LniafP

fU

Extract of Jnrabeba

Have you a Efrygpcpstic .Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly! aided the system is debilitated
IWii|,itiWni|i||i

■

“Take it to assisTDigcstion wfthout reaction!’ it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon weakness of the Intestines?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
inflam.* ations.
Havv you weakness of the Uterine or
®rntary Organs ? You must procure instant rc“ef or y?u are liable to
suffering worse than death.
rake it to strengthen
organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
PriceOnq Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
4wf
A

Jfcb3

Tfj

mC among all classes. Old people,

fz*

*

the middleaged, those who are just entering life, and
■ youth of both sexes buy aud read with
the
"^greatest profit.
V

[d2^

MY JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

£

DIO LEWIS’ last and best book.
11 is meeting with the greatest success:
O
& an l there’s MONEY II* IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
m free. Geo. MacLean, Boston. febl2f4w

AGENTS!

A

RAKE

CHANCE

We will pay all Agents §40 per week in
cash, who
will engage witn us at once.
Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
<ebl2t4w A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.

....
...

Money,

LIMERICK.

Ygents,
Exchange St.,

PORTLAND.
janoO___
„„

MACIIIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard,
Prop.
MECHANIC FALLS.
Union note], P. RJ Cobb, Proprietor.

HARTFORD, CONK.,

Stock all Paid In,

Assets,

$600,000

Cash on hand and in Bank, in hands of
Aleuts and in course of transmission..
Real Estate.
Bills receivable for loans, secured

r

CaP*-c,laB- Thompson,

VORK HARBOR.
« M"*ha» *
»«»•.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerses Hotel. Bromide Hilton, Propri
etom.

OEDORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Seayy,
Proprietor.
OldOrehnrdHonse,E. C. Staples,PropriNORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C- S.
& Co.

Bailey

prietors.

Pro-

PARIS IIIEE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. nnbbnrd,
Proprieto

PHILLIPS.

^Proprietors**’

Ad°m» &

Robbiusou,

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles
Adams
Proprietor.
Albion House, lir Federal Si. J. o Pcrrv.
7

Proprietor.
American

llonac, India St. J. II. Dodge,
Pronrictor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress mid Green St.
John P. Davis & Co. Proprietora.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

pays for tlie year, which is not half the cost. Those
afterwards send money to the amount of One
Dollar or more for Seeds may also order 25 cts.
worth extra—the price paid for the Guide.—The First
Number is beautiful, giving plans lor making ItuHobipv, IHmng Table Decoration*,
Window (harden*. &c., and a mass of in'nrmation invaluable to the lover of flowers.—150
l»aj;c* on tine tinted paper, some 500 Engravings
and a superb Colored Plate and Chronao Cover.—The First Edlti ;n of 200,000 just printed
in English and German.
•IAJ1ES VICKS, IScc!iester, IV. V.
i4w
who

_fcbl3

by Coi-

10

Esiafe.

County, Town, City, aud School District Bonds of
lowa, Illinois, and Kansas for sale below par.
Coupon bonds registered with State Auditor. Interest
collected and paid by State Treasurers.
They are
more secure than Stale Bonds, for States
diate, while Municipalities cannot. Write for circulars and information. Any marketable securities
taken in excliango.

mair~iepu-

WADSWORTH & CO.,

BROWN,

BANKERS, 22 Nassau-st., N. V.

febl3

f4w

Interest accrued.

$1,582,616

LIABILITIES:

ESPECIAL

ATTENTION

of manufacturers who have become disgusted with the
odors of Paraffine Oils and their ill etlects
upon machinerv, is invited to
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm
Oil .@51.201? gal
Engine
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm
Spindle Oil.(&$1.15& gal
E.H. Kellogg’s Tallow
Engine OiL@i*l,10;pgal
E. II. Kellogg’s Tallow
Spindle OiL @1.05gal
Manufactured only by
E. 11. KELLOGG, No. 17
Cedar-st., New York.
A FIRST-CLASn BUSINESS for a reliable
man,
wnh the a- surancc of making from $2,000 to
$3,000 a
year, can be secured, in connection with an agency
tor the exclusive sale of works
by Rev. Henry Ward
BEFniER, William Culle.nt Bryant, Harriet
^c* Write for particulars to J. B.
DOKD cS; CO., New
York; Boston; Chicago; or San
I'rancisco.
feblStiw

EMPLOYMENT,
to fell
ers

a now

S100 per week, Agents and oth-

article, indispensable

to

mer-

Address with stamp,
EfJ.fj manufacturers.
Co., 9j Liberty-st., N. Y.
fcbl

L. Sniuh A.

11.

lftw

1 ‘> SAMPLES sent by mad for 50c. that retail
J-Z quick for S10. R. L. WOLCOTT.
181 Chat-

ham-square,N.

\._

fcbl3dlwt
BAXTER’S

W. C. SHILTON, Secretary.

WH. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents,
Office 49 1-2 Exchange Street.
jan30
OF THE STATEMENT OF

THE~

Hartford Fire Ins. Co.

§2,204,390

~

St.
law3w_

STATEMENT

OF

TIIE

CONTINENTAL
INSUBANOE CO.,
OF

—

...

Surplus,

...

Total

Assets,

$1,030,000 00
1,284,251 97
$2,281,251

97

ASSETS.
on hand and In
Loans on U. S. and other

Cash

Hanks,

$339 733
Bonds
(market value, $58,902 50) payable on de-

.>0

stocks and

t
Detroit, Chicago, UilwnnCincinnati, St. Lonis, Omaha,
Sngiunw, Si. Pan!, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Sau Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
Canada,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PALACE DRAWING ROOM
CARS attached to ail through
trains
Baggege choc .ed from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.

Reliable information as to rates on Westward bound
freight furnished promptly on applicati on.
PORTEOUS, Agenfc, Portland.
j"n°9dtf

452 * 300

00

570

*n

iro

/# r
CORN 4
p
I—.ttzeCttip J

\&ma tmm,+JJ

rnilE Manufactory of this celebrated
Syrup livaro 1,0'v
able
For rale by all Wholesale Grocers.
I his Syrup is protected
by Letters Patent and
®enum® "nle>,3 the packages are marked as

tott^rae.6”^^

P;g 740

Yacht & Uoat Sails,

Awnings, Verandahs,

TENTS AND FLAGS.

-.

77

Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the best manner.

97

Covers,

§1TTrnt»

4ft 1-2

to

Exchange

A 1 orders
Jan 1 73

Destructive

of millions
too often in this
We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they an be prevented by I ho
general mtrodnefi n of the
G ARDNF.lt
FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
This machine stands
upon its
merits, having made for itself
BY SOLID WORK, a record
that commands attention.
of dollars

81.,

RICHMOND.
Ktic hmoiiri Motel, M. Springer. Proprietor

E &

WILDES

173 Middle Si.. Upstairs.

BOSTON.

For

etor.

Sale.

pak good work Horses. Enquire of
JOHN P. tARROW,

TWO
feM0d2w*

at HU

Commercial street.

7

Sale in Portland by HALL L.
DAVIS, LOR
LC.N, SHORT & HARMON, R. K. HUNT & CO
au“29
eodly
For

PLUMMER,!

UNION STREET.

nov30dtimTiiA:F2law

©FT OF

3mo

Jan20

Scndtordoscriptivccirculartc

C. M. &H. T.

PORTLAND,

subscriber would respectfully announco that
organized in aiiollicr Mill end
r71,v„.eto fill
W,already
reauy
all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the Are.
15. C. JORDAN.
ov28dtf

LEADING

TO

a healthy secretion or
cxpccto'ation,
increasing the intervals between the pa; ..xy funs
the whole system,
invigorating
.con7*unff»
caring the congh, and bequeathing to
posterity
bk—ln-» —sonnd lanes;
??* Sf U
tnereoy insuring immunity from Consumption.

Limmgton, daily.

At Raxton Centro for West Buxton, Bonnv Facie
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterhoro* for
Newfield, Parsonsficld and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
an<l Sat-

Limerick,

Thursdays
urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterhoro’ for
Limerick, ParsonsfleM
WILLIA3III. TURNER, Superintendent.
declG-tc

DOWN’S BDONCHIALO
\
SSePt7-^Y
Q

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
WwiiawimB direct

J?S5re!8l!£nK«»«le.
3 War

rail route to

FOR COUGHS. COLDS, A-c.

Wisoasset. New

Damarlscotta,

CK^US.

Wahioboro,

Rockland.
No eliango of cars between Portland

*’*tor1—

ren

and

„„1T)
ami
Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Mnchias, Mount Desert VJnal
Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m.. au.l 1.00

J

Discovery!

I*. M.

-•ntn*vS c°nnect Rockland, for Camden, Lineomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At lliomaston tor St.
George daily.
At Warren for Union,
daily.
At Warren for Jelterson and
Whitefield, Mondays,
>\ ednesdays and Fridays.
At
Wa.doboro; for North Waldoboro’, Washington,
3

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for
f

Bristol and Pemaqnid, daily,

JSSJJ Trams daily

and

freight
C. A.

taken at low rates.

COOMBS. Sun’t.

SAMPLES ITZEE TO ALL.

_

TNVALIDS

a^th

others

going
may

Through
VIA Tns

At nil ihc Drug Store*.

south, $5,00©

25 E WARD !
$1,000 REWARD
SPECIAL NOTICE.

procure

Tickets

“BEWARE OF

GREAT

COUNTERFEITS

ALL RAIL
ATLANTIC COAST LINE,

Tt

To Clmrl.ion, HnriMinnh, St.
Augu.tiur,
IVrvr Orionn«,
CalrrMon, noil all
of
the
part,
South, Tia Weldon.
Wilmington uud Columbia
at the Old Ticket Agency, No.
40J Exchange Strec

Passenger
In

Ticket

Agency!

heretofore at
NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE
STREET,
now as

—

WIIEKE

And the N\ cst, Sonth and
Northwest, mav procure
Through .tickets at ilie lowest rates, via the MichigA!1 Central and Great Western
(via Suspension
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or Rock Island. Cuieago & North Western, and nil the principal and favorite routes to the Pa» irte Coast and all oilier points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency of

FITTUG A

49 |.j exc isangi: street.

Jan30d3\vistostf
wood i
coin
HARD

/**

cAmino

menfHt

n«li!C«2&.,,KlliBal?a?

is

little

I'rej*artd.

wo

^

recoin-

“*“?**
an<! ‘^liable medicine for li e curcof
cougns, colas, !'rr
wnooptug cough, asthma, limed menses.
>-Vc'
GEO. W. MARTIN, M.
Augusta, Me.
S. H. STEARNS, M. D.
Frice 3d ami 75 cents. Largo b tiles the cheapeet,
SStMIO tti'wnril for a B.nor Article!
1*1000 for n rti-r it will not Cure!
FRANK VV. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
Ifo. Mg Water St., Augusta, Maine.
Dorglcodtf
For sale by alt Druggists.
_

me. te. j.

—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

W. I>.

and imitations

HL high reputation gained bv A dam sou’s
Botanic
tough iL.lsam fur the euro of Coughs, Colds
Asthma, and Consumption, lias given ii.<e to spurious
compound* which ar«- peddled out through the ceunAil.mw*'. Botanic
*?“'• T1;c
•
Coiigl, Balsam is preparedftl1,inu
nly by F. W. Kinsman'
tlio inventor ami sole
To protect yourproprietor,
selves from imp. sition
the
and
that; the won Is
W. Kinsman, Dnw-lst Amtusm
Me., are blown in the glass of the boitle.
Having examined the formula from which Adam-

VIA WASHINGTON

Mr.

THElFmJE^

DISEASES

creating

Main?, a,Tat

occur

country.

ELIAS HOWL

UPLTTMH

Fires!

Involving the loss

CO., Agents.

PatierQs of Garments
janl 73tt

eodtf

79

ALL

_CONSUMPTION.

train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroad*, anti
the 12 o dock train making direct
connection at
Rochester with trams from Boston. leaving Boston
at l.dOandS.SO A M., via Boston &
8 30 A. .,1. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at C.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 3.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish, and No

Tiie OSd In ion

by mall promptly attended to.

PACT,

The effects to be looked for by taking the
Strup Pectobju* are, a
soothing and controlling
lnllnence over any congh, promoting
sleep,
allaying the dry tickling sensation in the tl.roat,

7.30

Street,!

PORTLAND.

AND RUTTER1CK 8

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savage, Proprietor,

Portsmouth,

11* n. LITTLE & CO.
Aj^onts.
rn^r^',a!id^anK, °?’ers 80™8 South, will find this

let.

Sewing Machines

The Safest and Pest in the
world. No extra insurance
to pay. Send for Circular.

Advertising*

Posters, Transparencies, &c.

429 918 44

224,71963

Canvass

ff

Proprietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

LEAVITT,

manufacturer of

17*°2l
3 43J 33

GEO. T. HOPE, President.
H. H. LAMPORT, Vice-President,
CYRUS PECK, Secretary.

EWGI^'Et

-A-STKIULA.,
IN

Winnipiseopee

7.30eA!‘hL°“anTl2M?r
The

above**

F. A.

,

WHOOPING-COUGH, CROUP,

with trains for Boston,
a.fc
Boston & 3Iamo and Eastern Radroads.
Also
with
aml
Ranio.nl for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Falls and con way Railroad tor Conwav
1'ort,and aml
stations at
over

uaily.

632^000 CO

Wi$2

fife?

RC0?necil0Bnr Rocb^8ter
I?ov?r
SSSSjJf T)!CStr

Xj XT 331NT ZS aOl
RAISING OF BLOOD,

trains
Portland
and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. 31., and 1.30 P. M..
making

L.

Sip-Wagon, Box aud Boat

STBAJf

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
X

Fassenger
itt»chc*ster

-,.a

REMEDY FOR

Coiuls, CdISs, Hoarseness,

Winter Arrangement.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Ratos

To

LIABILITIES,

W. D. LITTLE &

RELIABLE

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

282 CONGRESS ST.,

4‘1,03li2s!

$20a,19S

Express trainsrun through to Montreal without
change of cars, at Islaud Poiitl.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding S50 in value (and that
al) unless notice is given, aud paid tor at thepeTsonrate of
one passenger tor every.Shoo additional
value.
Director.
Managing
V;
xl. 'J,,,P,K,Xi)GES,
BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jungltf

_

Dividends due Stockholders and
Scrip and
Scrip Interest unclaimed,
ran 3.7
Losses unpaid,
’.
amount
(This
includes $238,385 74 then
’"'Paid of Boston losses, neorlv all of
which are pai I at the >ime of
issuing
his Statement. Total No. of Boston
losses 69,of w liicli 60 have been
already
paid, all of them before maturity.)_
...

Pullman Palace Drawing Room aud
Cars
attached to the 3Iail Trains betweenSleeping
Portland and

are

3Iontreal.

dlw

$2,284,251

Amount since paid,

Pend, Gorham

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

41,270,00

Leans on Bond and
Mortgage (on Real
Estate, worth $1,342,750)
L. S. an(\ other Stocks
and Bonds owned
by the Company,
tIle Companyby
8lat°i0WD0'i
1 remimns
due and unpaid,
Interest due and unpaid, (due this dav)
Rents due and accrued,
;

A’MAINS.

31,

FreigJit Agency

JANUARY 1,1673.
Cash

Ol>

AR R ANGEMENT.

stations at 5.00 P. 31.
From Montreal, Quebec, Islam!
and South Paris at 2.50 P. 31.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A.

Railway

NEW YORK,
Cash Capital,

nov4ti

Mail train (stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting will! niglit mail
train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation tor South Pads and intermediate

C. J. BRYDGEN,
managing Director.
MONTREAL.

&

Superintendent.

aflcr
Nov- -1th
aaih
will run ns follows:
Passenger train for South Paris at
A‘ M.; for Island Pond,
7
Quebec,
Monti cal, and tho west at 1.30 P. Si. stopping
® at all
stations.

W. I,. BILLIXGS. Agent
J. R. COILE JR., General Agent.mch.lutf

City, Passenger

SONS, Boston, Mass.,
by Druggists and Dealers generally.

nov23

‘w

Portland,

...

Exchange
"

f"M

ALTEKATION

WINTER

low rates.

Grand Trunk

And sold

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
at 7 O’CLOCK: T>.
E.
Returning leave INDIA YVHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare Si.GO. Freight taken

54

JEREMIAH DOM, Agent,

portable

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,

ATLANTIC WHARF,

3423 103 25
GEO. L. CHASE, President,
.T n TlT>rvwrvr o___

6?

«L HAMILTON,
1872..

Portland, Oct. 2,

SUPERIOR SEA-GOIMi
STEAMERS
CITY
and
HOXTREAL,

kee,

dtf

febl2

Bridglinsn .Hr., Proprietor.

Elm House, M. II.
Hilton. Proprietor,

55

Boston losses and other claims unadjusted,$285,720 73

mand>

Proprietora.

Tp?i"to“°™»e,

19 386 00
60
292,322 03
560,050 00
161,410 00
2,242 40

Stocks.
Railroad and other Corporation Securities

outstanding Claims,

TUES-

00

129^842

Bank

PERCENT.

Preble Home, Congress St. Gibson & Co.,

*Co- Pr°

35,000

United States Stocks and Bonds.
State, County and Municipal Securities..

—

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
**ts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sfa. E. Cram & Co., Proprietor.
Walker llonac, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

T-

16
79 Q12 4Q

'*«*•> Security-..
receivable tor loans secured by Real

All

etor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Skowhegnn Hotel,E. B. Maybnry,Propri-

§303,8S1

Bills

prietor.

81*rop ictor°"

00

AS FOLLOW’S:

ABSTRACT

on

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leavin'*

1,582,646 00

D.

Halifax

PREPARED EY

£UTH W, FOWLS &

3Iaiue R. It’s., and the l.tO p. m. train arrive* in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of 31. C. R. R.

Glasgow,

FOREST

ON THE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1S73.

Capital

at 4 P. M.,

for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow ami
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward’s Island; alFO at New
N. S., with Lindsey & Co.’f
Stages for Cape JFS-eion.

Plio&iiix Insurance Co*
OF

A. 3L
r. 31.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
l.to
Tlic 7.15 a. m. anil 1 00 n. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attached.
STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. 31.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgtou, Lovell,and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No.
Conway connects with
afrernoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &

'TOR BOSTON.

—

LIABILITIES.

St. ANDREWS, N. B.
The Rail Way Hotel, Michael Clark, Pro-

"E

ootl3w

R.

TIME.

““-““

Railway,

at 4P. M.

Throat, Pains or Sorein the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistaria
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

T.5h-m«wbti.a

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. E. 1>. Mulligan,
deaves Portland

A w

ness

§ -»ro'-«■

ARRANGEMENT.

OV/UQVU

Sore

aftcr Monday, Nov. 4th, and
Oj! and
further notice, trains will inn
Rfbfffvffvfjglnnti]
is follows:

DIRECT!

111

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

Division.

R.

LV

clom fails to effect a speedy
in the most severe
cure
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

CHASE,

QGDENSBURG

CHANGE OF

Fare, including Stato room,
$1 oo
For freight and further information apply to J
*
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
°c28tf
JOHN POItTEOUS. Agent.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
THE

PORTLAND &

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

US?* RETURNING leaves

1 LOV1 l/LVl

tAccommodation train.
tFast Express.
C3T"lhe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the 3Iaiue
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. trains
from 1 ortland, make close connections to New
York l>y one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F.

_Zl_1

_J-~

morning.

p°vOtf_Supt. Portland

a

sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
"i, Ui.owr. iu., To.ID 1
31., *8.00 P. 31.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at 110.00 A. 31. tiu.
35 A. M., t3.l>0 P. 31., 15.40 P. 31., *10.05 P. 31.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00A. 31., returning at 4.35 P. 31.
♦Pullman sleeping ear express tram. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday 3Iorning. does not run
31cnday
*

R>s\,

DAYS,

3d, 1ST3.

--gjy-3days excepted) at *1.30 A. M. |7.00 A.
-,L> 9-55 A. JL, J3.2U P. M., t 6.15 P.

and SATURDAY
NESDAY
direct

WINTER

Dec.

by

troduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,

ARRANGEMENT.
.Hominy,

bo cured

can

timely resort to this standard preparation, as lias been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

.Passenger trains leave Portland dalIlllafSi'ltffl'y. for Portsmouth ami Boston. (Sun-

Central and the Phil. & Reading R.
and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
'» harfege.
No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A.
PEARCE,
Agent, 121 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO,, Gen’l
Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue
janll ly

For

CONSUMPTION
whicli

—

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia

Cash on hand, in Bank, and Cash
items, §274 ?9T 39
Rents and accrued Interest
47 125 21
Real Estate unencumbered,
448*175 60
Loans on Bond and Mortgages (1st
460*067
13
lien),
Unhed States, State, Bank and R. R. Stocks
and Bonds owned by
Company,
974,731 21

prietor.

AND

Every Saturday,

LIBBY,

OF

TIIE GREAT REMEDY FOR

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland. Augusta, Bcadlicld,

WINTER

rom

COFFI7N

—

this

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

gives
communication to and
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbovond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
-——-—

DOW,

No. 42

ears on

m'.

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

L. J. HKNDEE, President,
J. GOODNOW, Secretary.

&

day

and

ia,,.lir°h.

and

83,383,632 93

ASSETS.

Limerick House, Joseph B. Hnrmon, Pro-

8TA8DI8H.

2,045,589 64
401,672 21
500 00

JANUARY 1, 1873.
Capital Stock (All paid in), $1,000,000 OO

Proprietor.

Neto?.''kC‘

*****

uuadjusted,

leading

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kcndnll’s Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

SPBINCVALE.
Tibbetts House, 8. F, Tibbetts, Proprietor

50

$286,452,79
652,418 29

Total,

^d

Mt. Cutler House,—Ilirnm Boston, Pro-

adjusted and not due,

Borrowed

Dr. Wells

For

Philadelphia.

Other Liabilities' small, for printing, <£c.,

T'bz,
VW

HIRAM.

$5,396,380

LIABILITIES.

Foxcroft Exchange-

^Proprietors™**-**

When I awake—awake with a bewildered,
••used sense of
having bean a long time asleep
DOt
kno"*n3 where I am—and of having
som
Groat dread and horror on my
minu
and look around, the dawn is
break, awaT°
1 shiver with the
that'
chilly sensation
of even a warm day
brhms
unconscIously, in a
Uow empty th/’n Bat wllat llas happened?
is!
ease is
.The llressingsat nearly opposite m« 8-S°ae tbe man wli<»
Wat80»
lone! But
man in i.g°ne,!
116 cloak antJ tl*e
wax hands still
sits beside
tbe bant,s
ire holding the
and tk<;
tim Pur 13
touch
nS me. Good find i
atn tete-a-lele
with
bim! A feeliimof
St
•ation and desotireom^
appalliaS 0e»°over me—vanquiahis nie
utterly1 t ?'s
hand3 together
irantically and
,aiy at
the dim fo.rm
beside me
Ll, I?,ak!nG
n,e’ Groan out,
“Weill I did not think

...

Re-Insurance Fund,

in.^ (sleeping

”
Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and
Augusta at 3.30 n. nt
I' or Lewiston via Danville at 5 :*
p. m.
Trains arc Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath ami Lewiston at
9:43 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North
and F-sS at
3:12 p.m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35 p. m
From St. John Bangor, Ac., at 1:20 a.
Through Tickets me sold in Portland and baggage
checkedtliroush to Huultou, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, Arc.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30. 1R72.
decjtf

Paid up, $2,000,000 00

Real Estate unincumbered,
g 40 5 000 00
Cash on hand, in Bank, and in Agents
hands,.
1,151,730 10
United States Securities,
451,970 00
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
371,510 69
Bank ana Trust Co’s Stock,
1,332,500 00
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,512,270 00
Loans on Real Estate,
93,330 00
Loans on Collaterals,
57,1 40 00
Accrued Interest,
20,929 71

Losses
Losses

RAILROAD.

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

tlie 31st day of December, 1872, made to tlio State

Total Assets,

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the
plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative ageut.
I* there want of action in yanr Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches,
Felons, Pustules,
Caukor, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurahelm lo cleanse,
purify and restore
the vitiat ?d blood to healthy action.

i"

PHIMDELPIIIA.

Of Hartford, Conn..

....

Bryant’s Poml

Ij

dtcStf

infer Arrangement, Commencing Dec.
3, 1N?3.
Trams leave Portland for Bangor,
.;??????!!!SF;oidton, Calais and SI. John at 12:15

Commencing

THE—

....

Madame Tussaud
flashes
ludicrously across me.
Then
they began to talk of me. It is plain that
NORTH WINDHAM.
they are not taken in by my my feint of sleep;
,,OU*E’ W- U Stanley, Proprithey speak in a clear loud voice, evidently for
®ne
them
begins by saying,
owuenebt'
NOBBAT.
What a
good-looking woman she is! Evi- Real's Hotel, E. B. Weeks, Prop.
dently in her premiere jeunense too”—reader,
Elm Honsc, Main St. W. W. Wliiiniarsh
I struck thirty last
May—“and also there can
Proprietor.
be no doubt as to her
of exalted rank—a
being
duchess probably.” (A dead duchess
NAPLES
by
morning, thinks I grimly.) They go on to Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Prohow
odd
it
is
say
prietors.
that people in my class of
life nevertravel with their
own jewels, but
a ways with
paste ones. My poor, pool- sap- Dan fori h norridgewock.
House, D.Danfortb. Proprieto
nlmes! Good-by—a long
good-by to you.
But indeed I will
willingly compound for the

my face.
And now, oh reader! I am
going to tell
you something which I am sure you will not
I
can
believe
it
beiieve;
hardly
myself; but, as
I so lie, desp te the tumult of my mind—detue
terror
which
spite
seems to he
chilly
numbing my feelings—iii the midst of it all a
drowsiness keep? stealing over me.
I am
now convinced either that vile potion must
have been of extraordinary strength, or that
I, through the shaking of the carriage or the
unsteadiness of ray hand, carried more to my
mouth and swallowed more—I did not mean
to swallow any—than I intended,
for—you
will hardly credit it, but—l fell asleep!

4wt

BBT ANT’S

of

loss or you and the rest of
my ornaments will
gobare-neoked,and bare-armed,or clad in Salviati beads for the rest of
my life—so that I
do but attain the next
stoppirg-place alive.
As I am so
thinking one of the men looks
or I imagine that lie
looks, rather curiously
t wards mo.
In a paroxysm of tear lest
they
should read on my face the signs of the
a^ony
of terror I am enduring, I throw mv
pockethandkerchief—a very fine cambric one over

BLUE

Tremont House. Trcuiout St. Binctian
& Co.

Co

31

PORTLAND

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:

ja27

MAINE CENTRAL
!

-ETNA INSURANCE CO’Y,

Capital

for tlie launtlry has no equal. SOLI) BY GROCERS.
H. A. BARTLETT & CO., 115,117 N. Front-st., Phila..
143Chambers-3t., N. Y., 43 Broad-st., Boston.

ctor.

Boston.

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers !

always gives satisfaction. Try it.

Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoiu Squnrc,BuI finch
Bingham, Wrisleydk Co.. Proprietor*
St. James Hotel—J.P.N. Stetson, Propri
Wrisley

ABSTRACT OF THE

Ktock all

Boston, Causeway street.

station in

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
333 Commercial Street, Portlaud.
Dec. 2,1872.

DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R„ New A'ork
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with line
accommodations for passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippo
are requested to semi their
freight to the Steamers aearly as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s AVharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R„ New York.
May 9-dtf

janl7dtf

deod&w!y-w3

♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

Lcavo Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY ai.d THURS-

—

iiiacKing

Freight

■
■
„.

.AJNTNTXA.L STATEMENT

On

DRT7 G-CtI 8T,

Passenger station in Boston, 1 lay market Square..

a. m.
one half

Steamers Dirigo ami Franconia
will, until farther notice, run us
follows:

Co.,

16, 1873.

—OF

Aek your grocer for it.

isartiett s

BOSTON.

Jan.

Send for circular.
jan27-4wt

Tlid Ladios’ Friend.

Ins.

Ifc*.g:ilnlor is OxilDOLbe obtained of any

daily.

at 10

Steamship

can

jail 13

a. m.

AGENT,
30 EXCHANGE STREET.

Pvnnvanflnr

BREAT FALLS, N. H.
Breat Falls Hotel, O. A.
Frost, Proprietor

away, and try to
squeeze myself up as close as possible to the
window7.
But alas! to what good ? How absolutely and utterly powerless X am I How
entirely at their mercy 1 Aud there is Watson still
sleeping
heavi-

box

—

BARNES, Jr.,

Portland, Me.,

*

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

$775,000.

B.

Sat’d’y.

SKMI-AVEEKLY LINE

Assets

Crumbs of Comfort

BATH.

Sagadahoc House, John S. JTIilliken, Pro"

Central Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.

convulsively and slirinkingly

a

Maine

OF WATERTOWN, Jf. Y.

TABLETS.

Son., Prop.

RISKS
IN THE

&

WHITNEY & SAMPSON,
Agents,
70 Bong Wharf, Ro- Ion.
ju23-ly

—

Agricultural

and Lea

Price 25 cents

Franklin House, Harlow St., B. Quinbv,

CORHAM.

me? what shall I do? how much of him
is real ? where are
his real hands ? what is
going on under that awtul cloak? The fur
border touches me as I sit
by him. I draw

—

ing pioperties are astonishing.
Be warned, never ne'fleet a col'l, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells’ Carbolic
Tablets as a spocific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St,- New York,
Solo Agent for United States.

prietor.

For

tion.
The price of tlio
LAB per Rot tie, and

p II.
t>
a P.

Concord, via Lawrence, *9.03
For Lowell, *7.00, *9.55 a. M., ami t3 *>0 P \r
Milton aud Union, *7.00 A. M. aiid ta V/p m I
NOTE.—The *7.00 A. M. and t3.20 P. m! tmiu com :
nects at Boston with trains for New York. Passengers ticketed and baggage checked through.
^“Freight trains between Portland and Boston

PASSAGE, TEE DOLhAItS.
Freight «■ Passage, apply t.

Insured at Fair Rates

Worthies* imitation* are on the market, but
tbe only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid lor
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
I is all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be irecly used, their

Proprietors.

ASP

FARM

DO N’T!

Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Pro-

What is going to happen

to

CONTENTS

and t3.20

*7-30 A. M.

N it
Vri c
11’’ v1,11

For

Insurance
the rate oi
sailing vessels.
Freight for the AVest by the Penn. R. R., and Sontt
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

—

B:ly,

1'or Manchester and
Concoi'tl
R. Junction, t3.20 P. Al
Manchester and

From Long Wharf, Boston,3 p.ra.
From Pine Street Wharf, Plilla-

DWELLINGS

they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing We
are confident we arc doing the public a benefit, rnd
not trying to impose on them a worthless piepara-

aFw

Wharfage.
delpliia,

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Piiiia., Pa.
jan25 4w!

which,

IVo

our

—

B.fM.E

Steamship Line.

AGENCY»

AND

Trains leave P. S. & P R i» moPortland, for Boston, at *7.00,
A.

-J;55 M.. and +3.31 and *0.15 P.M.
Boston for Portlaud
at *7 °,o ts
\ 1S*turniM?tJteave
an'1 *12.30 and *3.15 P. M
Vnr It\ 1* .A*
h*“*r aud Allou

PIlILilDE&FMLi

Anti-Board Insurance

sailing until 4

of

STUBBS. Agent.

B.

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD.
Arrangement, December 3, IS73.

—AND—

WedVy

These foinis of Heart ITsease have be n cur«d by
■>r. <jiraves’ Klrrirt Begiilator. and we t o not
hesitate t» say it will cure them again. Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator lias been taken properly and the party not received a marked benefit.
Our ag nr, on application, will furnish you with
our circular, giving full description of the dis< use.
and also a number of testimonials of cuies; and if
who
you would like furthe proof fiom the parlies
have given the testimonials, w rite them and see what

Winter

____

Leave each port every

days

on

P. M.

■i;ltl-’lf_A,
or

L. SAMPSON, Agent.
5.‘I Central Wharf, Boston.

IPORTTj.AJS'D, MAINE.
jao23
cod2mo

having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WANT. iT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
GOO pages, only $2 50. More Agent* Wanted.
NOTICE—Bo not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palmotf hisih priced inferior works, but st-nd
for circulars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $10.
mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers 53
Washington St. Boston
jan25t4\v

sideway'manner,

still
holding the paper, for the
reading must be a farce. 1 look at his
hands; they are in precisely the same position as they were when I affected to
go to
sleep, although the pose of the rest of his
body is slightly altered. Suddenly I turn extremely cold, for it has dawned on me that
they are not real hands—they are certainly
false ones. Yes, though the
carriage is shaking very much with our rapid motion, and
the light is shaking to, there is no mistake.
I look indeed more closely, so as to be
quite
sure.
The one nearest me is
ungloved, the
other glove 1. I look at the nearest one.
Yes, it is of an opaque waxen whiteness. I
can plainly see the
rouge put under the finger-nails to represent the coloring of life. I
to
try
give one glance at his tace. Tfl$ paper
still partially hides
it, and as he is leaning his
head back against the
cushion, where the

sale, 10.UID IN ONE MONTH

i3BT*Frelght' received

o’clock

BOSTON

REEKING, Agent.

Jtheumatism, (Jencral I cOi'itij, It'afcu about the
Heart, Sinkiug of the Spirits, Pains in the Sale or
Chest, Dilzzin ss, Sluggish Circulation of the blood,
and MomentaryStoppage of the Action of the Heart.

herst.

hS£®,W*

_

NATiria. F.

.sv>«//t Carolina
and ah

Washington

jano2tl

Emstpoi’t ami St. John.
leave St. John and Ea&Lport every

#

a

given to South and AVest
Passenger accommocat Ions
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk Rut
ime 48 hours: to Baltimore S15, t,me «
For further information apply to

will

Connections made at Eastport fur St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woods lock and Koulton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentviilc, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

rates

SAMUEL GOULD, President
JAMES J. GOODRICH, Secretary.

is

BANGOR.
Harrininn House, J.E. Harriman & Co.,

Mouse,
Proprietor.

Til
Fine

John Felt Osgood,
James L Little,

Henry C. Hutchins,

LIVINGSTONE^AFRICA

cleansing

American

pL«li^h
rough

Benj. IV. Stoue,
Edwin Morey,

Welter Hastings,
James H. Beal,

Returning

THURSDAY.

Air L

a,n,i °'»rn’t
Aorf/i an.I
? a5
‘£ OA‘° J»

becoming very column In every community and
the sudden «katl:s resulting warn us to seek some relief. Ti e disease as-urues many different f ans
among whiih we notice Palpitation' fnlargement.
Spasms Ossification or Bonn formation of the Heart’,

Is

Copt. J. H. Pike, will leave Krairoailwliarf, f.»ot of State stiveevery MONDAY at 0 I*. M. io:’

Freight fr
Richmond,

nok,ar'"r
!“«”• i■

Furniture Insured for

and

Samuel Gould,

dins

tors.

prictor.
Bath Hotel. C. II. Pin mm ns*.

Risks,

DIBEGTOBS,

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures-THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Iluuting., &c. Full Account of this most interesting part, of the Globe. OuiUT sint foe $1. AdUNION PUBLISHING
O., Chicago, 11!.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; or Springfield Mass. au25t4w

AUGUSTA.

&

\

Dijjbj,

The Steamer New Brunswick

Loretand.
Hallett.
Capt, Henry I).-Foster.
McClellan "Ccxvt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded troiu Norfolk to Washin -fen
Steamer Lady of the Lake.

three mid five yearn.

one,

DISCOVERED

Augusta House, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprie-

NcLnughliu

Dwelling*

AGENTS WANTED.—Address for tbe most liberal terms ever o do red. THE DISCOVERER

AUBURN

with 511>

now

CO

AR1L\^| OK MENT.
TBIPI'EIIWEEK!

ONE

u*{n
R
Winslow
iit)ei0rtfeCapt.
Martstone,’’ Cant. Cco.H.

prepared to lusnre

at.

WINTER

for NOR-

Steamships:—
T'aur™c<’>” Capt. W. A. Hallett
Capt. Solomon Howes.

7T—~am
uua/it Crane,

ii

-A/.T CURRENT RATES.

Be deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore
threat,
hoarseness aud bronebial difficulties, use only

St. W. 8. & A.

Street, Bostou.

Fire & Marine

jan25tlw
Agents wauled for the new aud startling bo >k, The
TA
\T T T i'1 Hielorv, by the author of “God
JLJXj t AJLj in Histo y.” Illustrated by l>ore
and Nast. Endorsed by eminent divines.
E. B.
TREAT, Pub., 805 B’w y, N. Y.
jnnC5*4w

tor.

Hoiim, Court.
Proprietors.

I»

m.

FOLK and BALTIMORE.

$500,000,

BRIGGS & BROTHERS,
Seedsmen aud Florist*, ROCHESTER,

ALFRED.
County House, Edmund Warren,Proprie-

Elm

Seml-Weeklv, 2.30 I*,

and

John.
Windsor aud Halifax.

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,

N. \\

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Eijess may

No. 59 State

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP
Koaliiort' Calais

cud

'Thin CempanTi with n puid-np Gnah Gapitnl of

Address,

HOTELS.

Daily

railroads.

Norfolk and Baltimore auil Wastin',ton,
U. C. Steamship Line.

FIRE & 31ARINE INS. CO.

veart\rinrhe
J87?\
yr»nn?Jl cycdltcd

my husband’s, who was acquainted with my
had habit of travelling in company with my
trinkets—a habit which I have since seen fit
to abandon.
What I have written is literally true, though
it did not happen to myself.

the

WORK !

der^ S^Ids

to Paris! You will be glad, I dare
say, to hear that I ultimately recovered my
s.ipphires, and a good many of my other ornaments. The police being promptly set on,
the robbers wt re, after much trouble and
time, at length secured; and it turned out
that the mail in the cloak was an ex-valet of

the State, at
do found.

STEAMERS.

MANUFACTURERS7

LLUSTHAT U'.D

FLORAL

journey

in

BROTHER’S

&

FOR JANUARY, 1873, NOW OUT. Ixsuert aa a
Quarterly. Tli* four numbers sent to any artdresK
by mail, for 25 Cenls. Tlio richest and most instruct
tivc Illustrated and Descriptive Floral
Guide
published. Those of our patrons who o
last year and were credited with 25
cents, will receive
Tho|su 'vUo ordcr Seeds
thH
cro rtr
with a subscription for 1871.
Ti n
m
"'“her
containsncativ 4«0 KuarsivColored Plat,., suitable
for%nT,-^ s.np,rrb
aI“« Tinted Plate, of our gor;°LV.a"onS,an<l
information relative to FlowPromos;
eis, \ egetab cs, &c and their
cultivation, and all
Buch matt er as was
formely found in our annual Catallogue. \ ou will miss it if you order SEE 858 before
seeing Brigs* & Bro’s. ^(JAKTE RLY. We
cnallerge comparison on quality of Seed and prices
and sizes of packets. Our “Calendar Advance
Sheet aud Price List for 1873,” sent free.

fiud anything underneath—Satan himself—
a horrible dead body—anything, sooner than
submit any longer to this hideous mystery.
And lam rewarded. When the cloak lies at
the bottom of tlie carriage—when the mask,
and the false hands and talse feet—there were
false feet, too—are also cast away, in different direciions, what do you think I find underneath ?
Watson! Yes: it appears that while I slept
—I feel sure that they must have rubbed
some more of the
drug on iny lips while I
w as
unconscious, or I never could have slept
so heavily or so
long—they dressed up Watson m the mask,
feet, hands and cloak; set
the hat on her
head, gagged her, and placed
her beside me in tbe attitude
occupied by tlie
man.
They had then, at tbe next station,
got out, taking with them dressing-case and
clock, and had made off' in all security. When
I arrive in Paris, you will not be
surprised to
hear that it does not once occur to me whether I am
looking green or no.
Ant this is the true history of my r.ight

Embracing the leading Hotels

_INSURANCE.
_

from the hands, which, however, continue to
be still held out in the same position, as if
still grasping it; and behind the newspaper,
I see, by the dim morning light and the dim
lamp-gleams, that there is no real face, but a
mask. A sort of choked sound is coming
from behind the mask. Shivers of cold tear
Never to this day shall
are running over me.
1 know what gave me the despairing courage
to do it, but before I know what I am doing
I find myself tearing away tlie mask tearing away the hands. It would be better to

my feet from the dressing-box^
BETHEL.
A cold chill creeps over me, aud then the
Chandler House, F. S. Chnndicr & Co
bloo.l rushes to my head and ears. What am
Proprietors.
I to do? what am I to do? 1 have
always Chapman House, 8. H. Chapman, Pro.
thought the better ot myself ever since for it; prietor.
to
but, strauge
say, I keep my presence of
BKIDGTON CENTER, Me.
mind. Still affecting to sleep, I give a sort of
Cumberland House, Marshall Bacon, Prc
and
kick,
instantly the hands are withdrawn
prietor.
and all is perfectly quiet again. I now feign
to wake gradually, with a
BOLSTEB MILLS.
yawn and a stretch;
and on moving about my feet a little, find
Hancock House,—J. N. Hancock, Prop.
that, despite my kick, they have been too
clever for me, and have dexterously removed
BRUNSWICK. ME.
& K. Dining Booms, W. K. Field.
my box and subs.ituted another. The way
Proprietor.
in which I make this plea ant
discovery is,
that whereas mine was perfectly flat at the
CAPE ELIZABETH.
on
the
surface
of
the object that is now
top,
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propribeneath my feet there is some sort of excresetor.
cence—a handle of some
sort or other.
CALAIS.
There is no denying it—brave I may be—I
International Hotel, IV. £>. Simpson.
ruqy.jauoh at people for running from bulls,
Proprietor.
hi n vnom
UfSlJK7i,6 l~,
by themselves for
for .ear ot ghosts, for
CAMDEM.
past tramps,
hurrying
butnow l am most
thoroughly frightened. I Bay A ieff House, E. II. DcrmitXi, Prop.
look cautiously, in a
at the
man beside me.
CORNISH.
How very still he is! Were
Cornish House,—P. Burgin, Proprietor.

looking

“Certainly not! Neither ‘Dames seuletf
‘Fumeurs;’ but if it must be one or the
other, ‘Fumeurs.’
T am growing nervous, when I see the footman who is a little ahead of us,
standing
with an opoji carriage door in his hand, aud
signing to us to make haste. Ah! it is all
right! it always comes right when one does

MISCELLANEOUS.

PnrUer House, School St. H. D. Parker &

sleepy myself-—that is a blessing. I shall see
what happens. Yes, by the bye, I must see
what he meant to liaDpen; I must affect to
fall asleep too. I close my eyes, aud
gradually sinkiug my chin on'my chest, try to
aud
droop my jaws
hang my cheeks, with a
semblance of bona fide slumber. Apparently I succeed pretty well. Alter the lapse of
some minutes I distinctly feel two hands
very
cautiously and carefully lifting and removing

I hate and dread j
would much pie- I
fer at any time to miss my train rather than
be squeezed and jostled by one. In consequence, my maid and I are almost the last
people to emerge, and have the last and
worst choice of seats.
We run along the
train
in; the footman, my maid, and
I. Full—full everywhere!
least
“Dames seules?” asks the guard.

nor

that Watson would have forsaken me!” Instantly, a sort of movement and shiver
runs through the figure; the newspaper drops

rni
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of tiie

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston
just published a new edition of his lxLnie

HAA

containing most vulnuhle ir.fcnnati. n in the
causes, cons-sjarnees and treatment of disease it the
repi'odactive system, with nntai ls on nmntan t nd
the rtuten? causes of the toss
oj' manhood, with ti 11
instructions lor its enmpletc restoration; also a ch
in
r
’•'Tlr'-cat •■mectioa, and (he menno of rate, hr
mg the most coniprohoasii r in,, i- on the suljecl ev. ;
yet pnollslied, comprising l ".u pages. Mall, ! iree to
any address for as cents. Aidless,

op

Or. Icartlntii'8 Ccipiiilting Office,
*11 Haiicocti Street, Boston, .tins.,
JunlSllvr

yyood

and SOFT WOOD f»r sale at No. 43 Lin’
Also Dry Edging*.
WM. IT USE.
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A Fine Business Opening
a
young or middle aged man of unexceptionable character. Experienced accountant and one
FOR
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited
Address Box 2015 Portland Me.
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A

SURE CURE FOR SDR 3 THUOA1' AND
CHIL
BLAINS,

Grows’
Sold

IsisiisiBcut !

by all dealers iu medicine.
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